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H4SKELI SILK CO’S

Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
sepl8 TELEPHONE 701. snly

Gros Grain Dress

—

OF

richness and permanence of odor.

Cosmetics, Soaps and other Toilet Goods

WILL B. DORMAN, PERFUMER,
643 Congress Mireei, Just above High,
sn2w*
PORTLAND, HIE.
sep29

RARE OLD ENGLISH

BOOKS.

Old Hooks Wanted Immediately.
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USING
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Chase of Orono was

Entirely harmless; is

not

broken into and goods taken to the value of
about $30, and an unsuccessful attempt was
made to burn this store at the same time.
A Foolish Girl.

The Whig learns late this evening that
Cora S. Perkins, aged 15 years, of Mount
Chase, recently took half a teaspoonful of

Paris green to

see what effect
it would have
and is now very low.
T. J. McIntyre Bond.
Boston, Oct. 8.—Thomas J. McIntyre, aged
39 years, an ex-journalist and one who had figured conspicuously in political campaigns in
Maine for the past ten years, died in the Bos-

HASKELL SILKS

caustic.

a

Brush for

applying
CURE

Price 45

in each bottle.
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GUARANTEED.^

IS

Far dale

ceuiH.

all

by

Dr«ggi»t«.

Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Auk for Ncklotterbeck’a Coro and Wart
Solvent unit take ua other.
uov2S
sndtf

i

BUK!

BARGAINS!

(-IN i,THE-

ton City Hospital Sunday afternoon, after an
illness of over four months with Bright’s disease of the kidneys. The last of Mr. Mclnty.e’s connection with journalism was when
he was editor of ex-Gov. Plaieted’s political
organ published in Bangor, Me., abont two
years ago. He leaves two brothers who reside
in Philadelphia.
AUGUSTA.
The Governor and Gonnnii

day forenoon,

to

Governor.

Closing-Out

Mutual

—
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wwuv.

IMRAJCE

premium pave about 3Ya per cent, in-

a

Our entire s^ock is to
before we move into

insurance, pays*

about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.
no

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
as

480

Results Accomplished.

is

our

new

store in

Congress

St.

SCHOONER
aug22dtf

No.,

three teet long,
Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
Custom House Wharf.

Thirty

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

$3,022,612,

better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment Policies
for sale by

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

Special Agent.
MERRyTsTATE AGENT.eodtf

T. T.
jne23

RUBBER

[no.

bbl:
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Washington, Oct. 9.
The indications for New Eogland to-day are
fair weather, winds mostly southeasterly, falling barometer, stationary or rising tempera-

j
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William P. Trott, who died last week at an
advanced age, figured prominently in the settlement of tbe St. Croix towns.
He was a
millwright of the highest skill, and his services were secured if possible by those having
mills to erect. The Gibson mill at Nashwaak,
two steam mills in Nova Scotia, and the
Copeland, Washington and Porter mills, in
his own town, were among those built by him.
During his residence of half a century in Baring he filled with fidelity nearly all the offices,
and enjoyed univoisal good will and esteem.

If

On Monday and Wednesday nights of last
week over eighty hens were killed on South
Milltown, Centre, Washington and Depot
streets by some animal.
Whole fiocks were
bitten and crushed and left scattered around,
with no part eaten. Some of the owners of
the bens say that the dog of' a prominent citizen committed the “fowl” deed, aud that on
Depot street be was canght in the act.
DEESDEN.

At the Knickerbocker ice houses in Dresden,
recently, the schooner “City of Augusta” was
loaded with 73S tons of ico in 10 hours, with
15 meu in the houses and 10 men in the hold,
and they were obliged to haul the ice 500 feet
with three horses.

ture.
The weather bulletin says the temperature
has risen in all districts east of the Mississsppi
Valley except the South Atlantic States where
it has fallen slightly. Northeastily winds prevail iu the Middle Atlantic and South Atlantic States, east to south winds in the
Gulf
States, Tennessee, Ohio valley and lower lake
Local
region and upper Mississippi valleys.
rains have fallen in the upper lake region.
nn.thnnn

Saturday forenoon Mason Grover received a
hick from a horse in the left leg.
Both bones
of the Jimb were broken below the knee.
Alexander Morrisou of the Soldiers’ Home
was before the municipal court,
Saturday, for
the larceny of a $2 bill from a fellow soldier.
He was fined $5 and cost*. This he was unable to pay and went to jail.
Pilot Knox,
John May’s trotting horse,
which has been making such fast time of late,
was bred and owned, until two years ago,
by
Orville H. Clark, West Bristol, and trots by
of
his
sire
the
“Woodinheritance,
right
being
bum bred” stallion "Black Pilot” (2.30), his
dam “Haney Knox” (2.65), by “Col. Ellsworth”; lie by “Gen. Knox.”

CALAIS.

For Sale.
YACHT.
eleven feet breadth.

Vit.ir-

the call of the

BASING.

Opp. Preble Home.

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

LEWIS

be sold, if possible,

eep!3eodtf

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 58/sper cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average ot 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
reserve

SHOES.]

wmiam'EMi

shown by comparison of results.

cent,

—

Brown’s Memorial Block (which «i 1 be
about Oct. 15). This stock consists of
a general line of Boots, Shoes and SlipWe shall
pers, and is in good order.
offer bargains yet unknown to the retail
trade in Portland, as we intend starting
our new store with new, fresh goods.

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives

OF

MS and

Better than a 4 per cent, Government Bond
Which at
terest.

Sale

ndionrnmt

meet again at

DUBHAM.

On Sunday, Rev.

Mr. Wickett of

Pownal,

his way to church, was thrown from his
carriage while descending a steep hill, and
quiet severely injured. He will probably be
laid up for a few weeks.
on

-1

FAEMINGTON.
ley and Msssouri valley, elsewhere fair weath- j
er prevails
Mrs. Amanda A. Norton, mother of Mrs.
Fair, warmer weather is indicated
for the Middle Atlantic States, Tennessee and
Lillian Norton Gower, on her recent visit to
Ohio valleys on Wednesday, followed towards ! this place, was impressed with the need of
Wednesday night in the last named districts more street lamps on the streets, and when
Fair weather on
she left town presented the authorities with
by falling temperature.
the necessary money to supply the needed
Wednesday iu the lower lake region.

lamps.

Important to alhrtio use Belting.

BOWDOIN

We have ju*t patented a new article la Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

GIANT BELTING.

COLLEGE.

GABDINEB.

j

Lebanon R. A. Chapter held its annual conThe followvention on Wednesday eveniug.
ing officers were elected: Heurv S. Webster,
The New Buies Adopted Without n DisH P.; William J. Lander, K ; George W.
senting Voice—The New Professor of Dow, S.; Fulltr G. Sbermau, T.; Charles O.
Turner, Sec.; Martin Horn, 0. of H.. Philip
Psychology—Full Sports.
H. Winslow, P. S.; Ausyl B. Booker, R. A. C.
i
The roof of the shoe factory is shingled and
the walls nearly clapboarded, and the under
floors laid.
(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
_

is made up with the usual
and Rubber, and, before putting on

Belting

This

plies of
the out

Duck
side cover, it is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the .outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as we11
as frictloned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after heir g
used for a time, especially when run at a great
•peod or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill own-

being in

cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary
ers

to this Belt

as

believe it will

way.

We

length

of time.

the end the

wear more

than double tin

heavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Endless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such a
way that it

For

cannot

separate.

Try Our Giant Belt.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples

and

quotations furnished

on

sep28
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DRESS GOODS.
CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED.
We are now ready to display the finest
assortment of Fall and Winter Dress
Hoods that we have ever kept, and we
call special attention to ihe vaiions
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard
They are very choice goods for that

price.
We also call attention to our line of
Plain and Brocade Velvets, both black
and colors.
Our Brocade Velvets in colors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress Goods
constantly on hand.

CHAMBERLIN k
451
•ep29

HOISTED,

Congress Street.

"IsHaWe
Dryden,

will be happy to

see

4. HAZES

465
her

Congress St,,
friends
and

patrons after

OCTOBEK 1st.
eod3w
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S. it. AIILE8,

Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
43« WASBI «TON ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers In a
and the
United
the
states
of
towns
eritish Provinces.

BpSsand

Prof. Campbell.
The Fall sports have received an impetus unknown for some years. The Fall races are to
be rowed next Wednesday, and the crews will
at once begin their winter work. The college

worthy

successor to

nine

will probably

men

who left in ’S3.

play a game with the
Dirigos next Saturday. The Freshman class
has some excellent material, and it is hoped
they will go far toward replacing the valuable

NEW YORK.
itlore Frauds.
New York, Oct. 8.—The commissioners of
accounts are investigating another irregularlty uy wuicn it uas
city was defrauded

ueen msuovereu

tuat tuis

of $18,090 ten years ago
Wines, liquors and cigars to that amount were

left in Mount St. Vincent restaurant in Central park in 1872 by the lessee wbo assigned
the property to the city, being unable to pay
rent to the park commissioners.
The next
lessee, Columbus Ryan, who has since died,
disposed of the property without even accounting for it to the proper authorities. Besides
this he surreptitiously used in the restaurant
gas paid for by the city. The amount of the
city’s loss with interest is said to be $30,000.
Pastoral Letter of Cardinal McCloskey.
The joint paBtoral letter of Cardinal McCloskey, Archbishop Corrigan and the bishops
of the ecclesiastical province of New York,
conseouent upon the close of the recent provincial council, was read in all the churches of
the province at the high mass yesterday. It
condemns marriages with those wbo are not
Catholics, divorce aud secret societies, and indirectly rebukes the conduct of the Augustinian.

Hugh Hasting*’

Will.

The will of the late Hugh Hastings was filed
to-day. It divides 13 shares of stock of the
Commercial Advertiser among five nephews,
leaves his library to his nephew Hugh and the
remainder of his estate to his wife. President
Arthur is one of the executors.
Railroad Rate War Reopened.
The war in railroad rates was reopened today by “scalpers” selling tickets over the
Pennsylvania, New York Central, Erie and

Baltimore and Ohio and roads that form a
connection with the west of their
proper
termini at $1 to $3 less than schedule.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

dtf

MILLINER.
Having secured room with

Mrs.

the bands of the students and can be revoked
at their pleasure.
It is announced that Dr. Brown has accepted
the position of Professor of Psychology, and
will enter upon his duties on November 11th.
Dr- Brown has a wide reputation and will be a

CO.,

173 & 173 Devonshire Si., Boston.
37 Readc *t», New York.
Factories at Chelsea, Mass.

The Hallowell Refurm Club, which has been
the meaus of doing a large amount of good,has
had to disband on account of lack of interest
in the cause.
LEWISTON.

administration of justice in the college. Since
the movement was first proposed there has
been no doabt as to its final adoption, as it
places the discipline of the college virtually in

application.

REVERE RUBBER

HALLOWELL.

Brunswick, Oct. 8.—At a meeting of the
students held to-day it was resolved almost
without a dissenting voice to adopt the articles
of agreement proposed by the faculty for the

Dover & Burlington Railroad.
Dover, N. H., Oct. 8.—The first regular
meeting of the corporators aud associaies of
the Dover & Burlington railroad was held this
The meeting organized with Gen.
afternoon.
Alfred Hoitt as president and Henry Law secretary. The charter was read and accepted,
and the following elected directors: Alfred
Hoitt, B. S. Wallingford, Henry Law, J. Herbert Sea vey, N. S. Bradley, Washington Anderson, aud Geo. W.Oolbeth. The directors

with Gen. Hoitt as President, Hon.
Joshua G. Hall, secretary, and Henry Law
A committee was appoin ted to
treasurer.
draft by-laws, and will report at the next
o

ganized

meeting.

One of the lumbermen who is at court as a
witness in the Union Water Power case, says
he and another man picked 2,700 pounds of
spruce gum in three days last winter, ouly taking what they could reach from the ground.
The Lewiston Y M. C. A
at a meeting
held Thursday evening, voted to secure a general secretary at once.

j

MONSON.

:

The
Monson slate quarries now employ
about 300 men. It was not much over a year
ago when but twenty-live or thirty were employed. The company are filling large orders
for 6late from the south and west, and the narrow gauge railroad just completed is taxed to
its utmost capacity.
NOETH ANSON.

pvupu,

shops nights

to

uuu

aiv
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fill their orders.
•NORTHFIELD.

Fires in the woods caused great excitement
in this town as well as in the town joining, recently. The fire assumed so frightful an aspect Sunday of last week that even the women
and cbildreB were obliged to assist in checking
its progress, and, but for the rain which came
Tuesday night, the people would have had
hard work to have saved their buildings.
OTISFELI).

Stephen Thurston’s buildings in Otisfield,
were burned
Wednesday of last week, during his absence. The buildings were connected and were all destroyed.
PATTEN.

A few days since Mr. Leroy Miles, a trader
at PatteB, sent to Bangor and drew SI,000 from
a bank.
After receiving the money he deposited it in the safe in the store. Thursday night
some one entered
the buil .ing through the
cellar, and gained admittance to the store.
The safe, which is an old fashioned one, was
pounded with some heavy substance and the
keyhole was found to be partly filled with powder. The burglar was probably frightened
away before he had time to complete the

work.

PITTS TON.

The Independent Ice Company of Washington, D. C., are buiidiog three large ice houses
on the Kennebec.
C. B Church, president of
the company, is superintending their construetisu, and a large crew of men are employed.
The yare building on a new plan, unlike any
other on the river.
ROCKLAND.

Mr. Israel L. Snow, has completed his purchase of the United States ship Ohio, now lying at Boston navy yard. The vessel will probably be broken up. She was oue of the old
line-of-battle ships, anu in her day was considered one of the fiuest frigates in tne world.

Wm. H. Kennedy, missing from Strong, was
found at Jay Bridge,
Wednesday, safe and
well. As an explanation of his conduct be

claimed there was trouble between himself and
hia father. Said he was afraid of his father.

HBKSifcVSSBKI

1883.
*

A LIGHT SENTENCE.

THE OHIO ELECTION.

PRICE THREE

THE LAND GRANT ROADS.

general.
An immense crop of pumpkins was raised in
Somerset county, this year. Ox teams are
hauling big loads to' the canning factories
faster than they can care for teem. They pay
$3 a ton. Last year pumpkins were worth 520
a ton.
The crop was very light. A North Anson farmer hauled twelve
tons to the North
Anson factory, one dav last week. The factory
has one order for 50,000 gallon-cans of pumpkins.
Mr. Parker, an English manufacturer, has
been traveling through Somerset county, making contracts for white ash lumber to be shipped to Eoglaud. This is his first visit to
America.
Congressman Milliken’a services will be in
demand if be speaks elsewhere as well as he
did at Mechanics Hall Saturday evening. He
is one of the best speakers Maine has yet sent
out for campaign work.—Worcester Spy.

«ov. Foster Thinks Fornker Will Bare

Herbert

a

Eaton, the Calais Mai
Slayer, Pined $1,000 and Coats.

THE

CHURCHES.

Judge

Dauforth

Delivers

Previous to Passing Sentence.

Eev. Samuel Upjohu of Maine, from the
committee on consideration of bishops, reported that they had examined the testimonials of
Eev. Dr. Randolph, assistant bishop elsot of
Virginia, Rev. Dr. Potter,, assistant bishop
elect of New York, and Rev. Dr. Knickerbocker, bishop elect of Indiana, found them in
due form and recommended that the convention consent to consecration.
A minority report was presented oojecting
to the consecration of the assistant bishop of
Virginia, as sufficient time had not elapsed to
ascertain whether the disability of the bishop
would continue
The reports of tho committee were placed on
the calendar.
A memorial for the division of the diocese of
Tennessee,and a protest against the same were
referred.
The committee on prayer book, to whom
was referred proposals to leave out the words
“Protestant Episcopal,” reported that in their
judgment the alterations were inexpedient.
The Board of Missions was then called to
*
order by Rt, Rev. Bishop Lee.
A message was received from the House of
Bishops containing a resolution which was
ado»ted. It Drovided. the House r.f Clerical
and Lay Deputies concurring, that a committee of three bishops, three presbyters and three
laymen be appointed to make a preliminary report looking to thorough consideration
of the subject of the election of ministers into
a church or parish, for presentation to the new
general convention
The report of the bishops of Havti was read.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Dunlap of New Mexico
addressed the board, and Rt. Rev. Dr. Brenner, missionary bishop of Montana, submitted

Machias, Oct. 6.—Herbert Eaton was li
today arraigned upon an indictment to
manslaughter in shooting Samue. Kelly, Jr.

oourt

the interest of the people.
For years we have had a growing Prohibition
party that was drawing more and more every
year from ns. The vote it cast was bat a
small part of its strength in Ohio, for Republicans who sympathized with it wonld take
some steps for the control of the liqnor traffic.
This sentiment became so strong that last year
we were obliged to do something.
We took a
step and were defeated. This only increased
the demand for another move. The Legislators responded by passing the Scott law for
the taxation of the liqnor trade. The temperance element demanded the submission of the
two amendments to a vote of the people. They
were strong enough in the Legislature to make
the passage of the Scott law dependent on the
submission of the amendments. They therefore forced the case, and there was no resisting
it. There was only one alternative for the Repnblicau party—follow this legislation or stare
defeat in the face before a large Prohibition
party, or a larger stay at borne vote. It took
the only alternative left it, and made the fight.
I am chaiged with the responsibility of forcing
this issne by the Democratic press. All I
have to Bay ia that it has saved us, if we wiu,
as I believe we will.
It has awakened the old
time interest in the country districts, and will
out
an enormous vote.
This has always
bring
been our situation, and will be this year. If
Foraker is elected, it will be through the enthusiasm this temperance
legislation has
awakened. We have made a strong and earnest
canvass, bat it has awakened nothing like the
interest that the fight over the amendment has.
Now, as to the resalt. I assume, in forecasting, the whole liquor element that was against
us
last year will vote against ns this year.
Perhaps it will be stronger. Miles Gardner,
the leader of thesecund amendment campaign,
says that the contest is worth 35,000 voles to
the Republican party. 1 think that ari enthuBiaatic claim. I believe it worth 12,000 to
15,000. Its greatest element of strength is in
their iocreased vote. I, will bring out votes

they could

Calais in March last.
He pleaded no ;
After remarks by the State's counse [
and counsel for respondent Judge Danfortl
said iu substance:
“This case involves serious consideration. I
is one he had to meet and was not permitted ti 1
indulge in any feelings as an individual. If si
he should say to the respondent ‘Go and do si |
no
more.—There are considerations whicl
at

guilty.

be overlooked. The indiotmeut is fo
By what means the grand jur;
reduced the crime to that is unknown.
Wi
must suppose they had some reason outside o ;
intoxication for that would have no tendenc;
to reduce it below murder in the second de
gree. Conjectures are useless. We may sup
pose they concluded it was a reckless use o
firearms, a matter causing trouble, distresi
and )„ss of many lives.
In fixing the penalty the indictment must b<
considered.
Still tbe circumstances undei
which the crime was cammitted mast affec
the punishment. If for murder there wonlc
be no discretion, but the indictment
being foi
manslaughter I must assume that the crime ii
manslaughter and not murder.
The public bave rights in this matter ai
well as the individual and his family.
Hii
standing in the community would tend to iu
crease the punishment rather than diminish i
and eis greater intlaeuce is not to be forgotten
If a man puts himself volu tarilyjinto a condl
tion of forgetfulness, when he has no contro
of bis passion, he must be responsible for hii
acts in consequence thereof.
If that condi
tion continues so long as to result in diseasi
that raises another question. Habits of drink
ing may be reformed. It is said there are verj
few cases where the appetite when it become!

a

report.

Rt. Rev. Dr. Paddock, missionary bishop of
Washington Territory, stated that the number
of his churches had increased in three years
from six to eleven.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Wilmer of Alabama spoke
on work
among the colored people of the
South.
Rt. Rev. Dr. Lyman, bishop of North Carolina, said that at the meeting of bishop at
Suwanee with regard to dealing with the colored race it was unanimously agreed that
there should be no separate organization at
the St. Augustine normal school (for the colored race). At Raleigh the number of students is 136 and the alumni numbers 130. It
had been deemed advisable to establish as a
branch of the institution a theological department.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop Pierce of Arkansas
said that in his remarks on Friday he had not
iutended to cast an; reflection on the late
No one
secretary of the domestic committee.
held Dr. Twing in greater love or reverence than he did
and no one regretted his
death more. All his relations with him were
pleasant and he was sorry such an impression
had gone forth.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Whipple of Minnesota then
spoke of the work of the ladies's auxiliary.
The Rt.
Rev. Bishop Neely of Maine
offered
a
resolution
that the action of
the
board
of
be
managers
approved
in appointing
Mrs.
A.
T.
Twing as
associate secretary cf the women’s auxiliary,
believing that the purpose of the appointment
is one of eminent importance and that Mrs.
Twing is specially qualified by experience for
ibe needs of the work to which she has been

assigned.
The

resolution

was

n__n_»_.i

seconded by Bishop
r

\t_t._j
--

,-O-'--*
3d.
Rev. Albert C. Bunn,

sionary
the

at

---

formally

■--

medical mis-

Wauchany, China, then spoke

on

subject of

“Medical Missions in heathen
lands; their necessity, scope and some of their
resnlts.”
Bishop Bedell of Ohio, from the committee
on the nomination of
a
board of managers,
stated that a claim had been presented for a
representation in the board from the south and
west, those sections of the conntry being at
present unrepresented. He moved its reference to the committee of alteration of Canons
to ascertain whether it would be advisable to
add to the board five clergymen and five laymen with the understanding that the South and
West should be represented. The matter was
referred to the nominating committee.
Dr. C. Shattuck of Massachusetts made a
motion which was agreed to, that when the
board adjourns it be to meet at two o’clock on
Friday afternoon.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, of New Mexico
then read the trieunial reports of the executive committee ef the American church buildHe stated the object
ing fund commission.
for which the commission was organized was
to create a fund of $1,000,000 to aid in building
uew churches in any diocese or missionary
jurisdiction. The number of applications for help
had been 101.
The treasurer’s teport was as follows. Total
receipts, $50,471; total payments, $15,351; individual account $12,010; balance in trust companies, banks and cash, $23,109.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince offered the following which was adopted.
Resolved that the resolution establishing the
American church building fund commission be
amei ded by adding thereto: "said commission mav
receive special contributions of money tor immediate disbursieent in aid of church erec ion in places
requiring such aid which shall be used in accordance
with the terms of such contributions.
Invitations to visit the Philadelphia and
Rush libraries were accepted.
It was anuonnced that a social meeting of the House of
Bishops and Houbo of Deputies would be held
at the Aldiue Hotel at 2 o’clock to-morrow afternoon.
The convention then adjourned until to-mor-

morning.

GERMANS’ BI-CENTENNIAL.

Festivities in Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—The German bi-ceutennial parade to-day was one of tho largest of
its kind ever witnessed in this city, fully 20,000
men and 5,000 vehicles being in line.
The line
consisted of historic tableaux, Grand Army
posts, detachments of the Second Regiment
The Teutonic

and State F eucibles, singing and social societies, Odd Fellows, Rnigbts o! rytbias, Order
of Bed Mru, and charitable and beneficial societies, brewers’, butchers’ and bakers’ organizations, together with other representatives of
Tbe
trades, industries and manufactures.
streets along the line of the procession were
and
window
seats
were
at a
literally jammed,
So great was tbe orowd along
premium.
Chestnut 6treet that the police were compelled
to rope off the sidewalk, an act that has never
been necessary heretofore.
The Celebration at Newark.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 8.—The German celeTbe weather
bration is brilliantly successful.
is fine, business is mostly suspended, the courts
have adjourned, and the bouses are decorated
with German and American colors. The entire population fills the streets and windows
on the route of the march.
Tbe procession
was several
miles long and comprised 20,000
people, representing historic characters, German
associations, churches and schools. At
the City Hall they were reviewed by the governor and staff.
An immense crowd was present in Caledonian Park this afternoon.
Col. Betz delivered
an address in
German, and Hon. Samuel J.
Randall spoke about ten minutes on tbe obligations of America to the Germans, eulogizing their industry, frugality and interest in
liberal institutions.
Pittsburg, Oct. 8.—The bi-centennial anniversary of the landing of the first German
colonists upon American shores waB celebrated
to-day by the German residents of this city.
The weather was beautiful, and everything
conspired to make the celebration a grand success. The procession was at least 15 miles
long, with 25,000 persons and 4,000 wagons in
line. All the trades were represented, while
every nation in the world had representatives
in costun-e.
The Germans in Washington,Trenton, N. J.»
and Providence, R. I. also observed the day by
parades, speech-making and fire-works in the

evening.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Criminal Libel.

Boston, Oct. 8_Robin Damon, publisher
and proprietor of the Salem Evening News,was
arrested yesterday on a capias and taken to
Lawrence to answer to charges of criminal
libel, the grand jury having found a bill on
certain artfcles published by that paper tendinjury City Marshal John W. Hart of
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force.
This is a thing from which the public
above all else Is to be protected. If I can dc
anything to reform the respondent I concm
with the counsel that that is the beat way tc
the community. In many cases 1 have
ad no hesitation in giving a much longer
term than I otherwise would in order that the
party may be compelled to reform. I have nc
reason to doubt that the defendant since the
commission of the crime has been temperate
I should be very sorry to place any discouragement in his way in that regard. If I felt il
necessary to send him to State Prison for a
sufficient length of time to eradicate the disposition for drink I should have no hesitation
in doiDg it bat I do not feet it to be necessary
in the case. Very probably it would lead 1c
discouragement. I would notjbe willing to dc
anything of that kind. I could sentence for a
short time to the county jail but the oonnty
attorney does not feel authorized to ask for
this. ^Unless
the
respondent continues
to
be a reformed man,
I
shall regret
that
he did
not
Prison
go to State
for from 3 to 5 years. If he does continue reformed, I shall always feel pleased that I did
not send him to prison.
Of course I can’t
pledge the future. If I could I should know
how
to
as
it
exactly
act;
Is, I must act according to my best judgment and take the chances.
I hope I am not mistaken. It it proves that
I am it will be a case of sincerest regret because the next best way to produce reform
wonld be to place him oat of the reach of temptation. As it is I do not feel it necessary to try
that the country should be indemnified for all
costs and expenses and there may be expenses
beyond taxable costs.
Sentence.
Fine of ono thousand dollars
and costs.
C. B. Rounds with E. E. Livermore, County

Erotect

Attorney for State.
George E. Curran, A.
Harvey for defendent.
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The United States

Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court of the United States
convened at noon to-day, bat without transacting any business of consequence adjourned
until to-morrow.
All the justices were present.

Facilitating Delivery of Mail Matter.
With a -iew to facilitating aud hastening
the delivery of mail matter in large cities, the
postoffice department is gradually extending
the system of sorting city mails In postal cars,
which was tried on a small scale with very
satisfactory results sometime since. The plan
is to classify city mails as far as possible while
in transit by distributing the mail matter in
the postal cars under the heads: “For postmasters,” “For the general post office,” “For
lock boxes,” “For banks aud bankers'” and
for the several metiopolitan postal stations, sc
that it may be bandied with greater quicknesE
and facility when it reaches its destination.
The system wan recently tried on several trains
running into Philadelphia, aud the service wa£
so satisfactory that the postmaster of that
city
asked to havo his mails sorted on all trains.
The Postal Notes.
Dr. McDonald, chief of the money ordei
system, does not think that there need be any
fear that the postal notes will be raised, and
does not believe that they have been. He
considers that it would be impossible for any
extensive frauds to be commmitted in this
way. He anticipates that four millions of the
notes will be used the present year, transmit
ting from ten to twelve millions of dollars.
War ou I.iquor Sellers.
Tbe1 Good Templars have commenced e
formidable raid against the saloon keepers, anc
have obtained a rnling from District Commissioners that no new licenses shall be given to
any saloons which have been fined for selling
liquor on Sunday, or without license. Tin
en

tir.n.1

Friend

in

Boston.

_

The chief, who was heartily disliked, he
fonnd, bad been shot in the arm bnt no station
had been attacked. It seems that the station was partially broken up by the personal
ambition of the yonng men of the party, each
of whom desired to succeed the chiel. Mr.
Stanley thinks the stations can be supThe
number
plied with native
help.
of steamers and boats has been increased, and
altogether he considers everything is most encouraging. At Leopoldville there are two
missious, the Baptist and Livingston Congo
mission, and already they look quite imposing
in bnildiDgs.
Stanley says: “Since I arrived on the Congo last December I have been up as far as
Equator and have established two more stations and besides discovering another lake,
Mantumba, have explored for a hundred miles
or thereabout the river known on
my map as
the ‘Ikelembn,’ but which is really the MalnnIt
is
not
as
as
I
stated
iu
du.
large
my book
but is a stream the size of the Arkansas, deep,
broad and very navigable. The big stream
drain the longest
which I expect mnst
South
mnst
Congo basin
part of the
be
somewhere
higher up.
Having bewith the country
come better acquainted
I am really Btruck with the dense population
of the equatorial part of the basin, whicti, if it
were uniform throughout, would give 49,000,000. The number of products and character of
the people are, likewise, remarkable.
The
gams, rubbers, ivory, camphor wood, and a
Post of other things would repay transportation even by the very expensive mode at present in use. The people are born traders, and
are, for Africans, very enterprising and industrious. Stanley tells of his mediation between
the hostile tribes who were at war, and who,
when petce bad been brought about by h s efFather and Mother’’ of
forts, elected him
their country, a distinction that he received
from another large tribe.
Stanley says he enjoyed most robust health, and, in fact, is, personally, as stroDg and active as ever.

CANNOT HAVH A YACHT.

Alabama Claims Court.
In the coart of commissioners of Alabama
claims to-day the following judgments were
announced.
No. 1430—Geo P. Douglass $67.
No. 1438—Leir 8. Beal $108.
No. 1443—Cornelius T. Willis $78.
No. 1445—Almou Work,
administrator o:
Seiden Work, deceased, $92.
No. 1435—Chandler M. Jewett $103 with in
terest from 15th of August, 1864.
No. 1308—Warreu Ii. Lewis $125.
No. 1307—Vinal R. Lewis $125, with interesl
from 24th of June, 1864.
No. 244—Charles Durrogh vs. United States,
and No. 245 Wm. Ward vs. same were argued
and submitted by JameB Lowns for claimant;
and Walker Blaine for respondents.
No. 290—Wm. Webster vs. United State!
argued by J. T. Manning for claimant and J.
A. Creswell for respondents.
Isaac Heniy Ford, Esq., of Washington, D.
C., was.admitted to practice as an attorney of
this court.
Adjourned until to-raorrow.
Investigating Hr. Dezendorf’s Charges.
Mr. A. G. Sharpe, chief of the Postofflce
inspectors, who has been investigating Mr.
Dezendorl’s charge that Senator Mahone’e
agents have levied political assessments upon
the employes of the post office at Norfolk, Va.,
reports: "After making a thorough enquiry
I failed to discover a single man in the office
who had been invited to contribute 5 per cent
of his salary or any other snm for campaign
purposes, and that the statement of Mr. Dezeudorff so far as it relates to the employes ol
the Postofflce Department at Norfolk, Va., ie
untrue.

miscellaneous.
The Post Office Department is makiDg arto
admit
Australia to the Postal
rangement

Union.
The War Department authorities have information that Gen. Hancock is rapidly improving and will be about in a few days.
An agent of tbe secret service division al
Dulutb, Minn., has captured a set of counterfeiter's plates of a $5 on a bank in Montreal.
Secretary Lincoln returned to Washington
yesterday afternoon.
The Department of State is informed that
the opening of tiie royal agricultural exposr
t on at Lisbou is deferred until May next.
Property of exhibitors iuteuded for exbibitior
now in government custody here will be caretally preserved from u-jury until the dau
named or will be held, tubject to tbe order ol
its owners.

*

portation has created

the Treasury
a stir in
Last spring First Comprolltr
Lawrence decided that the government had

Department.

right to withhold moneys due these roads
apply them against the interest paid on
the bonds. He took the gronud that the pro-

no

and

visions relative to the bonded roads wonld not
be made to apply to the lines leased or controlled by them. This opinion was approved
by Attorney General Brewster, and adopted
by Secretary Folger. Under it the Postofflce
Department has been paying for the transportation of mails, but the War Department,
through Judge Upton, has raised points which
are now being considered by Secretary
Folger,
and may result in a reversal of the previous
decision. He sets forth, in brief, tbat the act
of 1873 is mandatory upon the Secretary of the
Treasury "to withhold payment for freight and
their
of any
roads
transportat ion over
kind to the amount of payments made by the
United States for interest,” and adds that
“this comprehensive is and explicit enough to
include all kinds of road operated by the companies referred to.” He refers to opinions of
Attorney General Williams on this act, in
which he says that it extends to "any railroad
which is indebted, owned or controlled,” and
to one by Attorney General Dsvens to the
same effect. This precedent has been followed
for ten years, and the recent decision of the
Supreme Court and Court of Claims In the
Union and Kansas Pacific cases, upon which
Judge Lawrence based hia decision, were decided on altogether different grounds, and the
restraining act was cot mentioned.
Judge
Upton holds this very strongly that the Secretary can pay none of the claims except by expresss order of the court, until Congress removes the present, rest lictious.
He adds significantly: "It will be aserious question whether the contracts, expressed or implied, assumed
to have been made in prior years on which
hese claims are predicated are not void because iu excess of appropriation, and whether
the claimants can have any legal standing until their claims shall be legalized by ConThe amount at stake for transportagress
tion is July 8500,000, but including other payments the sum is nearly 82,000,000.
The roads
interested are the Union and Central Pacifies,
and the Sioux City and Pacific. It is a ques
1
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is worth
$500,000, asked the oourt to allow him to invest
$20,000 of his own money in the purchase of a
yacht, and wa9 regretfully refused. Fadeltord
Is about 25 years old and unmarried. His Income is about 830,000.
He, himself, had put
tbe estate in trust, so that he might be less
vulnerable to the temptations which beset
young men about town with large fortunes and
nothing to do. His health is failing, and his
physician advised him to be as much at sea as
possible. He was permitted, by the terms of
the trust, to build a house in this city and another at Newport, but as he had nut married
and did not contemplate marriage, he did not
wish to be burdened with the establishments
and did not set them up.
The cost of keeping a yacht, the petition set
out, would be about 85,000 a year, and the
whole cost of living upon the sea would be
much less, he said, than the expense of fashTbe court regretted that
ionable life on land.
it had not the authority, under the terms of
the trust, to grant the petition.
young

STATISTICS OP
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MORMONISM.

The Church Receiving 23.040 New Members in Club the Past Six Months.
Salt Lake City, Oot. 8.—The attendance
at the Mormon conference was much larger
than on Saturday, fully 6000 persons be'ng in
the tabernacle.
Tbe auoience was addressed
by Apostles Richards, Carrington, Lyman and
all
oLwhom
Cannon,
impressed on their hearers the necessity of
living up to their religion,
going into polygamy, and paying tithing.
Apostle Cannon presented the statistics of the
oburch, which showed a membership in Utah
of 127,294; number of families, 23,000; births
in the past six months, 1200 males and 1100
females; number of children under 8 years,
37,000; number of marriages in the paBt six
mouths, 339; new members, 23,040, and deaths,
781. The church organization embraces 12
apostles, 58 patriarchs, 3885 seventies, 3153
high priests, 11,000 elders, 1500 bishops, and
4400 deacons. Arizona reports a membership
of 2264. Idaho is not
reported, but has douole
that of Arizona.
Eighty-one missionaries
have been appointed to go on missions to Europe and the United States.
Eighteen of this
number were set apart for missions in the
boutheru States, where the church is meeting
with considerable success in increasing its
membership. The Southern convert* are being colonized mainly in Colorado.
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lie has the right to order these payments and
it he does so Judge Upton may decline to approve, and the decision ot the comptroller is
imperative upon disbursing officers.

THE PACIFIC BANK.

The PImu ot1 Settlement
the Committee

of the

ns

Reported Jby

Stockholders and

Creditors.

Boston, Oct. 8.—The following letter to the
stockholders and creditors of the Pacific Na
tional Bank of this city, tally explains a proposed plan of settlement of the affairs of that
institution:
Office American Loan and Trust Co. 1
t
No. 65 Congress Street,
Boston, Oct. 6,1883. )
To the stockholders and creditors
cific National Bank of Boston:

ofthePa-*1

A plan for a settlement between the stockholders and creditors of the Pacific National
Bank, prepared by a committee appointed several weeks since, has been deposited with this
compauy as trustee.
By the terms of the proposed plan of settlement, stockholders who
have paid an assessment of $100 per cent, are
to be released by creditors upou payment of 15
per cent, additional. Stockholders bolding the
stock of the original capital of $500,000, who
have not paid the assessment of 100 per cent,
are to be released
by creditors upon payment
of 90 per cent.
Stockholders holding the second issue os the stock, and who have not paid
the assessment of 100 per cent., are to be released upon pa.vmeut of 75 per cent. Creditors
are to receive 25 per cent,
of their claims, including the 5 per cent, already paid by the receiver, on or before April 1,1884, and any further sum thereafter that the assets may yield.
Only those creditors and stockholders assenting in writing to the plan, will receive the benfits of it. Oreditore will please bring their receiver’s certificates.
Copies of the plan, with
opportunity of signing, can be obtained at this
office, and also any information relating theretn
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for their careful consideration, as affording,
possibly, the most speedy and equitable settlement of the affairs of the Pacific National
Bank.
American Loan and Trust Co.,
By N. W. Jordan, Actuary.
era

CENTS.

FOREIGN.
Paris, Oct. 8.—Gen. Lewal, commanding a
division of the 17th Army Corps, has declined
the office of Minister of War.
Matter* ia Tonquin.
Paris, Oct. 8.—Admiral Feyron, Minister of
Marine, has received a telegram from Tonquin
stating the Black Flags had retreated from
Mamdlnh and Sontay to Leakal on the frontier. The Chinese and Annamite envoys hate
arrived at Hal Phong and will start for Ha Nol,
the French headquarters, forthwith.
London, Oct. 8.—A Berlin correspondent
says China having rejected the memorandum
drawn up by M. Ferry, the French prtme minister, relative to a settlement of the Tonqnin
question, a frontier line is now discussed.
France, however, now regards the negotiations
as not serious, aud is resolved to precipitate a
«et'l«ment of the question by faitt accomplls
in Tonqnin.
A Crist* ia England.
LoaDOtr, Oct. 8 —Sir Stafford Northcate in
replying "to an address at Strabane this evenWe are on the eve of a great battle
ing said
for maintenance ol the anion and toe tendency
of the present government is towards seperation. Loyalists must unite in preventing what
would distroy the country’s interests.
The Mail* Betwte* Brest Britain and Ik*
United State*.

London, Oct. 8,—Postmaster General Faw-

announces that
it is not intended by the
government after AuguBt, 1881, to renew the
present contracts between Great Britain and
the United States. The malls thereafter will
be despatched as now, thrice weekly from
Queenstown, but instead of making long contracts the department will moDth by month
select the most efficient vessels for their transmission.
Foreign Note*.
A Berlin despatch sayt, the government has
prohibited the importation of swine from
Russia Into Germany.
Two Swiss officers were sent to Savon to
ascertain whether a report was true that the
French were erecting fortifications there.
They report that several military works have
been constructed in a neutralized portion of
that territory.
The Gaulois gives currency to a report that
Russia is about to contract a loan of 100,000,000
roubles.
George Worden, the defaulting manager and
secretary of the London and River Plate Bank,
was arrested yesterday
in London. He had
just returned from the Continent.

cett

MEXICO.
What a IVickrl Caused.
Matamo&as, Mex., Ool. 8 —An insurrection
of the Fifth Infantry occurred at Pueblo barracKa two nights ago on account of their
being
paid off in nickels. The captain and officer of
the gnard were killed.
Eighteen soldiers

escaped.

Platform of th« Maasachuaetta In-

dependents.
As independent voters of Massachusetts,
while we recognize tl*at the records and character of candidates are proper subjects for
political discussion, we cannot bat regret the
tendency in the present contest to overlook
principles, of which candidates are onlv the
exponents: and since neither party has adopted
a clear and well-defined
platform, we make
the following statement of political belief:—
Wo believe that appointments to subordinate
office, whether national, 3.ate or municipal,
should be made for merit, ascertained by competitive examinations, and that the laws which
prescribe a fixed term for snch offices should
be repealed.
We believe in a steady and gradual redaction of the tariff, and snch an adjustment
• hereof as will foster the business
interests of
the whole people, rather than thoee of individuals or classes.
We demand the immediate repeal of the law
which compels the continued coinage of the
present silver dollar.
We condemn the Increasing use of money in
political campaigns, and the tendency of both
parties to nominate candidates on account of
their wealth.
We believe in the fall and in the frequent
investigation of all official departments and
public institutions, and the exposure and reform of all abuses, without regard to the individual or party on whom the responsibility
may rest; but we condemn such investigations
when undertaken for the purpose of making
political capital, prosecuted without reference
io_proved facts, and conducted in a manner
which sets at defiance the decencies of civilized
life.
We believe that every safegnard should be
thrown around the ballot-box, and that any
•itoiupt 10 iuienere wuu an nonest count oi
the votes cast should be emphatically con*

demued by every good citizen.
While bolding tbese views, we deem it unwise at the present juncture to nominate a
candidate for Governor, and we reoommend
those who sympathize with us to support the
Republican candidate, recegnizing in George
D. Robinson, integrity of character and unquestioned ability, which give better promise
of good government than the vicious methods
and personal ambition of Benjamin F. Butler.
But we feel it our duty to withhold our support from the Republican candidate for lieutenant

THE DOMINION.

Against the Southeastern Railway*
Montreal, Oct. 8—McKeehanie & Bertram,
merchants, at Dnudas, Out., have entered two
actions against the South Eastern railroad, aggregating $21,430. Jackson Rae, of this city,
has also entered a suit against the came road
for 520,000.

governor,

_

Still Suffering for Water.
New Orleans, Oct. 8.- The water famine
still continues; not a drop of rain has fallen.
The mayor, by direction of the council, has
employed an army of carts, filled with casks of
water, which are driveu through the streets
and distributed to those who are out of water.
The demand is so great that they are not able
to go far before they have to return for a new
supply. Water is now a merchantable commodity, selling readily at 3 and 10 cents a
bucketful.

GENERAL

NEWS.

William Perkins of Brattleboro, Vt., has
been sentenced to two years in state prison tor
horse stealing in Windham last spring.

Henry Geir, aged 42 and Wenzel Goske,
aged 32 years, Bohemian weavers in the WamButta mill, at New Bedford, Mass., were drowned yesterday afternoon by the capsizing of their
boat while sailing.
The United States steamer Lancaster arrived at Gibraltar Saturday.
The counsel for Chisholm convicted in Newark Saturday of murdering his wife, will move
for a new trial on ground that one of the jurymen voted for conviction through a misunder-

standing.
Joe Pendergast and Captain James Daly of
the COth regiment of the New York militia,
fought a prize fight on Staten Island yesterday
morning for $230. Two rounds were fongbt.
Daly was declared|tbe victor owing to repeated

by Pendergast.

Augustus T. Phillips, an author well known
"Oofty Gooft” is defendant in divorce proceedings brought by his wife Mary, formerly
The motionifor alimony was arguan actress.
as

Sunday near Stanly, on tbe Northern Central
railroad, a freight train ran over a
horse and wagon and the driver named Miller
was killed.
The train was thrown off tbe
track and engineer Rodell, Sanford his fireman and H. B. Smith a brakeman were
badly
hurt. Sanford will probably die.
Precious stones valued at 810,000, sent by
mail from Europe to a New York firm were
seized yesterday at the post office by the custom house examiner.
Application for a new trial in tbe case of
John Lilly an employee of the New York Central Railroad company who received a verdict
of 835,000 against tbe company for loss of bis
legs was denied yesterday.
The stockholders of the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad yesterday authorized the issue
of the 550,000,000 bonds recently requested by
the directors.
Policeman street of Huntsville, Ala., was
murdered yesterday by two negro thieves whom
he was attempting to arrest.
President Arthur has appointed Hon Geo.
B Loring, Prof. C. F. Chandler, Eliphalet W.
Blatchford F. D. Curtis and Prof. E. D Seaman, a commission to thoroughly investigate
the curing of pork in this country.
Tbe Bark Presidents’ Association of Boston
yesterday adopted a resolution calling upon
Congress for the speedy enactment of a national bankrupt law, and endorsing the Lowell
bill, so called, with possibly some needed
amendment.
The strike of the Washington streetcar drivLine exers whieh began Sunday on the Belt
tended yesterday to all important lines in tbe
car travstreet
o
clock
at
9
city, and last night
el was suspended on every line except two,
which are comparatively unimportant.
The city couucil of Worcestor, Mass., last
night adopted orders making a special appropriation of $18tj;000 for the extension of its
main sewers.
The city treasurer of Montreal has absconded. Amount of defalcation is not known.
Port Townsend, W. T. oustums officers have
captured a sloop smuggling eleven Chinamen
across from British Columbia.
It is reported
that mauy boat loads of Chinese have passed
Sound
and
up Puget
successfully landed.
The business portion of Meshecolet, Wis.,
was almost entirely burned
Monday. Fourteen buildings were destroyed.
Loss 820,000.
Robert Morrison of Pittsburg, Pa., the international claim agent, who occupied haudsome
quarters there has suddenly disappeared, leav-

ing

numerous

creditors behind.

regarding

his

nomination as

uuworthy of the approval of those who wish

condemn the present executive
which he represents.
to
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eludes most of the principal hotels and the
other noted bar-rooms of the city.

Cpton Refaita to
Payment* to Their

Washington, Oct. 8.—Second Comptroller
<7pton’a refusal to pass the vouchers of the
War Department to pay the leased lines of
the subsidized Pacific railroads for army trans-

that one of his stations had been attacked and
the chief g>f the expedition badly wounded.

A cable message was received at the department of state to-day from Consul General
Denny stating that quiet prevails in Canton
and that there was no truth in the reported assassination of United States Consul Seymour.

Loot,

a

Boston, Oct. 8.—A. letter from Henry M.
dated July 14th, at Stanley Pool,
Congo river, has beeD received by a personal
friend in this city. With regard to his snddeo
departnre from Europe he explains the cause
as being a sensational and exaggerated telegram printed in English papers to the effect

Seymour Not Dead.
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Stanley,
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The Incandescent Lamp Patent.
The commissioner of patents has overruled
the board of examiner in-chief aud reversed
a decision in the case of Sawyer and Mann vs.
EdisoD, involvir g the propriety of invention
of incandescent conduction for the electric
lamp formed of carbonized paper. Priority of
invention is awarded to Sawyer and Mann,
who, it is held in the decision, completed their
invention at least one year in advance of Edi-
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STANLEY, THE EXPLORER.

Tennessee at Cleveland the 17th aud 18th,
after which he will return and close np the
affairs of his office so that Lieutenant General
Sheridan may be fully installed before the
meeting of Congress.

Consul

f llO Wuoturn

losses in the cities aod towns, we will elect
Foraker by from 8,000 to 10,000 majority.
There will be a very close and doubtful fight
upon the Legislature, but I believe we will
get it also. My estimate by locality or county
will be valueless in a campaign of this character, where the bars are down and all the landmarks are wiped out. There is no telling what
this or that locality may do.
An estimate made at Democratic headquarters, giving the Republicans the benefit of all
doubts, leaves Hoadly with 10,500 majority,
and the Legislature 12 Democratic on joint
ballot.
An estimate at Republican headquarters
gives Foraker 15,000 majority, and the Legislature Republicau by 16 majority.
Cincinnati, Oct. 8.—The election in Ohio
to-morrow is for State officers and members of
the Legislature.
Three amendments to the
constitution will be voted upon—one to change
the judiciary system; one to regulate the
liquor traffic, and hue to prohibit the liquor
traffic. The two last named have assumed a
leading place in the issues of the campaign,
and in reports of the result they will be included, showing what portion of the total vote
for Governor each has.
Cleveland, O., Oct. 8.—The Women’s
Christian Temperance Union has rented storesrooms, and in some cases entire dwellings, in
close proximity to the voting places in every
ward in the city for headquarters at the eleo
tion to-morrow. These places will be decorated
with flowers, banners and mottoes, and hot
coffee and cakes will be served at them. Men
will be employed to distribute tickets with an
affirmative to the second amendment to the
constitution, and the ladies themselves will do
the same and will electioneer for the amendments.

firs. ShrrniBB Preparing to Retire.
Washington, Oct. 8.—General Sherman
aDd General Tidball, who have been on a tour
of inspection of military posts in the far west,
returned this morning.
Gen. Sherman will
v*

arouse

tricts, where we always have a large stay athome constituency. Basing my calculations
upon this increased vote, end granting our

WASHINGTON.

M

Comptroller

Pau ,Toucher* (or

It has been a canvass
(nil of uncertainties from the day it began.
Ton mast bear in mind that the Republicans
went into this fight as a defeated party. They
Deeded a canse and an issne—one upon which

manslaughter

Beardsley.

ktcoiul

10,000.

edge of Its character.

cannot

Protestant Episcopal Convention.
Philadelphia, Oct. 8 —The Episcopal convention reassembled this morning. The House
of Deputies was called to order by Eev. Dr.

to

Leased and Controlled Line*.

Homlb

a

majority of from 1,000

Columbus, Oot. 8.—Governor Foster of Ohio
speaks as follows regarding to-morrow’s election: This has been a severe and peculiar contest.
People out of the State have bad but a
glimpse of it, and have gathered little knowl-

IN

SKOWHBOAN.
A loan and building association, similar to
that at Richmoud has just been Incorporated
It is called the -'Somerset
at Skowbegan.
Loan and Building Association.” Its officers
are:
President, Levi W. Weston; Treasurer,
Abe! Prescott; Secretary, Samuel W. Gould;
Directors, G. B. Salford, R L. Mitchell, J. D.
Frost, E. F. Daulorth, J. D. Kuights, \y, a..
Clough, C. M. Brainard, J. R. McLeilan, J.
H. Dane, J. Robinson, Jr., A. R. Bixby, Abel
Prescott; Attorney, E. P. Danforth. Many
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The people of North Ansou are seriously agitating the construction of an extension of the
Somerset railroad from that town to New Portland, seven or eight miles. R. B. Dunn, Esq.,
one of the leading owners of the Somerset
road, is deeply interested in the project. There
is some talk of a narrow gauge and Borne talk
of a broad gauge. A survey of the route will
soon be made.
An attempt will be made to
interest New Portland in the scheme.
Messrs. Potter & Watson of North Anson,
manu.acturers of wooden Bhanks, have made
a contract
with Viles Bros, for a supply of
The contract amounts to
bircli for ten years.
about $50,000.
Messrs. Potter & Watson emBIAVJ

be the offspring of this asso-

Sunday

on

and $100 to $150 worth of goods stolen.
An
unsuccessful
made
attempt was
the same night to break into the dwelling
honse of Frank Budway.
On Sunday night
the variety store of Abner Buzzall was alBO

CALL. FOR THE

It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.

broken into

night

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart &Boiiion Solvent.

nice homes will
ciation.

Burglaries in Orono.
Bangor, Oct. 8.—The grocery store of J. B.

be

Cure Your Corns

inser-

MAINE.

The above named houses would
pleased to show their customers this beautiful line of goods,
whether they wish t > buy or not.

sndtf

subsequent

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
M1LLETT & LITTLE,
J. M. DIER & CO.,
E. A. MARRETT.

Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books
purchased.
118

10,000

and 60 cents per square for each
tion.
Address all communications to

The attention of the Ladies of
Portland and Vicinity is called to
the handsome line of the Haskell
Silk Co’s Manufacture guaranteed to contain nothing but pure
silk, and not to Cro-. k, Crack or
Break. A full line of these goods
can be found at the Dry Goods
Houses of

Perfumes and Colognes sob by the ounce.
Lhniupagdic Cologne (caution!-—Registered.)
said by judges to be the best Perfume ever ottered at

STORE

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60 a
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (Which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ \ .00 per square for first insertion
year: if

—

DELICIOUS FLOWER PERFUMES
“IrisFlower,” “Nile Lily ”“Juue Roses.’’
which are the admiration of the Ladies by their

the price.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

SILKS.

Oh! the red ripe lips, and bonnie brown hair
Of a dear little lass both blithesome and fair;
Long may she be wi*h us so artless and gay,
And win all hearts by using Dorman’s Boquet

MORNING, OCTOBER 9,

21._PORTLAND, TUESDAY

ISlRMriT
W. D. LITTLE & CO.
•
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Naming Children.
(.Philadelphia Press.]
The uncouth scripture nomenclature of
the Puritans U happily going out of fashion.
Parents of robust good sense have discovered that there are other and better ways of
keeping green the memory of their ancestors
than by compelling their children to perpetuate names which ill lit their youth and In
a peculiar degree invite grotesque and
ugly
nicknames. The enthusiastic Puritans who
first brought their names into vogue did so
by throwing aside the good old English
names of their fathers and going to Moses
and the prophets for substitutes. From this
beginning, successive generations of children have been Danieled and Samueled, Slmoned and Petered In endless iteration.
But these are miuor evils.
1'he verv comof the names makes them tolerable.
names as Jeremiah, Abraham and
Ebenezer which try boys’ souls, but it Is not
every man who reinembers it in matursr
years and does what he can to save his own
descendants from a repetition of his experi“Don’t Nicodemus your child into
ence.
nothing’’ is sagacious advice, but it is not
necessary that the name shonld crush him
in order to be objectionable. Any name
which is peculiar or ugly, or which is distinctly and strongly associated with some incongruous character, is sure to make him
the target for the small wit of his playmates,
and, unless of a callous organization, will
make him often very unhappy.
monness

It is such

The English Civil Service.
The report of the English civil service
commissioners ior laez stales mat zo,4UV
cases were dealt with, against 24,243 in 1881.
The increase is owing in part to a considerable development of the system of open competition as applied to the appointments of
female clerk and female telegiaph learner in
the post office, bnt it is mainly due to a general increase in the average ratio of competitors to vacancies, which, in 1881, was 6.5 to
1, and in 1882 was 10 to 1. The particulars
of the 21,456 home civil service cases dealt
with are as follows: Candidates who were
passed and certified. 5490; who were rejected

examination, 1694; who were ineligible
in respect of age, 73; who were ineligible in
respect of health, 93; who were ineligible in
respect of character, 58; who were unsuccessful in competition, 9180; who passed preliminary tesi examinations, 917; who failed
in preliminary test examinations, 1620; who
did not proceed to examination, 2331. The
proportion of failures in preliminary test
exatniualions is considerably greater for
1882 than for 1S81. It is to be observed,
however, that the number of candidates
who passed these examinations was still
such as to supply, on an average, 6.8 effective competitors for every vacancy.
on

[Boston Journal. 1

A Curious Tomb.
In the ancient burylng-ground at East
Boxford, in this Sta.e, there is a curious
tomb, which is visited by many people In
the course of a year. This is the tomb of
Gen. Solomon Low, who was buried here in
1861, and who died at the age of seventynli e years. It was designed by himself,
and has on either side of the entrance two

handsome white marble gravestones, erected
to the memory of his three wives who are also interred here.
Ou each stone are carved
pictures of two of his wives. The first two
are represented with their children around
them and infants in their arms. They are
sitting in antique chairs with straight backs.
The two wives represented on the second
stone are sitting in modern rocking chairs,
beside a centre-table on which are books.
The fourth w.fe is still living. When the
was used for a muster field,
the tomb was always opened for one day,
and the General’s regimentals were exhibited there, in accordance with directions in
his will.

adjacent ground

The county medical society of Philadelphia has refused to admit three women to
membership, graduates of the women’s medical college in good and regular standing.
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and communi-

letters

We do not read anonymous
The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publicacations.

tion but as a
We cannot

of

faith.

guarantee
good
undertake to return
are not used.

or

preserve

com-

■tunioations that

Independent Platform.

An

The gentlemen in Massachusetts who
have declared their independeuce of obligations to support party nominations

because they

are

merely

party nominations, had

a

in Boston Saturday to consider
what thev should do in view of the
present
circumstances in that State. The party

meeting

conventions have been held, the candidates,
except the Democratic candidate for Lieu-

tenant-Governor,

are

dependents thought

nominated,

and the In-

it was time

to

declare

their purpose so far as they are able to
agree. For it is of the essence of independence in polit’cs that the individual Inde-

pendent

is under no more

obligation

to act

in accordance with the judgment of the

ma-

jority of the independents than with the
majority of any other party.
These gentlemen, last Saturday, acting
upon the theory that the two parties had
this year been rather chary of declarations
of principle, the contest being so largely one
of local and personal issues, which is true
enough, thought it a goo.d time to promulgate their political creed, and early in the
meeting a platform was submitted, which,
after some amendment, was adopted with
much unanimity.
We print it in another
column. It is a good platform. Barring
the parts which refer to the candidates, it
is a high-water-mark Republican platform
and nothing else. The Republican party in
Massachusetts has more than once in its
State Conventions affirmed, for substance,
every one of the principles it enunciates.
Why then are these men not acting with
the Republican party? We suppose that
the reason is because iu its nominations for
office the party has sometimes failed to
emphasize the sincerity of its resolution to
uphold and carry out the principles professed.

The

dida'es who

Republican Congressional

were

Can-

defeated in 1882 were men

who had sneered at some of these
and everybody know they
ly help to establish them.

principles

woul not earnestThe Indepeneuts

therefore cast their votes for other men, or
refrained from votine. and. as there was a

good

deal of that sort of

thing in that year,
the county took the alarm

the party all over
aud Congress made haste to do what otherwise it would not have done, and so the independents accomplished their immediate
purpose. The Republican party has but to
live up to its avowed principles in good faith
to secure the constant support of ninetenths of the

independent vote

of the coun-

try. But it is a vote which is not easily deluded by the adoption of good platforms and
the nomination of men who hold the platforms in contempt.
The Independents who met in Boston
agreed further that their present duty, as

seeking the public good, was not to
independent nomination but to
support the Republican candidate for Governor, he being a man of “integrity of character and unquestioned ability.” This is
another illustration, one of many, that the
independent vote is a Republican vote when
the Republicans nominate their best men
men

make an

aud force the issue between administration

for the public good and administration for
party advantage. President Hayes’ golden
saying "ne serves his party best who serves
his country best” is true in the sense that he
makes his party strongest in elections, as
well as other senses. It is a point which

politicians

may
the elections of

profitably

remember that in

1878 the Republican party
held its own better than in the elections of
1874 or the elections of 1882. It was owing
slmnty to the fact that the people believed
the party was serving public rather than
party endB.
The Massachusetts Independents resolved
that it was their duty to withhold their support from the Republican candidate for Lieutenant-Governor- Thisjaction was taken on
the ground that they have not confidence in
Mr. Ames as a representative of the political
principles and methods they wish to see established. They suspect the reality of his
hostility to Butlerism and all that the word
implies. This action is of the nature of a protest, for they did not pronounce in favor of
any other candidate. Who will be the Democratic candidate was not known then, nor
is it known yet, and they did not make a separate nomination. The probability is that
many of them will vote for the Democratic
candidate if he should be such a man as
Charles Theodore Russel1, while others will
not vote at all. The lesson of this demonstration, and in Massachusetts it is not an

insignificant one, is,
dependent vote is a
tViA

repeat, that the inRepublican vote when
we

Prmnlilioon nurtr eonlrQ

rnitli Tinnoct

rviiw_

pose the highest aims in politics ami is not
used as a machine to promote the ambition
of politicians whose character and motives
there is reason to suspect.
The partial failnre of the Edmunds law
to have strengthened the influence of
the Mormon leaders with their followers by
tending to confirm the claim of the former
that polygamy is a divine institution which
cannot be overthrown by human law. The
conference which has just been held at Salt
Lake was characterized by unusual boldness
of utteranee on the part of the apostles and
unusual enthusiasm on the part of their
people. Not only were the powers of earth
defied, but heaven and hell as well. It becomes more and more evident that a temporizing policy with the Mormons is productive of much more harm than good. An evil
which a few years ago might easily have
been eradicated has now grown so great as
to make its defiance of the government by
no means an empty boast.
Those who have
professed to believe that the Mormon fabric
if let alone would fall to pieces from its own
Inherent defects will search in vain for any
signs of crumbling. The fact is, the system
seems

is

gaining strength year by year. If it is to
be attacked successfully it must be attacked
In overwhelming force. The weak and unsuccessful assaults which have been made
upon it from time to time have only served
to increase the audacity of its defenders.
The despatch from Minneapolis which reports that an attempt will be made to re.
nominate the old Democratic ticket with the
knowledge and consent of both the parties
to it is probably just as authoritative as a
hundred dispatches on the same subject
have been, and no more so. The interesting
feature of the despatch is its disclosme of
the lofty and patriotic motives of two Democratic statesmen who arc urging the Greystone sage to be a candidate. Mr. Hendricks
It seems, favors the old ticket because the
chances are that Mr. Tilden will die before
completing the Presidential term and
therefore he will succeed to the Presidency;
while Mr. John Kelly sees in the elecliou
of the old man an opportunity to pay off
some

political grudges.

The Postmaster General is expected to
recommend in his annual report that the
unit of weight in letter postage be made one
Gen. Ha
ounce instead of half an ounee.
zen, the third assistant, says that cases often
occur when double postage is charged on a
letter which turns the half ounce on the
scales of one office and does not quite balSometimes a letter which
ance in another.
weighs half an ounce when mailed will absorb so much moisture en route, as to rea double rate at its
quire the exaction of
letters
The great bulk of
destination.
an ounce and it is behalf
than
less
weigh
lieved that the increase of the limit will not
affect the revenues, while it will

materially
save a

great deal of labor and annoyance.

the story of the assassiination of
the American Consul at Canton turns out to

Happily

be pure fiction.

The doctors

afraid that the presence of
women at "heir meetings would so outrage
their feelings of delicacy that they would be
obliged to withdraw. Philadelphia doctors
must be unusually sensitive mortals.
were

Mr. Holman has found the people of the
West favorable to Tilden and Hendricks and
anxious to vindicate the fraud of 1876 by
the re-election of the old ticket. Mr. Holman apparently did not inquire about his
own boom, perhaps because he was too modest, or, what is more likely, because the
boom was.

Butler’s action in detailing two of the
State police to work up the defence of
Amero, if it was meant to influence the
criminal classes of Massachusetts in his behalf is a piece of supererogation. Those
classes are already his enthusiastic supporters,
_

Butler is at

Washington now looking after
Bush, the illicit distiller, but

the interests of

he has left behiud an able corps of assistants
who do not allow his campaign to suffer from
lack of indecency.

Jay Gould proposes to get square with
the blue-blooded aristocrats at Newport for
snubbing him by starting a rival summer resort at Burus point.
Mr.

Political Paragraphs.
It is better to be with a party wrong on
question, than to be with a party wrong
questions.—Ben Harrison of Indiana.
Gov. Butler says he would rather go down
to posterity as a Nero than as a nobody. All
right, Benjamin; go as you please, but go.—
one
on all

Chicago News.
There is

class

no

more

responsible for

in American politics than those
who stay away from the polls on election

corruption

day.—Cin. Commercial Gazette.
Governor Butler, when asked recently by
a friend what he thought of the Democratic
party, replied: “The Democratic party is a
political bicycle; I am riding it now.”
The latest prediction from the Republican
headquarters at Boston is that Robinson will
have a vote of 155,000 and a majority of 15,000. The elephant is waking up and shaking himself in a remarkable manner, wherever

Mr. Robinson goes.

me issue this fall is not Republicans vs.
Democrats. There are many good, honest,

straightforward Democrats. The fijjht is
between decency and squareness, as against

all that Pandora’s box of political evils
summed up in the one word Butlerism.—

Southbridge (Mass.) Journal.
The Republican situation has immensely
improved within four months. The clouds
which were ominous in the spring have for

the most part broken up and scattered. The
accidental
Democratic
successes have
brought disappointment and the outlook has
very plainly changed. We advance to the
contest with a general spirit to meet the best
public demauds. It looks very much as if
the Presidency would seek the man.—Phila-

delphia Press.
The most encouraging feature of the Republican canvass in this State is to be found
in the character and strength of the men upon whom the party is everywhere bestowing
its legislative nominations. Looked at from
any point of view this fact is evidence that
the paHy is alert and awake to the importance of the campaign, and determined at
one stride to cover the long distance by
which it was left in the rear last autumn.—

Albany Journal.
Ex-Congressman E. John Ellis of Louisiana, while insisting that he knows tha' Mr.
Tilden is not a candidate for nomination,

say8 that he will make the Democratic party trouble. Mr. Ellis says: “Tilden is laying plans to dictate to the convention the
nominee. He is the best political planner
today liviug. He is now and has been for
some time laying the plans for the nomination of Gov. Cleveland. It has only leaked
out recently that his was the master brain
behind the Holman movement. McDonald
must be killed off in order to enable Tilden
to carry out his scheme, and I fear he will

succeed.”

The Jews in New Y oric.
[New York Times.]

The Jew is by no means a new-comer in
New York. He was here In pretty strong
force in the earliest beginnings, and,strange
enough, had securrd for himself religious
toleration

when

Catholics,
Baptists were still clapped
conscieuce’s sake. Among
tleis of Manhatten Island

Quakers, and
Into prison for
the earliest set-

were a

number of

Jews, principally of Portuguese descent. At
first they worshipped as best they could, not
being permitted to own a place in which to
praise God after their own manner; but in
time, and more particularly after some of
their numbers had contributed liberally toward the building of the first Trinity Church
in 1685, they were permitted to erect a tempi^. The Shearith Israel, now worshiping
in a magnificent synagogue in Nineteenth
street, near Fifth avenue, (still known as
the Portuguese Society,) was the original
congregation, and dateB its organization to
1680.

The first synagogue was ereeted at
that century.
There are still

the close of

descendants of the original stock
in this community, and, true to humau na-

numerous

LUlCj

lucy

a.i

iniuuuuci

uioj/uouu
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ancient lineage and conduct themselve< accordingly. The synagogues of New York
are among the city’s most notable structures;
and while here and there in the Old World,

in Prague, for example, a specimen or two
may excel those on our avenues, no city can
show so many of the first order, nor, for that
matter, so many of any order, since, when
all are counted, there are above 30, some of
them, to be sure, nothing to boast of except
that they bear the name.
It is a characteristic of all Jews that, being children of the world, without any home
of their own, they are ever loyal to the country of their adoption, and they are intense
patriots and nationalists. The German Jew
is a German, the English Jew is an Englishas

man, the Bohem’an Jew a Bohemian, the
Polish Jew a pole, the French Jew a Frenchman, and in less time than any other people after arriving on these shores they be-

full-fledged Americans. None are
acquire the language, and
none do so more readily—that is to say,
business
with. For the finishto
do
enough
ing touches few as yet can spare the time.
The industry of the Jew is proverbial. So
is his sobriety, his reverence for old age, his
intense love of family. And no less marked
than any of these traits is his benevolence,
and this is by no means confined to his own
people. The modern Jew is a generons givHis religion is charity
er to all good works.
and his practice is as good as his preaching.
Not only does he maintain all manner of
institutions for his own people—hospitals,
orphan asylums, homes for the aged and destitute, and the like—but he does a great
come
more

eager to

Like all other citideal for others besides.
zens, he pays taxes to maintain State and
city institutions, but it is seldom that he
makes use of any of these; with an open
hand he assists numerous private charities of
a non-sectarian character, and again his
And
people derive no benefit from them.
above and beyond all this, he maintains a

variety of exclusively Jewish

\ German, but ishe is still
Pole, but

best.

There is in New

•j uuaism

auu

au

York

up-tuwu

a

down-town
aug

two have little ia common, except that the
up-town mansion never forgets the downtown tenement-house in its distress. Ignorance and vice and lilth are the same things
the world over, with this difference, perhaps, that whatever there is about a Jew be
it a diamond or dirt, it is conspicuous. This
is his chief offending. “Why do you insist
on calling them Polish Jews, Bohemian
Jews, or Russian Jews?” remarked a Jewess who traces her lineage to the
original
Portuguese settlers. “Why not eall them
Poles, Bohemians, Russians, in a word, low
class foreigners, no belter aud no worse than
other low class foreigners.”
While the lady
was right iu one sense she was yet wrong in
The generic term “foreigner”
another.
covers one side only. The other Is distinct-

ive and

equally important.

He may be

a

a

a

Jew;

aigCBtLJLUBO P»-

be a

he may

adjustment, such
ily bring about, most

time must necessarthat is now offensive
will no doubt be toned down, if not entirely
eradicated. No race of men have ever been
handicapped as the Jews; taken all in all,
And
none have stood the ordeal as
well.
inasmuch as he is an important factor in
more
this community, and is like y to grow
and more important, a wise economy would
dictate the cultivation of a spirit of accommodation. Our neighbors are often what we
make them. The Jew of to-day is largely
a product of the worst developments in
Christianity—Us prejudices and oppressions.
It is time that the better side of Christian
civilization was turned toward him.
Who
can doubt that such a course would call out
all that is most estimable iu this sterling

Birthplace of Dickens.
A gentleman writes to the Pall Mall Gazette—A week ago, being in
was desirous of seeing the

Portsmouth,

I

birthplace of
to find

Charles

Dickens, and was surprised
uncertainty prevailing on the subject.

It

known to be one of the houses in Mileend terrace, which is on the left side of Comwas

mercial road, Dandport, Portsea, and about
mile from Portsmouth towu railway

one

station.
small old

Proceeding thither, I found four
houses, with gardens in front, aBd

I had been digreen railings and trees.
rected to the first house of the four (now
No. 387), but I afterward learned from some
of the old inhabitants of the
immediate
neighborhood that the last house (No. 393)
was considered to be the right one.
With
reference to the birthplace, Forster, iu his
“Life of Charles Dickeus,” vol. 1., page 2,
says, “He has often told me that he remembered the email front garden to the house at
Portsea, from which he was taken away
when two years old, and where, watched by
a nurse through a low kitchen window almost level with the gravel walk, he trotted
about with something to eat, and his little
elder sister with him. Ha was carried from
the garden one day to see the soldiers exercise.” I venture to suggest the desirability of clearing up the doubt (if any really
exist), and that the true house, wlnu ascertained, should have a small tablet placed
upon it. To do this would, I think, be a
creditable action on the part of the'eitizens
of Portsmouth, and it would also be a great
boon to all casual visitor’s .who, like myself,
take a profound interest in’even the slightest

prepared

am now

Plain

Safin

and

Fringes, Laces,

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

Gimps,

Beaded

CJiencIc

goods

shown with

pleasure.

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St.
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BUSINESS OFFICES, j CENTRAL LIGHTING STATION,
93

Plnm Street.

Exchange St.l

remedy.

DIIDIEVIMP the blood and building
rUtllrYiriU up the system require
time in serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from the use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla more speedily than
from anything else.
UCniPIHP for which like effects are
UltUlulllE. falsely claimed, is abundant in the market, under many names,
but the onlv preparation thathas stood
the test of time, and proved worthy of
the world’s confidence, is

Ayers Sarsaparilla,
prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all druggists: Price 1;
«ix bottles for $3.
•epll
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50000 SHARES, $10 EACH.

CAPITAL, $500,000..

Using Eiclnsiv- ly the “AMERICAN” •rTHOWSON-HOPSTON * If STEM OF ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING, universally acknowledged to be Ue best system of Electric
l.isrhiinic

invented.

ever

DIRECTORS:
FRANKLIN J. HOLLINS,
ELIAS THOMAS,
CHAS. K MILLI’AEN,
CLARENCE HALE,
D. W COOLIDGE,
PATSON TUCKER,
GEO. A. THOMAS,
HENRY W STAPLES,
W. R. WOOD,
SILAS GURNEY,
EDWARD H. GOFF.

OFFICERS:
GEO. A. THOMAS, President,
D. W. COOLIDGE, Vice President.
HENRY W. S rAPLES, Treasurer.
CLARENCE HALE,Sec. and Attorney.
FRANK A. SAWYER, Gen Snpt.
THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIKHT COM **ANY OF MAINE, is organized
under tile laws of Maine for the purpose of conducting a general Electric Lighting, and dower business in
tbe State of Maine.—The Thomsou-Houston svstem of Electric Arc Lighting has been adopted as the rnoBt
simple, economical, and efficient Electric Light yet invented.
As soon as tbe Portland Station is completed, central lighting stations are to be constructed in all the
principal cities and towns in this State, contracts for which have been made with the American Electric
and Illuminating Company, of Boston.
The company begin wi h an established business and adopis a policy of prompt and vigorous enlargement
of the business to the fullest extent of iis possibilities.
To carry out the plans of enlargement, aud to procure funds for construction, the stock of the company
is offered to the public for a brief period for subscriptiou at its par value of $10 00 per share.
The profits accruing to ibis company will be large and high dividends are assured from the commencement of business.
The Stock of this company is considered by the Directors as one of the best investments ever offered on
this market.
App ications for stock and cash remittances can be sent direct to tile Company’s offi'ces, or may be deposited to tbe Company’s credit in the First National Bank, Portland.
intending investors who require farther information than is given in this card are invited to call at
Company’s office.
Make all cheques and drafts payable to the order of the “CONNOLinATJED ELECTRIC
LICOI' COMPANY OF MAINE.”

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Presiden
5. B.—The Company is now prepared to furnish Electric Lights in the City of
Portland, up to any uumber required, at fair prices. Orders for same may be sent to
F. A. SAWYER, Supt.
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CHALLENGE THE WORLD
10, 20 or 50-mile races. They have ridden at all
theprincipal State Fairs and Trotting Meetings of

oc2

ELLIOTT E ARNES’

Lewiston

Cincinnati
5s aud
St Louis
Maine Central R. R. Coos. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and XJ.

Securities, for

giving

EVERETT

iUm&SSftfiSSi
6meod

...

...
•

6s
7s
7s

Cleveland, Ohio,
BY

aogkd

dti

Hall.
^

Superbly Illustrated and Brilliantly
Descriptive Lectures, under the
auspices ot the

Yoiisg Men’s Christian Mu,
Friday Evenings.
•

Oct. 12—ITALY.
The Three Cilica if ihe North.

Oct. 19-TOE HUDSON RIVER,
From Lake George to the Sen.
Oct. 26—THE WONDERS OF OUR
WESTERN WORLD.
Nov. 2-WILDLIFE IN NORWAY.

TRUNKS

Reduction in Prices:
The price of Coarse Ticket* for Reserved
Seat*, for the remaining Four Eecture*, a*
above, ha* b ea rcdaced to oaly

BAGS,

$1.00

GLOVES

TO ALL PARTS OF IHE HOUSE.
So cents; with Reserved Seats 60
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’s.

oct8_

(Slorer Bra..’ Block)

TRUSSES.

500 lhs. More Nice White Batting,

8 cts. roll

to be sold at

once

Opening
SATURDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.
New Skates. Fine Surface. Music

by Chandler.

OF

The Riuk will continue open the remainder of the
season, every afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings Sessions: Afternoons from 2 to
4 30 o’c ock; Evenings 7 45 to 10. 6. Admission:
Afternoons 15 cents; Evenings 25 cents. Skate
checks 10 cents. Package tickets 5 for $ .00. Juvenile assemblies every Saturday
afternoon, when
children under 12 years will be admitted for 15
cents, including skates.

COE,

ootSdtf

closing

SECRETARY,
C. B. Norton.

PRESIDENT,
Nath’l J. Bradlee.

STODDARD
HATTER
LECTURES
197 Middle Street.
ocO

Mdtf

THE CAPITALS OF

Never

Frederic W. Lincoln.

Exposition of Foreign

Goods

Equalled by any other Exhibition In America
EXCEPT THE GRAND CENTENNIAL OF 1876.

One Price of Admission, 50 cents to the Entire EiliiMinn
on

all

Roads to

bo

announced in the future
dlawSmTu

!!

large nndfdegaut

assoriwonl

PIANO COVERS,
at

astonisiilnirtT

PIANO-FORTE
Remodeling, Regulating,
Toning and Tuning.

Repairing,

GROVER, of Boston, Practical PianoForte-Maker; who for a period of 15 years,
with close application, gave his personal attention
8.

ii

low

the

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN
Wnrerooms

of

3 Free St. Block, t'OKTLAND.

to the manufacture of the Piaeo-Forte;
mechanically and scientifically; in every departevery phase of their construction;
through
ment;
its nature and conception; from the beginning to
their final completion; and in fact, made it his
study in all that pertains to them as a musical instrument; but during the past thirteen years, he
has been giving his attention to the wants of the
musical portion of the community, by introducing a
class of Piako-Forte-Work (in connection with
his former experience) which has been, and is at the
present day, very much needed in every town, c ty
and State in the Union, in this, the undersigned,
experience as a maker, with a prachaving had that in
the various departments, both of
tical know ledge
their mechanism and design, which operate to conof
a musical ins rument. is theremerits
the
stitute
to offer advantages which he regards
fore
Mr. Groan opportunity for special consideration.
ver announces to the citizens of Portland that he
has made arrangements to visit their city monthly
and al) orders for tuning or other branches included
as may be required, loft at W. P. Hastings’ Music
Booms, 14rVi Exchange street, will receive due attention.

directly

prepared

Samuel Thurston
(No. 3.)

WILL YOU CALL

Place.

octOendlm

IV.
Oval

Places of Universal Interest,
Realistic Reminiscences of Travel,
Illustrations never Excelled in
Beauty or Skill of Manipulation.

STORE
Open Evenings.

Also an
TJpright Truss
aud Shoulder Brace
Case for Sale.

e.«. GUPPY He on

For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, 1IAYTI, PORTO RICO, COLOMBIA, IS HMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists -re invited to avail of
there trips, which they can make on any route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
price of S3 p*r «l»y, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of the tine they may meet
For passage aptily to
on the voyage.
FIJI, GOB WOOD & CO., Agents,
oct5d3m
22, Hi State Street, New York,
«

I—MADRID and LISBON.
II—PARIS.
Ill BERLIN and SANS-SOUCI
IV-MIJNICH and VIENNA.

V—CONSTANTINOPLE.

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta,
We sell more

Royal Series
by the

“Descriptive Lecturer, par Excellkkce.”
Course Tickets $1.50 and $2.0C,

to know that we keep an assortment of
Fine Boots and shoes second to no store in Portland
If you cannot find what you want elsewhere take
Feet to the Little Store on Congress street and
your
have them properly fitted. We keep our
expenses
down and give our customers the benefit.

at

Burditt & North,

Stockbridge’s.

oo t8

Managers
33t

PORTLAND THEATRE

Xjadies7
Fine New York Boots

a

ONE NIGHT

Specialty.

Monday Evening,

iiEzmj

ONLY,
15th

October

The Grattan Literary Association will reproduce

Can buy Wood mans ee & Garsides* Fine N. Y. Boots
Sign of Gold Boot on Congress street in all the
leading styles; we have them in all the widths, sizes
and half sizes.

the

at

Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.
REMEMBER THE PLACE.

EVENINGS,

October 15, 29, Nov. 5,12,19.

A

SHAUGHRAUN,

"STOTT

For the Benefit ol

That have but little money are invited to call at
Sign of Gold Boot for your Boots and shoes. Medium
priced goods for everybody. VVe keep good, solid,
stylifh goods and try and give you goods that will
I please you. Narrow goods a specialty. No stor*in
Portland can fit your narrow feet as well and as

Mr. P. J. McCALUJU
Appropriate Scenery

cheap.

and Correct Costumes.
•

OEKTLEHEYS

Prices as usual. Tickets and reserved seats
box office. Box officefopen Friday. Oct. 12.
oct8

Jersey goods

for less money than elsewhere. Please
call and examine our Fall Styles and get our prices.
We claim to sell the BeBt on Earth for one dollar
per pair less than you can buy elsewhere.

Misses'

ADAMSON’S

and
Boots

Children’s
a

PORMDSOCIETYHE

School

at the
<17,

ART;

A fine collection of Portrait
Engravings
will be on Exhibition at the Rooms of
the Society, 507 1-2 CONGRESS
8T„
OCT. 4th to 14th, from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m

Specialty.

BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than of ail [other
Cough Remedies United.

STEPHEN GBOTEIt.

Resorts

MONDAY

Everybody

B.

EUROPE,

comprising

forget the Name and

TREASURER,

WIIITNEY, Manager.

TJHE

H«B

as we are

G. H.

City HaU.

THE

at

“

RINKl

Grand

TO-DAI

Wholesale
prices.
Persons in want of
25 pieces all wool 36 inch Dress Flannels 37 l-2c pr yd, such
goods should call
“
“
25
6-4 all wool very heavy
$1.00
at once, examine our
stock, and secure the
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT. best at bottom prices.
oct8
3t
Prices that will astonish you,,
Do not
forget they must be

The Exhibition of Foreign. Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPEN'S IN BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1883.

du

ROLLER SKATING

BROWN,

ADMISSION 25
CTijL
c. h.
HIDALGO CIGAR]
GUPPY
SHOE DEALER FIVE OS2STT8.
<fc co.
—

27# Middle St., open from Oct. 118tta to

■

w. i-rencn

Oity

Blankets,

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Atlas JLiuc of Mail Steamers.

Oct. 22nd.

Btm

AT

HORSE

BOMBS.
4s
4g
4s
fig
6s
6s

Box

oct6dlw

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES

HATS,
ROBES,

full information.

*

85 cents.

Four

nniinQ

send for circular

• a a

narry

SILK

and

ZOLO.

Gallery,

THIS

HATS,

the

Mamie

Celebrated French Danseuse,

Seats 76 and 60 cents;
sheet opens Monday, Oct. 8

STIFF

DURIIO

SALE

And the

A ■

fill torn (OMPA^Y Connecticut,
Connecticut

Frank

Turner,

Conway,

SEMI

S.

ME._eodtf

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & So. Pacific (guaranteed by So. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Central R. R.

COM PAN!If.

MADELON

MIDDLESEX BANKING

Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

Square Theatre, New York.

SUPERB

Elliott Ilarne*, C'h»irle» Frew,
( Hum.
B. »h« €ha«. H. J4 aiile
Lillie Conway, Alice Gleusnn,

YOUR

6s
4s
7s
6s
7s
6s
6s

186 Ifliddle 8tieet.
POBTLAKP,

Union

A

.

SWAN & BARRETT
aug2

Success,

JAS. W. COLLIER,

BUY

by

sale

Farcical

Under the management of

eodtf

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,

"NIGIITS,

Wednesday & Thursday, Oct. 10 and 11.

OUR SUMMER BOARDERS.

B C> 1ST ID S

»pr21

CittAND EXCURSIONS.

OFFICE,

TWO

‘

Winter

Dr, KEMSOiVS

Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

Great

BANKERS.
Exchange Street.

V

THEATRE"

PORTLAND

the country, and received the highest endorsements
of jhe people and press. Thev
briug with them 9
Kentucky thoroughbred Horses, changes will be
made at the end of every mile, from horse to borne,
without touching the ground.
oct9TW&Th*

“

Kid, Dogskin and Castor.

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

superi-

in

500 Dollars worth
10 pieces all wool Scarlet Twill Flannel.
20 cts. yard of Trusses and Shoul“
“
“
“
10
Blue
25
der Braces of all de“
“
“
“
25
10
Gray
w
“
“
scriptions, sizes &c.,
10
Pant Cloth,
50
Heavy
“
“
from the best Manu10
Very Heavy Check Shirting Flannel 25
“
1 More hale Heavy 40 inch Sheeting,
facturers in America,
7

A

TIatter,
237 Middle Street

no

ors, aud

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,

Will offer To-day,

I

Thio

Presumpscot

These Lady Equestriennes have

GilaM AN, and others so well known. Klegant
new Souvenir tiles, commemorative of the event
presented to all ladies attending. Seals 91.00, 75
and 60 cents. Gallery 35 cents. Sale of seats com
inences Saturday, Oct. 6.
dlw
octd

Park.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT

jy31

MERRY,

Unquestionably the most Successful and Popular
play of the present day.
The original cast including €. W. CODE.
DO* K HBN. E. L. DAVKNPORT, 4D4

AT 3 O’CLOCK,

At

COMEDY-DRAMA,

HAZEL KIRKE

a

BV

33

PEERLESS

Evening Tickets,

■nr

in

aURANTETTE,

cents.

Excursions

and Street Gloves

■RBI.

On Thursday Afternoon, Oct. 11,

by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New York. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will be * A F E and profitable,

EVER EXHIBITED UNDER ONE ROOF,
COVERING AN AREA OF SEVEN ACRES OF EXHIBITION SPACE.

Driving Gloves

SB BN

SALE AT

TRUSSES,

FURNACE
Fine

YET>

10-MILE RACE AGAINST TIME

Corner Exchange & Middle Sts.
eodtf
augl

The Most Elaborate

store.

Lthb

CAST

PAR AND INTEREST

FOE

Gloves.

one

CHAMPIION
Sand lO-JIile Lady Rider of America!

secured

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Myrtie Peek,

BEST

BONDS

6 GUARANTEED

We have purchased a portion of the “Blodgett Company’s” Plymouth Gloves, and shall
commence a Special Sale of the same THIS
MORNING, October 8th. We have fifty dozen
in quality which usually sell at $15.00 per
dozen wholesale. These we shall retail at
one dollar, in sizes suitable for Men and
Youths. Ten dozen smaller sizes for boys,
will be sold at 62 cents. Twenty dozen Imitation Buck, Suitable for furnu=e or garden
gloves, will be sold at 25 cents per pair. All
except the last arc genuine Buckskin, made
in the best manner and are a bargain which
will be hard to duplicate. Sale to commence
THIS MORNING, and continue as long as the
stock lasts.

BRAKEMEN’S

in

Miss

Will appear in

aud Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

PER CENT.

Gloves.

ever seen

LADY RIDERS!

...

mnw nRftm-a

m

n

Horsecars leave the

WILL SAWYER, Manager.
Telephone 791.
oct9d2t

STATE B INK COMMISSIONERS.

TEAMSTERS’

ng Gloves

Music by the "Social Six.”

head of Preble street for the Rink every ha f hour;
return at the close. Admission 25c; Skate* lOe.

...

■

■

■■■ ■ ■ ■ 11 ii

Opening Wednesday .Oct.lG

Champion Lady Equestrienne of France*

Maine Central.7 m,
Portland and Kennebec
tie.
6e.
Androftcoggiu and Kennebec
Portland and OgdeoMburg
fit,
City of Portland.
and other first-class bonds and stocks.

/

THEATRE COMPANY FROM N. Y.

THE

out Trusses and IShoul*
der Braces. Do not

The largest line of heavy Fall and Winter Work

Grand

SQU4RE

8 SKA TING RINK, MADISON
nmwi

Mme.

Street,

under the laws of
sublect to the inspection of

BUCK GLOVES.

the CREAT DRAMATIC EVENT!
of the famous orlg-

Only performance thls^eason

Lrwi« Klnll, Woodford.

Offer for

sold,

Gloves.

WOO I) FORD

Manager.

9th, Oue Night Only!

Tuesday, Oct.

THERE

BANKERS,

Incorporated

SARSAPARILLA

nnn that is corrupted through disDLUUIJ
ease is made pure, and blood
weakened through diminution of the
red corpuscles is made strong, by
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

mission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches ) 953 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
eodtf
jly23

Frank Curtis,.. Proprietor

Day.

will be a Free Entertainment at Lyceum
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
Theatie on
Oct. 10, at 2.30, exclusively for ladies.
oct9d2t

Sterling

AVrR’C Sarsaparilla is a medicine that,
M T Cn O during nearly 40 years, in all
parts of the world, has proved its efficacy as the best blood alterative known
to medical science.

ni

CO.,
N. X.

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street,
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on com-

dtf

Consolidated Electric Light Co. of Maine.

Of Confidence.

pharmacy.

H ENRY CLEWS &

d3m

PORTLAND THEATRE
and

_THEATRE.

Ladles

J

WORTHY

null
V hy the us0 °f this remedy is it
UIIL T possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the •destructive taint to posterity.
TUnDHIlPUl V effective renovation
inUnUUUniaY of the system must
include not only the removal of corruption from the blood, but its enrichment and the strengthening of the
vital organs.
DEI l ADI E witnesses, all over the
ntLIADLt world, testify that this
work is better accomplished by Ayer’S
Sarsaparilla thuu by any other

PORTLAND, MAINE.

octl

Ornaments and Buttons.

Call and examine styles and prices; all

reminiicence of Charles Dickens.

genuine Honduras Sarsaparilla) is its
base, and its powers are enhanced by
the extracts of Yellow Dock and Stillingia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other potent ingredients.
IS your blood vitiated by derangements
of the digestive and assimilatory functions? is it tainted by Scrofula? or
does it contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?
fading physicians of the United
TUP
InL States, who know the composition
of Ayek’s Sarsaparilla, say that
nothing else so good for the purifica-,
tion of the blood is within the range of

Broker,

Banker and

as

race?

LYCEUM

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

3 Doors West Canal Nat'l Bank.

opment resulting from abnormal elations
to society, past and present, and with a better

__

FALL OPENING TO DAY
I

IRTEBTAINnENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FINANCIAL.
__

Jew, ami this distinc-

r

institutions,

uuuaioiu.

still

tion is not only religious, but it is ethnological. The German or the Pole is only skin
deep. The Jew part goes to the bone and
into the very centre and marrow of his being. The “foreigner” is the accidental, the
Jew is the inherent and unchangeable in
him. The lady is now an American; her
ancestors were Portuguese; the Jew remains. “And I am proud of it,” quoth she
with spirit and emphasis.
Socially the Jews of New York are still
largely a world by themselves. There are a
number of exc usively Jewish clubs, some
of them, like the Harmouie, in Forty- second
street, domiciled in handsome and commodious club-houses. Old World Jews, especially the Polish variety, (which includes, also, those of the Vistula Provinces of Prussia, Austria, and Russia,) take life as a very
solemn fact, with little to make merry over.
The well-to-do German born or Americanborn Jew, on the other hand, is, as a rule,
an exuberant individual, as if the suppressions of past centuries were crowding for
He enexpression in a single generation.
joys life to the utmost, lures to see and be
seen, is full of restless push, and when this
is coupled with ignorance and vulgarity, as
natnrally happens now and then, the impression made on sensitive and refined people is not always one of agreeableness. However, this development is as much deplored
by cultivated Jews as by any other class,
and some excellent advice has of late been
given from Jewish pulpits aud through Jewish periodicals on this subject. It is devel-

all of them of the first order and conducted
on so extensive a scale that every Jew in
■the community has a place of refuge or is
supplied witli the means to keep want from
his door. The Jewish charity work of New
York is admirably systemized and conducted
The Jew gives more
on a generous basis.
than his money; he gives time, attention,
as
and sympathy
well, and there is more
than one non-sectarian work, as, for example, the secular branch of the Saturday and

Sunday Hospital Association, which would
languish and probably go under were it not
that it nas the good will of our Jewish population, and with that always goes an active support, a personal attention, which
their Christian brethren do not always find
time or inclination to give.
The picture is, of course, not yet complete. Only the bright effects have thus far
been brought into notice. There is a rather
sombre
back-ground, which, however,
through prejudice and lack of a proper sense
of proportions, is ordinarily made to play
the part of foreground. No people should
be judged by their worst aspects but by their

he

THE

—

Gnaranteed Havana Filled.

Photographer
Fine Portraits

ajjpecialljr.S

0FF0S1TE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland Me.
deodU

Jane

The Best Cigar In the Market for

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

Successors to
Alden.
sepao

Guppy,

Kinsman &
eodtl

TELEPHONE
oet*

-

FOR SALE BY-

H. P. S.

502.
sod tf

|

GOILD,

Apotheenty,

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.
*epl7

(|

THE

press.

Railroad Receipts,

Portland,

TUESDAY MORNUSQ.

OCT. 9.

THE PftESft.

May bo obtained at the Periodi ;al Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei 1 & Co„ Armstrong,
Went (>rth, Hodsoon, Robert 0*>«t«lio, Gilpatrick,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, strange, Siim•QO, Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm
city.

Bros.,on

Auburn,

trains that

all

out of the

run

Willard Small & Go

Augusta, .I. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.

Bath, J. O.

Shaw.
Biddoford, K. M. Buruhanj.
A. L. Jellorsoa.
Brunswick. B G. Dennis, n.
A. Verrill.
Cumberland
DamarMscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
W
A.
Mitchell.
Freeport,
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, K. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Kuowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co,
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Cc,
Hallowell, C. L. raulding.
LewiBton, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jelliton.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Roekland, O. 8. Ai drew*.
Sabattus E. H. Johnson.
F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.,
C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris A. M. Gerry.
Thom as ton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robert*.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter. /•—'
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

»

On

a

Missouri

The

gold

All leave

their

poison in your flesh when they have inflicted
their wounds ou you. Perry Davis’s Pain
Killer is not only good to remove the effects of
poisonous bites and stings, but to cure stomach
troubles caused by unripe fruit or overeating;
to drive away diphtheria, and to make impure
iratar.fi t to drink. Don’t forget to take it with
you when you go into camp.

for some blocks, with a view of availing
themselves of the first opportunity to relieve
him of his purse. He suddenly turned into a
lawyer’s office. “What shall we do ao»f”
asked one. “Wait for the lawyer,” said the
other.—Philadelphia Morning Call.
Ten Years before any of the baking powdere of the present day were thought of, the
Con;>resB8 Yeast Powder had a large sale
thronghou New England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Forlianil

Dpi!)- WhoieNule MarketPORTLAND, Oct. 8.
The markets are generally quiet and steady. In
Grain car lots of Corn have dropped 1c, while Middlings show an advance of 50c ^ ton. ;The Portland
Kerosene Oil Company a vanced prices to day Vfec,
except on tietined Petro eum, which is unchanged
% id quoted at 8^0; Water Whit* is nowlSc, Ligonial 4c, Kerosene 1 t’c and Silver White 11
Sugar is steady and unchange ljretiners stock in New
York is 24.876 tons, against 26,t>40 tons last sear
and refiners stock in Boston is 10,693, against 3,83u tons last year, the sto-K in four pO‘ts in all
hands is i 00,110 tons, against 1.6, 30 ions la t
week, and 110,851 last year. Cheese in Liverpool
is higher at 67s. Jhe market is very freely sup
‘'Jrfied wrfch apples, but ;be demand is slow and prions
strong and there is

a

feeling that higher prices will rule in the
future. Eggs are firmer and very scarce.

eral

gennear

.okay's quotations of Hour

Graiu. provtotoas.^28
Flour.
Superfine and

f.raiu
H.M.Corn, car lots.66
low grades .3 60@4 601 Mix Com,ear lots ®65
X Spring and
I Corn, bag lots
70®72
XX Spring. .5 00@6 00!New Oats, <iar lots. .41
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots. 45
*
Wheats
7 50@8 00 Meal
.68
OottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Michigan Winter etraight86 25@6 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
6 25 a6 60 SackedBran car lot.
Do roller
19 o0@20 00
St. Louis Winter straight 6 00,o;6 25 J
do bag lots.23 60
Do roller...6 50@6 751 Mids, car lots.
Winter Wheat
|
$24y3@25y3
atents.6 75® 7 251 do bag lota
26 60
Produce.
Provinions.
I Pork—
Cranberries, £ bbl—
11 00@12 001
Maine
Backs... 17 OQ-317 50
Gape Cod,12 00®13 00! Clear.16 00® a 6 50
2 85@3 001 Mess.14 00@14 60
Pea Beans
—

..

...

O 'TR'i. •> Ulll U/u,

1 1

Ex Mess.J 2

1

C

■

00312 60

Plate.12 76313 26
Ex Plate.13 76*14 00
4o@60 Hams
13Vi® 14c
00*4 60 Hams,covered 16 @16c
Egg* f> doz.24 a 26 o Lardlb.OOol Tub, p lb
Turkeys,
8Vi@ 8%
Chickens.16@18e| Tierces..
8%@ 8%
Fowl.14@16c Pall. 9V4@10
Balter.
Heeds.
Creamery.30*31cj
Gilt Edge Ver....29 i30c Red Top.3 00*3 26
Choice.22®;23e | Timothy.106^180

Good.16@16o Clover.10 @11
Store.5 2 a 14 c
Kaisins.
Cheese.
Muscatel.1 90®2 50
Yer.mfmt ...10Vi@13Vi London Lay’r 2 2032 30
N Y Fnct’y..lOVi «13Vi Ondura Vai..lOVi@UVi
Apples.
Oranges.

EaliugpbbT.. <)0@3

Butter, Cheese, Eggs

3%

to-day’s

and Potatoes:

Live Stock

Market.

60 Valencia

®

;*
Evaporatedlbl<'>Vi@18V4 Florida,..
Dried Apples_9 au@10 ] Messina..
:*
Sliced
...lllglovi Palermo.5 50@6

AmaKuii

C6V8@7y8:

at

Ql/»A-Pn>u>u

at

ti

frS'fXn

MnlaapAa n„i„«

sales 23 bbls Orleans 30(a55c, Petroleum—united
at 1 11%. Taliow fi m; sales 1 9,0 O ib* 7 1110c. Pork is weak; sales 120 bbls mess spot at
11 57@12 oO; 126 bbls clear back 16 12%@>2 6i».
Lard less active and 9@ 0 points lower,
dull ai.d weak; sales 6<'0 tes prim*- steam spot 8 2
@8 25; 76 city steam 8 00; refined for continent at
S A at 9 UO. Butter quiet: State at 17@3<*o;
Western at 1 »@30c Penn, Creamery at
9 a.30c.
Cheese steady; State 9%@ 2%; Western flat^ 9%
@11V* ; skims 2@6c.
Freights to Liverpool dull Wheat steam 4d.

'closing

8J60;

Chicago, Oct 8.—Flour is steady; common tc
choice Spring Wheat at 3 50f*6 00; Minnesota 3 60
@4 2£; bakers 4 76 a 6 75: uatents at 6 60,a 7 00
Wintei Wheat, Southern Illinois and Missouri 4 75
@5 76. Wheat regular lower at 91 % c for October;
93%@93%c for November 95%@95*/*c for December; 96*^4 0 for January. No 2 Chi ago Spring at
91%@92e No 3 at «3c No 2 Red Winter 99% c@
1 00%. Com lower at 4«%@4«%c cash
46
<•
for October 46%@4»»%c for N vember; 45c for
December; 443/'8C for January. < >ats easy at 26%
@27c cash and for October; 278/s a--'7%c for November; 28c for December Rye lower at 54c Bar
ley easier at 60c. Pork lower at I065@H»70 cash
and October; 10 25®10 ,\0 for November; lo 30a
10 3 % for December: 1 95@10 97ya Januarv.
Lard lower at 7 77y*@7 80 cash 7.78@7 77 % f r
for October; 7 40®7 42 November and December
7 50@7 52
January. Bulk Meat* firmer shoul-

00 short rib 7 00. short clear 6 65.
ders at
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat advanced %c for October and yg Nov ember.
Corn advanced ys for October, %c for November
and %c for December. Oats declined ys for October.
Receipts—-Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 61.000 bush,
1
bush, oats 166 000 bu, rye 30,000 bu,
c ru 323
bariev 62,000 bush
Shiprjeti- —Flour21,( 00 bbls,wheat 94 000 bush,
corn 167,000 bush, oats 141,000 bu, Srye 2.200 bu,

barley 38,0->0 bush.
St. IjOUIS, Oct- 8.—Flour weak. Wheat lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 99c cash and for October; 11 >0%
November; 02 ya December 104% for January
No 3 at 95@96%. Pork lower at 11 25. Lard is
lower 7 62%.
Receipts -Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 77,000 bush;
oorn 00.000 » ns’i, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bus!.
barley 00,000 bush.
Shipments Flour 16,000 bbls, wheat 69,000 bu,
corn O0,OOOtbtLBh, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0000 busb,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit Oct. 8. -Wheat weak: No 1 White fall,
cash at 1 03% bid: October 1 03% ; November tat
1 4% ; December 1 06%, No 2 White 98%c; No 2
Red Winter 1 08%

Wheal—Reoeipts 62,000

bu shipments

news,

1,000 bu.

New Orleans, Oct. 8,—Cotton firmer; Middling
uplands 10 9-16c.
Mobile,’ Oct. 8.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, Oct. 8.—Cotton is firm: Middling
uplands 10%o.
Memphis, Oct. 8.—Ootton is firm; Middling up
lauds 10 %c.

MONDAY, Oct.

8.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
Covie, Jr.
Steamer Falmoutb, Hall, Boston for Eastport

J B

and St

John. NB.

Barque Auburndald. King, Boston,

Ryan

(ar

7th)—To

ONBLBAOEBD COTTONS.

Fine7-4.... 13V4318
7Vi Fine 8-1.18*21
8

6

Fine 9-4.

Vi

.22*2

8Vi Pine 10-4....25

@30

BLBACHBD €OTTOKS»

•

Best 4-4....10<**12V4 Fine 6-4.16
@18
Med. 4-4.... 7Vi $10ya Fine 7-4.18
@22V4
Light 4-4... 6 @ 7 [Fine 8-4.20 @V5
Fine 9-4.22yai>27Vi
(Fine li>-4 ,.25 is*2
TIOR1KOS, BTC.
Drills.,.. 83 9
Tiokinge,
Best.14
SltD/s Corset .Joans. .6Vi * 8Vi
.Vle'linm.. .10Va313'di Satteens.
@
Cambrics. 53 5V4
Light.. 7 @9

to Maine Cent HR.

Morse,

WISCASSET.
6—Ar, sch Superior, Adams, Poitland.
FROM

Saco.

Baltimore 8th, sch Edw Waite, Leo, from
Charleston.
Arat New York 8th, ship
Henry Villard, from
Liverpool; Raphael, Sherman, Boston.
Ar at Melbourne prev to 3d
inst, ship Matilda.
Merriman, Hastings Mills, BO.
ftlRmOR AND A.
Jane, of Winterport, while taking in
corn at the G T Elevator, started aleak and will
have to go on the railway for repairs.
Seb Ella, of Bangor, in getting under weigh at
fly aim is 6th, fouled the sebr T B Garland and carried away jibboom and headgear. The T B G susScb

Denims,best 13V<i@16Vi Silesias.lOViulS
3t3Va I Cotton Flannels. Brown
Ducks. 9
7
Fanoy 11V431* I
14Vi
Bleached, 8 31<:x*i
Batting.8so J10 £ 10 vi@11 vi «i" ya
Warps...17 :2a

if*

tained

no

rwiu tittueiro.

PENSACOLA— Cld 20th, sch Hope Gower, Allen. Front era.
Ar tf8th sch F. S Newman Keyes, Galveston.
SATILLA MILLS—Ar 29th, sch Lizzie Heyer,
Dwyer, B* »ston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4th. schs N-lson Bartlett,
Watts Baltimore; Willie Luce, Spear, Rockport.
Cld 4th, ach Fred A Carle Condon, Barreu Hand.
Ar 6th sch Wiliiam Frederick Ames, Portland.
Ar 7th, sch Satilla, freoa Waidoboro.
RICHMOND—Sid 6th, sch Chas £ Moody, Cates,
Brazil.
Ar 6th, brig Hattie M Bain, Collins, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 6th, ship Snow
& Burgess, Anderson, trom Liverpool for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE Ar 6th, schs Henry
Withingtnn,
Crowell Kennebec; Chas E Balch, Mason, do; Ella
M Storer, « ade, do:
Isaac Orbetou. Trim, Bangor;
I) W McLean, Hallock, St George; A H
Cross, Pendleton. do.
Ar 6th, schs Moses Webster.
Rhodes; Wm T Donnell, Bassett, and Geo M Adams, Standish, Kennebec; John T Morrow Chase, Boston.
Cld 6th, s>*h8 Nellie, Drinkwater, Belfast; Jas T
Morse, Tapper. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 6th, schs Chas H Morse,
Wylie, Kennebec; J D Paige, Halev, do; Almeda,

Wiley. Copeland, Bangor.
Ar 7th, ship El Capltan, Sewall, Hull.
Cld

6th, schs Walker Armington, Smith, Porto
Rico; Jessie Hart, Rowley, Lynn.
NEW YORK- Ar 6th. barque
Caprera, Hichborn,
Matanzas. schs Ebon Fisher, Reynolds, Windsor, Ns
H T Townsend, Smith, ami Decora, from Hillsboro;
Nulato, Small, St John, NB; Nile, Spear, and J M
Kennedy, Whitaker. Ellsworth; E Arcularius.Snow,
and Martha Weeks, Knowles, Rockland:
Nettie
Cushing, Robinson, do; Jos Oakes, Gray, Sedgwick;
Ada F Weituey, Bartlett, Thomaston; M A Rice.
Nantucket.
Ar 7tb. ship Belle of Bath, Barter, Manila 133
davs; barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, Progresso; schs
Helen Maria, Bunker, Nuevitas 13 days. Eliza B
Coffin, Kendrick, Bangor; S P Anams, Greenlaw,
Calais; F L Porter, JohnsoD, Frankfort; Oliver

Dyer, Emereou, Portland; Fostina, Philbrook, do;
F N Tower, Hall, and Empress,
Manning, Rockland;
Edward Lamyer, Kendall, do ;
Zampa Sanborn,
Sullivan; John H Converse, Strout, Boston.
Cld 6th, schs M A Hall, McDonald, Demarara;
Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Portland; T H Livingston
*
Stinson, Plymouth.
Sid 6th, barque J H Bowers, for Anjier.
Passed the Gate 6th. schs Frank Norton, from
New .ork for Vineyard Haven; J Kennedy, from
Weehawken for Boston; Minnie C Taylor, Elizatetbpori for Portland
Passed the Gate 7th, sch Effie J
Simmons, from
Amboy for Portland.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 6th, schs Minnie C
Taylor,
Hamilton, and Nellie Star, Soule, Portland; Game
Cock, Robinson, New Haven.
Ar 6th, schs Gbroino. Bunker, New London: Clara
_

Leavitt,Lombord,

New York.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th, sch A H Waite, Moore.
New Vork.
Cld 6th, sch Lena R Storer. Bond, southern port.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sch City of Ellsworth,
Means, from Ellsworth.
Ar bth, schs Westcrloe, Jordan, Ellsworth.
SOMERSET— Ar 7th, sch Gen Banks, Norton,
New York.
VINEYARD-HVAEN—Ar 6th, schs Jos Souther,
from Savannah for Boston; J W Woodruff, and
Odell, from Amboy for Portland; Koret. fm do for
Portsmouth; Rosa & Adra, do for Dover; Vicksburg, Bangor for Bridgeport.
Also ar 6th, schs Sami Hart, lm Weehawken for
Boston; Victory, and Ada Ames,New York for boston; Wesley Abbott, Kondout for Portland; ‘Franconia, Hoboken for Lvnn E & G W Hinds, Baltimore for Calais: Adrianna, Gardiner for New
York;
Wm Duren, Calais for New Haven: Loston Light.
6

In The following are Portland'qnotati ms
laud Tallow:
bx am Steer Hid s over 90 lbs weight..
and 4t«er Hides between 80@90 lbs..
leer Hides under «o lbs.
Cow Hides, ail weights
Bull and stag Hides, all weights

gx

Belgeniand.New York..Antwerp.Oci
Parisian .Quebec... .Liverpool_Oct
(»ct
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool
..New York..Liverpool.Oct
Werra.New York Bremen.Oct
City of Merida.New York..Havana.oot
Newport.New York.. Havana.Oct
Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool.<>ct
Sai matian.Quebec.Liverpool_ Oct
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Oct

on

Hides

7e
6c

p lb
p tb
6Vicp lb

6Vacp
4e

ib

P tb

Calfskins.....10c & lb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.••••..
7V4c^fc

THE—

Portland, in tlie State of Maine,
the Close of Business, Oct 2, 1883.

Loans and
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages..
Due from approved reserve agents
Due from other National Banks....
Due from State Banks and bankers..
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
Current expenses and taxes paid
Check* and ot**er cash items.
Exchanges for Clearing House.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

36
800.000 00

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas-

00,48 00
10,GOO 00

circulation)...

30,000 00

966 00
100,762 69
124 876 66
32

..

as

ft

ft

urer

(5 per

cent, of

3^494

97,835 38
4,412 62
34.004 16
32,368 78

7,120

OFFICE

W.

Surplus fund. 300,000

OF

AMES,

PORTLAND,

00

Undivided Profits.-..
77,650 81
National Bank Notes outstanding
720,000 00
Dividends unpaid.
1,812 60
Individual Deposits subject to check
818,542 81
Demand certificates of deposit. 256,617 36
Certified Che'ks.
12,968 19
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
16,256 20
Due to other National Banks.
96,184 19
Due to State Banks and bankers.
62 216 79

MAINE

..

TO THE PUBLIC,

Tetal.*3,327,132

furnace I beg to direct your
Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its suall others I will demonstrate if
you
new

periority
will call at t> y store. The following well known
persons ha*e the Kohler:
over

00

...

D.

attention to th

10,700

Total .*3,327,132 95
LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock paid in.*800,000 00
Increase of C ipital Stock. 165,685 00

22 Market Square,

If in want of

00

300 1R

Due from U. S. Treasurer,other than
5 per cent, redemption fund.

w

...148 Spring Street.
7-T-Sargent,..4K7
Congress Street.
^erry,.»■23 Pine
Street.
J. S'
S. Libby,.160 Park Street.

d- *•

F. Clark.14 Mellen Street,
K. Gernsb,...212 state Street.
Samuel Rolfe.08 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart.2?>6 State street.

Sidney Tbaxter.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 Higa street.
Addison Libby.64 Clark Street.
Alfred Stap’es,.176 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould,.387
Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown. (Ariist,)
400 Danforih Street.
B. B. Farnsworth.357
Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,.
Deering

96

STATE OF MAINE, COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss.
I, William E. Gould, Cashier of the above named

Bank,

do solemnly swear that the above statement
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM E. GOULD. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day
of October, 1883.
HOWARD GOULD, Notary Public.
is

truo

Correct: Attest,

H. J.

LIBBY,

)

! Directors.
)

ALBION LITTLE,
MARK P. EMERY,

J.
O.

Harrison and Waterford.
WM. P. PERKY,
A. BCSNRTT,

V,
5' 9',l,,.'Qrt. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y E. Gilbert.Canton St. am Mills
Co,
Me.
i',BAV„au,'e.Alfred.
W. G.
Spring,.Fryebmg Mo.
i’
?>* Spnng,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B.
Murry.Pembroke, Me.
F. 0.

Johnston,.469 Cumberland St
Hoi en, .84 Lincoln Street.
L. Merry,.144<Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney.162
Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
.28u Brackett Street.
£i* ®novr.
£*
C. E. Barrett,.6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,. 604
Congress Street.
A. B.

11.1.

Blackstone,.Canal

Bank.

sep8___dtf
SAYK YwliR MOYEY
_

—

and

place it in

an

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY
—

IN A

—

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now ia its THIRTYFIFTH YEAH, and at no time has it been more
prosperous or moi'e successful.
Its RESULTS
Iastvearwas a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINtss, INCREASED ASSKIS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED D VIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED

ter. to load for Kiizabethpori.
Ac 7tb, schs Jas lloln es Ryder, Rondout; Cabot,
Bunker, Weehawken; T A Stuart Kelloy. Hoboken;
Pciro, Kelley; A F Crockett Thorndike. Lugano,
and Beta, Clark, Hoboken; Swallow. She man, and
Lizzie We ster, smith, MacHas; Toronto, Dority,
and Waterloo, Creamer, Bangor, Daniel Webster,
Green, and Vestal, spear, do; Elizabeth Foster,

oct6__
REPORT OF THE
—

d3t

CONDITION

OF THE

—

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
—

AT

Churchill, Orland, Cynosure. Hodgkins, Kockland;

WORK

Busine8s,«Oct.*2ii<l,

Total.

I SV[.

*738,608.67

300,0(10.00
70,000.00
4,917.475,261.73
7.240.35
24,601.95
2,934.22

16,830.66
17.812.U4
8,047.00

51.47
30,550.00

Specie.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of
circulation).

13,600.00

.$1,310,415.67

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fond
Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
I ndividual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified cheoks
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.

*300,000.00
60.0T J.00
167.34
267,100.00
1,430.73
134

FOR

STATE OF MAINE. County
T

2,880.92

19 327.67

26,700.05
11,873.42

Phorlnc

D.^sa,.

ols. Hong Kong for New York;
Sproul, New York for Japan.
Sid tm Madeira Sept i2, ship Andrew Johnson,
Kelleran. (fr in Cardiff) for Uoquimb
Ar at North Sydney let inst,
biig Eliza, LeBlanc,
Portland.
Cld 29th brig Orbit, Nash, Boston.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 2d inst, sch H C Higsinson,

Faltw, New Vork.
Ar at St John, NB, 6th inst, sch D Sawyer, Rogers, Jonesport.
Clo 6th, brig G P Sherwood, Taylor, Rockland;
>*ch8 Silver Spray, Lawson, and Henry, Falkingbam,
New York.
Ar at Frederickton 4tli inst, sch Mary Pickard,
from Portland.

Correct—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,)
GEO. S. HUNT,
w. s. Dana,

OF THE

Close of Bmiutw

—

Sandy Creek,

M.
2.65
S.i 2
t3 17
P.

t3.23
13.27
t3.66
4.00
10 00

on

the

a»l

day of Octo-

J. F.

FERRIS,

Musical Associations in search of mimic to
will do well to examine the following, by
comjtosers, not too difficult:

■nmrtiro

NOS I

($1).

St.

...

Silver Coin
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent, redemption fund.

Surplus

fund

Undivided

Redemption Hymn (30 cts). By C. D. Parker.
The Deluge EUSESS:DBBcriptive Cantata>by
0.

Christmas (30 cents). Cantata by Gutterson.
Damnation of Faust Opera by Berlioz?1
Eaay
The Conspirators
Forty-Sixth Psalm (80 cents). By Dudley Buck.
OLIVER DITSOJJ & 00., Bostot.
sep24TuTS&wtf

120,000.00

mm,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

profits.319,797.39—439,797.39

r Domestic Coala
Prices.

Specialty,’at Lowest Market

a

Brown’s Wharf,
Orders received by

Street,

1 114.10

CG3l078io2

9 563 42

33,024.14

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
,L L. 0. SOMERBY,Cashier of the “Canal nation-

al Bank of Portland,” do
solemnly swt nr that
the above statement is true to the best of m\ knowledge and belief.
B. C.
Caidiier.

SOMERBY,

sworn

to

before me, this

6th

GEO. C. PETERS, Notary Public',
Correct—Attest:
AV. W.

THOMAS,

.JOHN N. LORD,
F. W. BAILEY,

<wt8_
RFPORT

<1F

1

f Directors.

j

d3t

rnvnuriAiv

-OFTHE-

Casc© National Bank.
At
At

Portion,I, in thr Stale of Maine,

the Close of Business, October ‘A, ISS3.
BE SOURCES:

discounts.$1,883,989.30

u. ». Bonds to secure circulation_
Other stocks, bonds and
Mortgages
I)ue from other National Banks...
Heal estate, furniture and fixtures...
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Bills of other Banks.

Fractional paper currency,nickels and

Pe?Di88.
Specie,.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of
circulation).

50,000.00
4,000.00

39,024.27

5,000.00

4,675.41

65,576.54
12,481.1 0
13.20

66,656.70

2,250.00

Total.$2,123,16451
LIABILITIES.
paid in. $800,000.00
Surplus fund.
400,000.00
Undivided profits.
60,309.90
National bank notes outstanding_
45,000.0u
Dividends unpaid.
2 4( 7 27
Individual deposits subject to check.
66456858
Due to other National Banks
142 088 66
stock

.'•..$2,123,164.51

STATEOF MAINE, Countv of
w.
^A. It inshtp, Cashier of Cumberland,
the above natne*f

g““> d.0 is.so|l!“lnIy
statement
true to

swear

that
the above
of my knowledge

the best
WM. A. W1NSHIP, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6tli
day

Correct—Attest:

Portland,;!***

Telephone,

oct8

No. 644
d

Pratt’s Astral Oil.

Ogdensburg

UdihgH
Bound Brook f^oute.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.
Rumford Falk & Bnufefleld STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

L. L. LINCOLN Sui t.
Portland. June. 16, 1883
octl4dtf

SUMMER

PORTLAND for BOSTON
6.15, 8.45 a. m„ 12.55 and 6.30
at 10.45,
m., arriving at Boston
m„ 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 r, m.
BON I ON
rUKULU UKLUAKU UKALH) at 8.UU,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR BOSTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 123, 3.60 and 6.64 p. m.
FOR
PORT* AND
MCARBORO
BEACH) AND PIN F POINT, at 6.16,8,46,
a.
10.26
6.00 p. m.
5.15,
12.35,
m.,
FOR OLD ORCHARD REACH at 6.15,
8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 5.16, 6.00,
m.
6.30
leave
OCR ORReturning
p.
CHARD at 7.69, 9.34,11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.46.
4 33.
7.48 and
10.30 p.
m.
PORTLAND FOR SACO, at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m.
6.30
12.66.
m.
FOR
6.16, 6.00,
12.36,
p.
Bl DDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.2d a.m., 12.36,
and
6.00
m.
FOR
KEN.
12.55, 5.15,
p.
NEBVNH at 6.15, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 6.15,6.00
FOR WELCSt at 6.15, 8.45 a.m.,
p. m.
and 5.15 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
GRE AT FALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.15,
8.46a.m.,12 655.15and tt.30pm.FOB SALHON
FA LL«. at 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 5.15
EXETER. HAVERHILL,
FOR
p. m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.16,
FOR NEW
8.46 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR
RARKETt at 6.16, and 8.45 a.m.
ROCHESTER. FA K VII NOTON. N. ft!
ALTON BAY. AND WOLFBOROEGn
FOR CENTRE
at 8.45 a m., and 12.55 p.m.
at 8.45 a. m.
HARBOR
FOR
HANCHESTEBt AND CONCOBDt N. H., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6 15a. m., (via Lawrence) at
8.46 a.m. !NORN1NO TRAIN LEAVES
KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at7.25.
t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. in.

HP* The 12.66 p. m. train from Portland connects with Sound Cine Steanaera for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Kail Cines for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Cart on all through
trains.
Seats
advance at Depot Ticket Office.
secured in

Pcrtlftd,

THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of H. C. Williams, Ticket
Igent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBEK, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland-

sep30

Portland and Worcester Liao,
PORTLAND & K0CHE8TER 8. K

Arrangement
__

of Trains.

cllsnday, June IN,
1883* Passenger Trains will leave
Onand after

Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
and
| 'Q3 p. n*., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
tn., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p.
a.—ax.

buy ticket, (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via
i

.arc

HDB CENTRAL UILKOAD.
On and after MONDAY, June
INth, Passenger Trains will run
ns

follows

Portland tor Dexter, Bangor
and
Vaucrboro, St John, Ualit'ax

the Province. St. Andrew., St. Stephen,
Fredericton Aroo.tooh
Count,, and all
itatione on B. & Piacntaqui. R. R.. 1.16
t5.10 p. m. til.16
p. m., 1.20 p. m.,
and
Belfa.t
p.
m.; for
Snowhegan
1.15 p. in.,
1.20 p. m., tH.15 p. m.:
Wnterville, 6.46
ai.
l.i 5
p. m,, 1.20
m. t5.10
m. til.15
Aup.
p.
p. m
gusta, Hallowell, CSardlnerand Brunswick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., t6.10, 6.30 and
til.15 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 5.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox A Lincoln R. R.,
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
5.30 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8.15
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 6.45
a.
til.16 p. m.;
m.,

Farmington,

Tloumoutb,

Wiuthrop,

Oakland and Worth Anson* 1.15 p.
mington, via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m.

m.

Far-

NEW ENGLAND

911

see

Eastern Railroad.

Trains leave Portland
At

2

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saec,
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Klttery,
Portsmouth. Newtmryport, Salon, Lynn and
Boater, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Soarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Klttery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Nowburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 12 55 p. di. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
No.
Berwick.
Kennebunk,
Conway
Junction, Klttery, Portsmouth, Nowbnryport,
and
Salem, Lynn,
Boston, arriving at 4.65 p. m.,
a.

to.

with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western pci its
At 6.30 p. di. (Express), lor Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10 00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

IT4 4 0*9 vou will be sur
of it, as there m being palmed off
other inferior oils
for genuine Pjutt’s.
octedtf

of said

deceased,

are

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.tn., 12.30 and 7.00 p.

6.45 a. m., 12 55 and 6 3<' p. nr
Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

rough

’I Is

land 2.00

ment to

JULIA A. McDONALDj Administratrix.
Standlsh, Sept. 18,1883.
oot2dlaw3w*T

a. m.

Through Ticket* to all Point* Month and

Wed.

Pullman Car Tickets for Menu and
Depot Ticket OlHr*- only.
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Mauager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r A cent
junltfdtf
t&rrtbn «•!«! at
dune 17, 1883

Grand Trunk

Every Wednesday

and Sat-

From Long Wharf, Boston, S
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South by connecting tines, forwarded free of commission.

p

I*u«,agf Tea Dollure.

Bound Trip 818
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to

K70gf.l?wl"^,^1“U.

deaitf

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends In the Old Conntry will save money by baying their prepaid
steerage ticket* at the General' Ocean Steamship
Off! e, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rotes by tbeCuuard and other fast
Ann
class mall steamers coming direct across ti e ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding aQ
dangers from lee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for *21.00; Dublin, *22.00; London,Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, *24.00; Hamburg. Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Be
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen *27 00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ! isand, Bergen
Troudhjem, Goteborg, Malino, *28 X); children un
der 1
half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian
exchange at
jaii

tow rates.

L. FARMER, Agent, irk
Exohange 8t.

J.

24«ltf_22

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., Nt,
John, N. B„ Halifax, N. S., Ac.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENTS,

1HREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
P OAV, MAY 1‘ftih Kicrm«w• Liif win

■»

®?ff Frldir** ,4J®°4’
® F-

formation regarding the same may be hex ,,
of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion
Routes, Ticksts
State Booms and further Information apply a
1
Company’s Offlee, 40 Exohange St.
T, C. HEr'BEY, President, and Manages’

offlee

mHTl2__

dtf

r, It Desert

ZVfonday, Wept 24th, 1883,

Trains will

run as

And Mach Ins Steamboat

follows:

DkPAtmJKKH:
Tor Anbnrn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For C«orhain,9.00 a m., 3.30(mixed land 5.20
P.m.
For Gorham, ilonlreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.80 p. m.

AltlifTALM.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.36 t. m.,
12.45, and 5.60 p.m.
From 4Uorhaazi, mixed, 9 40'a. m., 6.00 p. m
Froot Chicago. ITlontrcnl anti Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night trair and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portlanu and
Montreal.

Monday,WedmadSy

aT®*y

“•> tor Eastport and at.
John, with connections for Calais, Bobbins ton. at.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, ^oodstook Grand
AmiaV‘°tl», Yarmouth,
wtndfo.
HnKb0ll9’J>lgby’
Windsor, H^ax,
Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Plotou, Shedlac,
Bathurst, Dalheusle, Char
lotto town Fort Fairfield, Grand
Falls, and other
stations OB the New Brunswick and Canada. Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis Western Counties, Ball Roads, and Stage Routes.
ST-Frelght received up to 4 p. m. and any in-

it III A N G EOF TIME.
On and after

FALL

ARRANGEMENT

Commencing

Oct. 2d.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND.
(we**
: I'apt- Win. E. Dennison,will leave
vAi£b
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
TUESDAY Evening, at 11.15
o clock or on arrival of Steamboat
Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Die.
Sedgwick, (stage from —dywtek to Blue Hill on ar-

SMSouth^’estmrf
Evening

To

FOOT OF

INDIA

.NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Canada, Detroit. C hicago,Milwaukee

Cincinnati, Mt. liOiim,Otuahu, Magin»w
Ml. R*nul, Malt Lal;c City,

^

Denver,

Man

Francitcn,

points in the
Kortbweat, Weal and Hontbweat.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
and all

J.

STEPHENSON,

W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

W.

G. P. A.

sep24dti

A.

S.

fWQLFEB.
wapas®.

Schiedam Aromatic

XS

*-*-*-«■

E^tjoT m™ f.„,jing^mors
"’l®*11 laaveWachiasport
(COIi?

freight from

I18

West, and receive passengers and
and River
Landings few

Port?

Bangor

GEORGE L. DAT,
TiCk**

Oe£err,Cnt,eneral

E. CUSHING,
Portland, Oct. 1, 1883.

MAINE

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

satyr of over 30 years duration in every
section of

country of IJdolpho Wolfe's

our

Schnapps,

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and a sale uncqualce

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

STEAMSHIpCOMPANY

S“aTar? ’*<»ve Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
pLm on Rr‘urulD8 1«« Pier 38,
atv
River, New
York,
Wednesdays and Satur-

East

Mp“l

J‘ ®' C0V^K' JB- 0«“'‘ Ag't.

P'm'

---

HIM
Steamers l
FARE $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHaKF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHAKF, Boston, at 6 o'clock
p. m.

steamer

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded

that

pense and
at

night.

they

se-

fe*table night’s rest and avoid the exinconvenience of arriving in Boston late

cure a com

.vWf .ncket8

and

Staterooms for sale at D. H.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket* to New York, via the various

Rail and Sonne Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. LOVliB, Jr.) titneral Agent.

dtf
__

PACIFJCMAIL S. 8. CO.
TO

For sale by all Druggist

and Grocers.

oct2dtf

Fop Yew York.

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

at4.30

Monday, and Mlllbridge every
and
Thursday at 8.00 a m., touching at Monday
intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for boston.
Connect with Boston and
Bangor Steamers at

As a general beverage and necessary

as

R0CkUnd'««*»*

a. m.

corrective of water rendered impure by
or

Harbors.

all landing*.
ROCKLAND with steamer for BLUR
and ELLSWORTH.
At BAR
HAIWOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO* LA.
HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and ELLSWOR TH each trip.

SCHNAPPS.
vegetable decomposition

Bar

Machiaaport via

or

at

DEPOT At

Company.

Sftj^STORRY

TICKET OFFICE*

74 EXCHANGE STREET

CALIFORNIA,

-1<

RINA

Sandwich

Island., Mew Zealand
...
Anslralla.
Steamers sail from New York for
Aapinwall
oa
the 1st, loth, and 20th of each month
earrvlne
passengers and freight for all the above named

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK-

c^-er of 10th dews not

connect

for San Fran-

rsa

Jiy

ba«ti,ett

&

CO,,
• ■ 1 stale
IIS
Street, Car. Broad Mi Bo.toa.
°r
*>■ l'TTLE A CO.,
febSdtf
y.Dttqtr
3! Kxrhange St., Portlaud.

M A ZKT X3C O

lilt.

ii.

U.

W

:>T * i\ ::i;Vc5 i.N.i

eningoftht

Brain rc-uuuc

1 -sn.uyv

:.i

•.Dead

misery, d.cay and death, 1 •.-mature CM Age,
Impotencv. Weakness in either sex. Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoeac «used by ov»*r-cxerti. n
of the brai 1, sell abuse or over indolence. Kach

to

month’s treatmeit. $1.al»o:c «r
sent by nv.il prepaid on rtceint o1
price. We guaranty eti boxes to cue any case, \Yi h

lx»x contains one
6 boxes for §”>.l 0;

each order received f-r Chores accomp mLu wi;h$5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the me- 'r if th- treatment does no*, effect
® cure. J. O. WEST & Co*, IVoprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. IIAY & CO..
Druggists,only
aitentju Portland.Me.,junction Middle and Free S.s-

IMPORTED

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

all Itintlx, in the

-FOB

SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers.

NEW NO. FORE * TICKET,
LAND, MAINE.

PORT-

Also, General Managers for NewiEngland,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

Snnimit

Mineral

FROM It

auflO

Spring Water,

ARRISON, MAINE.
lVofioe.
wife Annie McClaron
harboring or trusting
for 1 shall pay no hills of her

1 have left niv
TyilEREAS
I *
and I forbid any one

her

on

my

account

contracting after

this date.

ALFRED McCLARON,
1883.
ootSdlw*

Yarmouth, Oct. 2nd,

oIdT”

jIT

NiBNT,ajpuunnu' «1 ?prc nsl;-. Hyst"-u<. I>-/.•:i w.
Convulsions F;t.% 5t:vous !*.•; rj g»a, lleadu..r.e,
Nervous l’rotrahon c.»i:x> d by t!a u* e o f ai. c-bui
or tobacco, Wak
'-uhies.^ M**n» ,\ D prc**io^, iS-jft-

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

Winter Schedule takes Effect Octobor 14.
7,004, for detiils of which reference should be hau
1 o Po-ters an<1 other
advertising matter at Stations
a md other Public
places and to Advertisements in
t he Newspapers of the State.
PAYSON TUCKER.
General Manager.
^ctbdlw

Line.)

urday.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

Railway of Canada.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

es-

re

Portland at 11.00 p.m.

and arrive in

From Ovlii'iix, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; St. Job:*,
7.00 and 8.00 a. in., 0.00 p. in.; Ef on I too, 7.00
St. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,
а. m.. 8*30 o. m.;

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
BOOTHSY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12. 1883.
Juldtf

Direct Steamship

Trains l.eave Boston
7.30,

9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.56
a. m. and 12.55
p. m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
»:ui

At

morainir.

F. E.

PHILADELPHIA

connecting

tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping oar attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

fijtrailed Tickets first and second class (or
99*. John and Halifax on « ale at reduced
rates*

—

ALL

410

quired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

O.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Gen. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN,

d3t

the trust of Administratrix of the

AGENCY,

Wualtlngtnii Street, Boston

J. E. WOOTTEN,

5.10 p. m. train is the St. John
Express, with Reclining Chair Car attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
At 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.80 following

day

AND

From SO TUN

\ The
F*st

0.00 p. m.; Vance boro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. iu.,
1.50 p. m,; CSucksporg, 5.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.(
б. 05 p. m.; Bangor, 7.20 a.m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.j ESexter, 7.00 a.mt8.10p. m. Belfast, 6.46 a. m., 3.15 p. m.; stk«rvrbcgan,
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.33 ar.d 10.08 p. m.; Augu«ia, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Rath* 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.$
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. ra.
Bruu« wick* 7.26 and 11.30 a. m.,4,45 & 5.10
p. m. 12.36 a. m.t (night.) Hackland, 0.16 a.in.,
1.25 p m„ and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. I.rwiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.35 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips,7.05 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a.
10.18
a.
m.;
in.
IViuthrop,
being due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.35 a. m.
trains from
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.85 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterriile, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewl»*on at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Boston

Philadelphia,

K.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Mo. Central R. R., and
atGrandTrunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and Wet ft, at
Depot offices and at RoUms A Adams’ No. 21 Exchange Street.
• Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
iJ. W. PETERS, Sunt.
juQ

as follows;
Britannic .Sept 22 | Repnblic.Sept. 27
Celtic.Oct. 6 | Germanic.Oct. 13
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
del»
dly

steam-

or

<*
U One Way, 94 30.
muster
New York and Philadelphia, ( Eicurtioa, 4.00.

Ayer June.,
Clinton,
Fitchburg,
Na*£aua- Cowell, Windham, and ®Pptng at #.JO a. m. and 1.03 p. ta.

a. in.

Rates reduced for Fall and Winter. Theae steamers take the extreme-out her] y routes, a voiding
all dangers from Icebergs. Cabin $60, $80 and 100;
Return tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144 ; Steerage at low rates
The sailings art

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

m.

For l*Iauf iaemter. Concord and noints North, afe
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester,
Alfred, Waterbaro aad Saco Rtrer.?.JO a. nu., 1,03
at., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. w. Returnin'.
iave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m,, 1145
A. m.f and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Rorbam, Snccarappa, CuraberlMDi)
Westbrook
and
Woodford's,
llHills,
at 7.30 a. sm.,
1.03, 0.90 and (mixed
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. no. tiain from Portland connects &.
4ye' Jaac. with Qootiac Tannel House foi
t tc West, and at Union 8>epot, Worcester, for
[Vew Vork via Norwich Line, and all rail,
i&Springfleld, also with N. W. A N. E. R.
R (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia. Hnlticnorr, Washington, and the
South and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
tie West. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.05 p.m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

ly

WHITE STAR LINE.
U. 8. aad Royal Mall Steamers
to IAverpoo) via Queenstown.

Express Trains, Oouble Track, Stona Bal las

m. and Portland

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
ST ATION** at 1.00 and 6.3* p, m. BOSTON
FOB
KTLANDat 8,30 a. m. and 6.00
OR* HARO
FOR PORTp. m: OLD
CAN l> 12.22, and 9.49. p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
*teamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston

prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid ticket* from inland places in Europe' to inland places in the United States. Starling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars; tailing schemes
Sc. and other information apply to JUPARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 879.
I an 10

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

PA8«iENOEBTRAiNN WILL LEAVE
at
p.
a.

FOR

—

AND

Be

dtf

•

Weneral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White
Star,
Cnnard. Anchor. State, American. Hod Star,
North German Lloyd,
American, RotterHamburg,
dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first clast
fast passage steamers, to and from ail points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and

Stations in Philadelphia
GKGEN H • BEETS,

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, June 18, 1883,

sepl5

-—

NINTH AND

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Wm. T. Small, N. P.

JOSEPH E. McDONAND, late of StandiBli
in theCounty of Cumberland, deceased and
given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having de-

Portland :

oct2dtffl

IS IIEKEBY I1IVKN, that the
NOTIUE
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken

upon herself
tate of

in

Change of'Time.
/AN and after Sept. 17. 1883, the steamer Gordon
» r
will leave Harpsw ell
daily, Sunday's en-epted
at 8 a. m.,
arriving at Portland a» 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House Wh rf, Portland at 3 p* in.
arriving at llarpswell at 5 p. m
For Freight or Passage
apply on board to
cap r soarr oliver.

&c.

6.60

Leave Jan ton for Portland
and
Lewiston 4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

Hnrpsweil Steamboat Co.

J. II AHIIIsTOIV. 8uperiutendent.
( H AN. II. FOTE, «. T. A.
oct2
dtf

t4.62
16.10
16.22
16.28
6.43

I. P. FARRINGTON,)
JOS. WALKER.
! Directors.
J. S. WINSLOW,
)

mands upon the estate

yeurgrocer
Pratt’s Astral Oil and
ASK
got■ tne
If you inquire for
thaty^u
1.. MILLK Sfoniire.
A.

n at,

Trains arrive

10.46 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10 00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

of October, 1883.

322 Commercial

aug7

445,500.00

Tot*1.$2^lio3l761.Ql

Total

COAL.

$600,000.00

Checks.'
C*194A1
Checks.....5l48a53

Capital

CHAS. H.

8.35 A. HI.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L.
C. R. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

tear*

Dividends unpaid..
Individual deposits subject to check
Ce: tifleates of deposit.
Certified
Cashier’s
Due to other National Banks.

alorio l y

Blind Kiiw
j^^t^t
Ruth and° M'&32X'ggi5lPI>artoral

30.000.00

22,500.00

Circulating Notes outstanding.

eminent

Cantata by Berlioz.
impressive cantata

1,300.00

Total..S2.203,761.01

Saens’ Christmas Oratorio.

Prodigal Son Sullivan.
Flight into Fgypt (38 cents).

On and after
outlay Oct. sth,
1883, until farther notice t*unMeuger
Traiun leave Portland aw follows:

p. a.
3.00
4.46

u

ber, issis.

Subscribed and

<

d3t

—AT THE—

day of October, 1883.

OCTOBER 9.
Bon rlsea.6.07 I High water, <p m;.. 5.08
Bft&Htf.,.5.27 I Mood seta. 11,26

S Directors,

)

El AB1LI TIES:
Capital stock paid in.

desired. Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests aud ascertain upon what basis they
represent a great, progressive Lite company
who-e popular features ana phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with ns
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them to aid in securing and building up a perm a
nent business.
maySeodtf

\AG.......

U0.17
110.41
110.47
110.53
11,08
11.16

Ingall’s Hoad,

ss

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts .$1,414,291.68
CJ. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
500,000.0::
Due from rese.ve agents.
100,585.72
Due from other National Banks.
29 877.10
Real estate
6.275.00
Current Expenses and taxes paid.
4,061.41
Checks and other cash items..
34,122.79
Exchanges for clearing house.
25,986.35
Bills of other Banks.
9,279.u0
Fraciional currency and nickels_
72.90
Gold Coin.
26,500.00

can

7
Ladies and sickly girls
requiring gentle
and reliable stimulant, will find Brown’s
Iron Bitters beneficial.
*
Elkton KY.-Dr.E.B. Weathers
says:
“I regard Brown’s Iron Bitters as a medicine ofunusual worth."
Fayetteville, Ark.—Rev. T. J. Reilly
says: “I used Brown’s Iron Bitters for
indigestion and chills with entire satisfaction.

A. m.
8.26
10.00

Bridgton—Arrive
tFIag Stations,

___X

Tbe Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in Ih*2, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
la gest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for flrst-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

so

Ion 28 W, ship William G Davis,
Wood, from Liverpool for San Francisce.
23.
lat
18
03. Ion 36 60, ship Yorktown,
Aug
Dickinson, from Baltimore for San Francisco.
lat
23
27
22,
S, Ion 2 52 E, barque Annie
Aug
Reed, from Zanzibir for New York.
Sept 20, lat 33 30, Ion 74 28, barque Matthew
Baird, Forbes, from Philadelphia for Matanzas.

,1...

OF PORTLAND, ME.,

B^g^Coramunications treated confidentially when

Bhowiug NGBP.
Aug 2, lat 5 N,

Cumberla nd,

CANAL NATIONAL BANK

Manager for Me. & N. H.

«POKign.
July 29, lat 36 33 S, Ion 22 15 E, an iron ship

of

-C

Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PA YSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this uth day
of October, i883.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Notary Public.

A

Com panY

Dtinbar,

t8.l7

t8 45

Portland-Leave

40,000.00

REPORT OP THE CONDITION"

HOME

Hobt Porter Nich12th Alex McNeil,

;8.07
t8.13

8.50
Bridgton Junction—Arrive
Portland—Arrive
10.46
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

446,255.71

679.83

VT.f
OLiDEMOBURO, M. Y.,
ASD MONTREAL.

Far

—

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Melbourne 6th lust, barqua Alice Reed,
Crowell Boeton.
At Calcutta Sept 1, Bhip LL Sturgis. Linnekin,
for New York.
Ar at Batavia Aug 12, ship Scioto,
from

A. M.
7.46
7.62

SUNDAY TRAINS.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve
agents.
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing boose.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
ami pennies.

oct8

—•

North Bridgton.

President.
,0«n. Pa.e. Agt.

J.

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,
At the Close of

EXPENDITURE.

Unw*rd, Poole, Damariscotta; Mary Eliza. Norris,
Gardiner, C A Ropes Hunt, Lubec.
SALEM—Ar 6tb, schs John Girard, Clifford,Rockland for New York; Yreka, Falkingbam, Amboy;
vV H Board man, Richardson, Port Johnson;
Velma,
Lmd*av, Amboy.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, schs Mist Rich, Calais;
Vestal, Spear, Baugor.
NEWBURYPOKT—Ar 6th, schs Wave, Pool,
Calais; .1 G Brooks, Egan, Sullivan.
PORTSMOUTH
Ar 6th, sch Abbie S Emery,
Foster, Kockland for Dover.
Ar «th, sch Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor.
Sid 6th, schs Lyra Low,Bangor; Ada A
Kennedy,
Kennedy New York.
Ar 6th, Sandy Point, Grant, and Jacliin. French,
for Bangor; Lizzie Guptill. Smith, Rockland.

lor

....

for

BOmATURE ALA*

tajfTufly ciMiSrel‘til18 to FaWnt* Pr0Tuf2^Md

RESOURCES:

QThe

R

Germanic.New York. .Liverpool_Oct
Silesia.New York.. Ham burg... Oct

American & Foreign Patents,
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

at

MTEAM*HIS'S.

Toronto.Quebec.Liverpool_Oct
Ancboria.New York Glasgow. Oct

—

ft

COMPANY.

Gardinor. Sept. 26, Isabella, wife of Wm
Woodward, aged 37 year* 8 months.

Hapsburg.New York..Bremen.Oct
Niagara.New York.. Havana. Oct

OF

Total..$1,310,415.67

Westport. George, Johnson, Kockland.
Cld 6tb, scbs Lucy Graham, Smith, for Kennebec;
Sarah Wooster, Wooster, do. to load for New York;
vieutor, Hiuckley, Bath, Telumah, Sproul, Glouces-

Bridgton

Rankin's

at

numc

Su8an. New York for do. Kin had
Nnrt.hnnrr. fnr
v mal haven;
Alary D Wilson, Gott, New York for
Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Kockaway, Kingsbury,

at

Sebago (Witham’s.)
East DenmaiP (Perley’s Mills,)

Herbert G. Briggs,

—OF

In West

New York.. Havre. Oct
Carascas.N ew York.. Lagoavra.
Oct
City Washington .New York Vera Cruz... .Oct

Stage connection

Bridgton Junction-Leave

First National Bank

Lincolnville.
EDUABTOWN—Ar 4th, schs Veto, from Hoboken
for Thomaston; Ellen Merriman. Bangor for New
Havon; J H Kells, Port Johnson for Salem.
at 6tb, schs Lizzie Cochrane, Amboy for Salem;

Edgecomb.

Normandie-

37 Plum Street.

as
0

Barstow,

In Boothbay, Sept. 27, Mrs. Mariam Reed, aged
60 years.
In Boothbay, Sept. 23, Charles Payson, son of
Edw P. and Hattie P. Corey, aged 8 months.
In Brunswick, Sept. 27, Mrs. Mary Sylvester,
aged 75 years 6 months.
In Brunswick Sept. 27, Frederick W. Davis, aged
25 years 10 months.
In Topsham, Oct. 2, Mrs. Sarah, widow of Arthur

9
9
9
10
10
11
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
16
17
18
20
20
20
20

the World.

Discounts.$2,003,218

DEATHS.

Baltic..New York..Liverpool_Oct
denfuegos.New York Cienfuegos.. .Oct
Wise nsin.New York.. Liver pool_Oct

Only first-class 2-fcet image Railroad in

Rankin’s,

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.

BURLINOTON

Connects with Portland & Ogdensbnrg It. R. at Bridgton Junction.

Bridgton-Leave
•
Sandy Creek,
Ingsll’s Road,
East Denmark (Parley's Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’s,)

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

L B

Hong Kong.
Cld 28tb, ship Detroit Beck, Port Townsend.
SKATLE-—Sid 28th, ship Abner Coburn, Nichols,
San Franeiseo.
POhT EADS—Ar 7th, ship Thos Lord. Hamer.

Liverpool.
Passed Anjier Aug 13, barque

d8m

REPORT OF TIIE CONDITION

FISHERME1V.
6th, sets Lucy J Warren, Eddie
Pierce, Gipsy Girl, H S Rowe Annie Sargent, and

0OOTESTIC ft*ORTM.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th, ship Elwell,

Street,

OKTI.AKB, MAINE,

—

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
-TO—

October 1st, 1888.

Law.

.at

Absolutely Pure.
Powder never varies. Amarvelo purity
strength and wholesomeness. More ecouomieal that
the ordinary kin.'s, and oannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Koval Baking Powdek Co., 106 Wall
St., N. Y,
dljr
mch6_

Ar at Gloucester

Tivano, Reaper, and

BRADBURY,

Exchange

This

damage.

James Poole. mackereliDg;
Snow, from Maine.

>

Bradbury

_No.

Light of the World iMSSSarand very

..

tildes anil 'fsfloiv.

jy27

Mary

In this city, Oct. 6, by Rev. A. McKeown, I). D.,
Luke Ivers. Jr., and Mies Harriette A. Hillyer, both
of Portland.
In Falmouth, Oct. 0, by Rev. W. H. Haskell. Stephen tfi. Adams and Annie Grant, both of Westbrook.
in Alfred. Oct. 8, at the residence of the bride’s
parents, by Rev. W. F. Holmes Geo. A. Hanscom
of Saco and Miss Jessie Littlefield of Alt red.

Ft

MTBAMKBS.

Ogdensburg K. It.

TAKES EFFECT

POWDER

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

Ar at

31

*akiHc

FROM OUR

Oct

&

Portland &

ARRANGEMENT.

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

Philadelphia—

CORRESPONDENT.
Oct 6—Ar, sch Pearl,
Foster,

A. W.

Counsellors

m

Sch Oriental, (Br)
Melanson, Port Gilbert, NS—F
Yeatou & Co.
Seh Ariadne, C< lby, Alexandria—M P
Emery.
Sch Emperor, Brewer. Belfast—Kensell & Tabor,
beb Brilliant, Gilmore, Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch C M Gilmore, Gilmore, St
George—N Blake.

MARRIAGES.

FKOM

RAILROADS).

Br dgton & Saco Hiver Railroad,

WINTER

Depot.__an4dtf

BRiDBURY

Cleared.

Barque Jennie Sweney,
Chase, Leavitt & Co.

RURROWES,

Bion Bbadburv.

Sch Perseverance, Willard, Perth Amboy—coal to
O’Brlon.
Soh Hope Haynes, Meady, Amboy-coal to Ran-

dall & McAllister.
Soh Richmond, Ball, Rondout—cement to L C
Cummings & Co
Soh Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—lime
toOAB Morse & Co,
Sob Balloon, Eaton, Bangor- fish barrels to Chaa
A Dyer.
Sch Vixen. Hodgdon, Rockland.
Sch W o Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta
Schs Anna & Lilia, off shore, with 176 bbls mackerel litmoue, 100 do; L L
Rogers. 80do; SL
Foster. 80 do; Jas Dyer, 60.

115.

BUILDER,

C H

Liverpool, Oct. 8—12.3o P. M—Cotton market
firm; uplands 6 15-16d; Orleans 6 1-16d; sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export 2,000 bales.

*A*iL.irc<4 DaV» 0*

RAILROADS.

Has removal to the corner of Preble and
Eennebee street, directly
opposite tbe Portland and Koch
ester

/roYA L_J[S

Kelsov.
Sch C I Willard. Wallace, Perth Ambov—coal
&

Wll.

Jl

Arrived.

..

Heavy36In. 7, (3
Med. 36 in. 8V4*
Light 36 in. fiya a
Fine 40„in. 7 *

CARDS,

__

00

Brv IJouds Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale priees of
Woolens and Fanoy Goods, corrected daily by Peering, Millikeu & Co., 168 Middle street:

_BUSINESS

TELEPHONE

European Market*.
(By Telegraph.)

tcueas.
linear.
9 Vi Messina.4 6036 00
Granulated p tb
..4 60@6 ''<4
ExtraC.8% Palermo

_nncEUAHsors.

_

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Clay,

Markets.

New York, Oct. 8.—Floor market—Receipts
30 037 bbls; exports 5362 bbls: dull and in instances shade lower; export demand light and a limited
inquiry from, jobbers sales 14 900 bbls.
Klour quotations—No 2 at 2 35@3 40; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20@3 76; common to good
extra Western and State 3 80@4 36; good to choice
do at 4 40@7 00; common to choioe White Wheat
Western extra at 6 26® 7 60; fancy do 7 10@7 26;
common to good extra Ohio at
3|80@6 60; eommo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 80@7 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6o®6 60: choic
to double extra do at 6 80@7 46; including 3,000
bbls City Milljat 6 75@6 86; 19oO bbls No 2~at 2 36
@3 40; 700 bbls Superfine 3 20®3 <6: 3,)00 bbls
low extra at 3 80@4 20
3200 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at b 0@7 00; 3700 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 80:5}7 40, Southern flou steady; common to fair
3 80@5 20; good t) choice 6 20 56 76. Whealreceipts 190,676 bush; exports 169,969 bush; spot
lots 1 @2 and options 1%@1 % lower; speculative
trade quite brisk: export demand very immediate,
closing steady with a slight recovery; sales 666,000
bush futures, 193,000 bush on spot; No 2Spring at
1 02V2
No 4 Red 90@9lc; No 3 at 1 02 al 02V2
and 1 033/2@l 03%delivered No 2 at 1 11® 1 11%
in elev, 1 09 in store, 1 11 %®l 12% afloat^and delivered; No 1 Red State at 1 »6; White do at 1 17;
No 1 White 117. K
is firm. Corn -spot %®
V2 and options %@lc lower closing steady with'a
recovery of %@% with a fair export business and
moderate trade on speculative account; receipts
761,667 bush: exports 176,104 bush; sales 1,168,0<K) bush future, 338,000on spot No 3 at 66V2®
66% c; No 2 at 6‘.Jc in store, 5'^@59%c afloat; No 2
White at 69%c; Southern Yellow 59@60c. No 2 for
October 68%®.»9%c closing at 68%c November
58%@68%, closing 68%c,; December at 68@683/s.
closing at 68%c; January at 67%. Oan unsettled
and %@l ysc lcwer with fair speculative trade; receipts 140,4U0bu; sales 800,000 bush bush, futures
160,000 bush spot: No 3 at 82c. White at 34y2c
No 2 at '3%@34 and 36ys deliveredc; White 36
t@3G%c; No 1 at 35c; White 44c;Mixed Western at
32,®34y2c. White at 35@42c White State at 37%
Hu gar unsteady, refining at 6 11-16®6 13
Ex C 7%@7V»c;
6c; refined weak;
Yellow 6%@6% c; off A 7%@8%; standard A at
8 6-' 6@8y2c; powdered at 8%@9c; granulated| at
8%@8 13-16c; <'onfectioners A 8y2; cut loaf and

f:43c.

gentle-

man

0@3 12
76*3 00

o

4%
4

(By Telegraph.)

Hornets, Bees, Snakes. All these creatures
are more or less disagreeable. Some of them

[

Ito*toil Produce Market.
Oct. 8.—The following were

DomeNtic

Midges, Gnats, Flies, Ticks, Mosquitoes,

0*2 26

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Oct. 8.—The following are the
| closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Alpha. 2%
Alta
1%
Best & Belcher.
8%
Eureka. 5%
Gould & Curry. 2%
Hale & Norcross.
4Mexican.
2%

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Oct 8— Hogs— Receipts 16 000 bead
shipments 7500 head; brisk, packing at 4 60® 4 90
packing and shipping 4 96 ap 30; light 4 9u®5 36;*
skips at 3 00@4 z5.
Cattle—Receipts 13,000 head;sbipments 3400 hd
strong;exports at 6 00@6 60;good to choice slipping
*
at 5 4» >@o 90.
Sheep—Receipts 4000 head shipments 1100 head;
slow; inferior to fair 2 26@2 76; good 3 60; choice

TENTING IN THE SUMMER WOODS.

German med2
Yellow Eyee3
Onion* pbbl. 2
Irish Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes!

79%

California

Chicago

“A preventive of typhoid fever is to boil the
and a preventive of dyspepaii is to driuk the boiliug water. A matter of
choice as well as of taste.—Hartford Post.

MaHinn.a

Western Union|Tel....

Butter—We quote We tern creameries at 28@
30c for choice, 22@27c ior fair and good. Northern
creameries at 25@ Oc for choice, 22@27c tor fair
and good; New York *»»«! Vermont dairies 23@28o
£> lb for choice, 17@22c for fair and good. Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@18c
*
$>' ib steady and firm.
Cheese is firm; ll%@12%c for choice, 10@llc
for fair and good; G@9c for common.
Eggs quoted 26 526c for astern, 24@25 for New
York and Vermont, 23@24c for Nova Scotia and
PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at 60@60c ^ bush.

drinking water,”

are

St. Paul pref..116%
Union Pacific Stock..
86%

Boston,
quotations

Wit and Wi'sdom.

Xhe foil wing

pref. ... 76 Vs
Illinois Central.127%
Lake Shore. 99%
Micbignn Ceutral.
791^
New Jersey Central
8( 1 %
......
Northwestern
.120%
Northwestern pref
39%
New York Central.114%
Rock Island...
.119
St. Paul.
99%

Northern Belle.
Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.
Yellow Jacket

—Good Words.

The tea market is

on

Savage. iy2

And like her viol, tuned I’d be,
So that if goodness pass inv way,
And deign to stoop and handle
me,
I may not mar the heavenly lay.
Thrice happy lives, though ail el*e fade,
On whom ihe Master’s touch is laid!
They render, lying in his hand,
Music too sweet to understand.

lower.

to-day’s closing quotations

....

I would I had her cunning art
To tune and play on living
strings,
To seek and find the world’s tost heart,
And kindle charm in common
things,

a

are

Eric

If I this j ealous creature take.
And draw the bow across the string,
No demon shall su.h screech ings make
As i‘»ue from my tingering!
In the?*
* hands what lack the wit
orain and heart and it.
"Ids bu.
dead and hollow toy;—
In hoi's It lives, a voice of joy!

^

following

Chicago & Alton
.131%
Chioogo & Alton pref...146
Chicago, BurrA Quincy...124%
Erie. 301/9

Sometimes the maid rejoices so
That weak words fail, so glad is she!
Then is her pent heart’s overflow
Released by musi ’s ecstasy,—
Music, th -t schools the maiden mind,
To passion, teaching it to find
Hikdi thoughts, which make life holy ground
Enthroned within the wond of sound.

piYKpociseig lonowea

””

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
1003/s
do
do
114
do
4%s, reg..
do
do
do
4%s,coup..114
do
do
..12«
do
1%
4s, reg
do
do
do
4s, coup.120%
Pacific 6s,’96 .129
'I he following are the closing quotations Stocks:

If the maid mourns, when others fain
Would sit apart, aud rock and cry,
These strings tell all the housq her pain,
Setting her woe to melody;
And as the healing tones take wing,
They steal ihe te*rs that made them sing:
And sacred whosesoe’er it be,
Is music that, sets sad hearts free!

oi

..

xr

Then straight iu quest of her they go,
And gat hr r round her' where she s'ands
Quickening the nerves with quivering bow,
A realm of sound in her
young hands:—
One wields the sceptre, swift and
fine,
The other moves f. om line to line.
Assessing with u»con»ci us care,
The icolian tribute of the air.

Acoupie

95%

York *>tock and Honey Marker
(By Te egraph.)
new York, Oct.
8.—Money on call was easy at
1
(a.2. closed at 1 %. primemercanile paper 6 7.
Exchange whs quiet at 481 % for long and 484%
for short. Governments firm, state bonds dull.
Railroad bonds quie. for West Shore firsts.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed^341.7ot» shares.

Makes men discern pure Catherine,
So they a ho hear this viol play
Cry, “Nora is not far away!”

sting.

26%
87
32%

..

New

Its voice is wbereso’er she
stays.
She is not known where it is
mate,
As Cicily on oryans nlavs.
ur as ApoJio wears the lute.
Or as her wheel in paintings fine

Some of them

..

preferred
...].*’**
preferred
^ 97
Northern Pacflc prefe led..
*’..*. 63%
Northern Pacific
common..32%

Sad years have mellowel its long life
8^ee ness; built when Charles was King.
Mid discord of Italian stri
e,
It dared high
harmony to sing.
But after storm, what
gentler rest
Than where its frame is
lightly prest—
A maiden’s bosom, skilled to make
Its heart to tremble for lier sake.

bite.

STOCKS.

maua

Lady’s Violin,

Till all life’s ruiuea belfries chime,
And sunl> bs dials tell the time,
As she makes worth tlieir weight in
These vacant panels, centuries old.

STOCKS.

Pef.

common

Wabash

In leafy shade* whose whispering
Made *11 the tree-:op seem a lyre.
Prophetic sang the forest breeze
How from the heart of ancient trees
A violin should come to birth
And teach the tongues of heaven on earth.

^

BOSTON

T.& S. F.
83%
Boston & Maine.163
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 28%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.101%
L. R. & Ft Smith .. 37
32
Hugh ton & Ont. common
Maqpuette,
Mexican Central 7s... 60
New York & New Eng... .. 20%
A.

Omaha

g, long ago, this priceless thing
Gr«w strong, amid the feathered
quire,

^

Mtock market.
The following quotations of stocks are
reported
corrooLod daily by Woodbury & Moulton, oomei
of Middle and
Exchange streets!

Denver & R. G.

Saccarappa,
Springvale,

marine

care

NEW TORK

Mdls^F.

tr

Oot. 8.

by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
road*, 141 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Reoeived

41

KNOW THYSELF

A Rook for Kvery Man !
agrd and Old.

Voting. Middle-

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the now medieal work published by the IVubod
Mrdiotl fn-iitnie, Boston, entitled Tke Met
ence of I.ife; or, Mrlf-Preservation.
It I*
not only acomplete and perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical
Debility
Premature Decline in man. Errors of
Youth, etc
but it contains one hundred and
twenty-five pr£
soriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
or which ta invaluable,so
proved by the author
whose experience for 21
years Is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of
any phvsieian.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings,
guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in tltiw
country for
31.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded bv the only
n«.
tional Medical Association to ‘be
which
the author refers. Illustrated
sample sent on re«
ceipt of six cents. Send now.
INSTITUTE, or
No- 4
Street, Boston,
£5?®*
The» antbor
may be consulted on all disease#
requiring skill and experience.
myAOri*w 1 y22

8?2R'h°vrmmim0na?rtV^T1itbeire,unded- Price*
officer*7of

DrAwr<>H pf^5S5TJVUCPicAL
Ua.-

FISTULA AND PILES
Oured without the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM HEAD(M. D.. Harvird, 1842). and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Hal «ard, 1876), ofiieva,
Kvnna IS o ■■•<-, IM Xrcnient tlrcrl R»im,
give special attention to the treat)1 ent of XIM X l'-

I. 1. IM1.IK AND ALI. Dll KAMRM OK
xnn REXXKM, without detection from busireferences given.
Pamphlet sent

Abuoilant
ness.
on application.
Office Hours—11

feblOdiy

a.m.Jto

4

p.m.( except Sfisdsyi',,

3? H E 8 8

THE

SUMMER OF 83 IN OASCO BAY.

TUESDAY MORNING, OCT. ».

BT ADAM NEW BEGIN

CITY AND VIC NITY.
RKW ADTERTISEMENTIi TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Lyceum Theatre.

Lady

The effect has been to shorten
every time.
the season of summer travel on this coast, and
to lessen the profits of the seaside hotels; yet,
such has been the increase of travel in this

R

ders—IJresumpscot Park.
Woodford’s Skating Rink—Grand Opening.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
To Let at Woodford’s—One-half Double House.
Winter Cloaks—Rlnes Bros.
Annual Meeting—Female Orphan Asylum.
For sale—House at Cumberland Mills.
Dr. H. N. Maealaster—Dentist.
Wanted—Salesman.

direction,

Warned—Agents.

It 19 Naughty to smoke, but it is nice to inhale the delicious aroma of a “Sweet Bou-

quet’’ cigarette.
Good Advice.—If you want to get well and
keep well, go to 199 Middle street and buy a
Pine Hygieu Mattress; cost only $10.
tf
United States Circuit Court.
JUDGE LOWELL.

Monday, 2.30 P.
tor,

vs.

M.—Daniel Deasy, AdministraGrand Trunk Railway of Canada. An ac-

tion to recover damages of the company for running over and killing Capt. Nahum Fitzgerald
August 21, 1882, on Commercial street, at the
head of Brown's Wharf, in this city. Mr. Hadlock
opened the case for the plaintiff. The Court at
this point, permitted the jury and counsel, under
the escort of the marshal, to go and view the
scene,

the accident. Several witnesses on behalf of the
plaintiff were afterwards examined.
Hadlock, Townsend for plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes, Ray, Drew, Jordan & Carpenter
f Lxn jaster, N. H., Frank for defendant.
of

Brief Jotting’s.
Foggy mornings and evenings.
7

Mercury 38°
sunset; wind

m., 49° at noon, 42° at
west, south and south-east.
Jndge Walton will preside at the term of 8.
J. Court which opens here this morning.
The immigration capitation tax collected at
this port during September was only $7.50.
at

a.

The

deputy

sheriffs made eleven seizures
Sunday, and the Marshal closed two shops.
The man who attempted to out his throat at

Cape

Elizabeth will

recover.

His name

is

Hatch and he belongs in Wells.
The Alliance is ordered to leave for Portsmouth Wednesday night, and from there she
will proceed to Newburg, N. Y.
The first class in the High school with their
teachers, will visit the Society of Art Exhibition this afternoon.
Officers Skillings and Norton arrested a man
on suspicion of larceny yesterday. The officer
1b not ready yet to give the case to the public.
The “Stars** accept the challenge of the
"Bumsellers'’ and will play a game of base
ball with them on the Western promenade

Saturday afternoon at 2.30.
Gov. Robie,Hon. F. E. Richards of Camden,
Gen. Beal, Hon. Ossian Ray of New Hampshire, and Mr. Drew his partner, were at the

next

Falmouth last night.
Remember the
usual gospel temperance
meetiog at the Gospel Mission tonight at 7
o’clock. Good speaking and singing may be
expected. All are cordially invited
At the communion service-in Chestnut St.
cbuich last Sunday morning nine additional
members were received, six by profession and
three by letter.

Saturday Mr. Spelman sent Wallace Ross a
dispatch asking him to meet him (Spelman) in
Boston today to make a match to row Conley.
Mr. Spelman has received no answer.
There was a very good advance Bale of seats
to the Stoddard lecture course,at Stockbridge’s
yesterday morning. Good seats can be procured for this admirable sories of illustrated lect- <
ores.

James C. Ricker of Limerick, Hon. Charles
McLaughlin of Portland, and Arthur M. Sawyer of Portland, have been specially commissioned by the Governor to enforce the cruelty
law passed by the legislature last winter.
There were seven bold
men o’war’s-men
pulled into the station last night for drunkenness and disturbance.
Four of them took possession of Custom House wharf and. had a live-

ly fight.
The annual meeting of the Portland Fraternity for the election of officers for the ensuing
year takes place this,evening at 7.45 o’clock at
the society’s roomB on Free street.
MembeiB
are notified and those interested are invited to
be present.
The present name of this Catholic diocese
will be retained when the division mentioned
in Monday’s Press is made—that is, this will
be known as the disocese of Portland.
The
new will be known as the diocese of Manchester.
Mr. Harry T. Walker met with a severe
sprain of one foot, while landing from the island steamer Sunday afternoon.
The accident was the more annoying since Mr. Walker
has only recently recovered from a fracture of
the other leg.
Mr. Frederic Sturtevantjof Portland, spent

September along

the banks of the St. Lawrence and around Quebec and arrived at GorLast week he
ham, N. H., last Saturday.
started for Franconia via Randolph and Jefferson. Daring his etav at Gorham lie was a
guest at Willis cottage.
Frank P. McKenney, agent for George M.
Stevens’tower clocks, has been awarded the
contract for the First National Bank tower
clock. It will have seven feet illuminated dials,and he the finest clock in Maine. A full description of this elegant clock will be given
later.
The new badges for cruelty officers have
been received at the State House. The badge
is made of solid silver, is 11-4 inches in diameter and round. The design is the "Maine Coat
of Arms” surrounded above by the words

“Prevention of Cruelty;” beneath "Act of
1883.”
__

Real Estate Transrera.
transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
The

following

Deeds:
Portland—Julia E. D.

Carroll to Julia A-

Drinkwater, land, $274.40.

Diamond Island Association to Mary B. M.
Clement, land on Diamond Island, $234.
Harriet F. Jordan to Edward Hasty, land
and buildings, $5500.
Isaac H. Merrill et als to Lewis A. Goudy.
land on Bramhall street, $2250.
Isaac H. Merrill et als to Lewis A. Goudy,
land on Western Promenade, $2750.
Alice P. Anderson et al to Bertha E. Cleve-

land, land, $1.
Deering—Thomas S. Smith to Martin W.
Best, land, $300.
Joel Murray to Martin W. Best, land, $500.
John Bedul to City of
Portland, land,
$833.33.
Martin W. Best to City of Portland, land,
$1841.66.
Scarboro—Alvan B. Larrabee to Sarah S.
Larrabee, land and buildings, $800.
First Parish of Scarboro to Alvan B. Larra-

bse, land and buildings, $400.
I Cumberland—Joseph B. LaDg et als
G. Dunn, land and buildings, $462.50.

to

Sgrah

Harrison—Adaline W. Paine et al to
shall W. Brown, land, $300.

Mar-

Society of Art.
The exhibition of engravings at the rooms
of the Art Society continues to be well patronized notwithstanding the numerous other attractions in the way of amusements at the present time.
Through the courtesy of the'
American Electric Lizht Comnanv of this oitv
the rooms are now lighted by the electric light
which renders the critical examination of the
prints in the evening as easy as by day light.

It has been

a disputed point whether the
light would improve the appearance
of pictures or otherwise, but so far as its effect
upon engravings is concerned whoever visits

electric

the rooms in the evening can have but one
opinion for it certainly is a decided improvement over the gas light of the first two nights.
A large magnifying glass has been placed at
the desk for the use
amine more closely
the various artists
effects of texture and

of those who wish to ex-

pursued by
producing different

the methods
in

complexion.

City Hall Ventilation.
It does seem as if something should be done
to ventilate City Hall properly.
As the matter now stands there is virtually no ventilation. With the so-called ventilators open a
current of cold air sweeps down, in some mysterious way, and attacks people whose seats
are on the aisle ends of settees, and especially
those in the rear, sides, and corners of the
hall, freezing their feet and legs, while, from

the knees upward, they are baking. The air,
too, that is taken into the lungs, is positively
▼ile. .Saturday night, at the opera, the discomfort was very great, and notice was called to
the lack of ventilation when the side door was
opened for a few moments and a most grateful
breath of cool air was wafted across the
hall. What is needed is some plan to change
the air of the hall, letting a fresb, pure warm
air take the place of the vitiated air constantHalf of many spectators’ enjoyment In a
ly.
play, or opera, is destroyed by the sensations of

vertigo caused by the foul air.

most of them have done well.

The

cottage system is but just commencing here
aud but few non-residents have built, yet

Geo. A. Gay & Co.—2.
Notice— Non-Resident Taxes of Westbrook.
Statement of Gorham .Savings Bank.
Annual Meeting -Portland Provident Association,

BEFORE

The rummer ot '83 has been cool despite its
long drought and the predictions of the great
weather prophets who relied on the sun-spots.
It is very painful to reflect that they miss

Peaks’ Island lots are passing into the hands
of strangers, and Cushing's Island cannot fail
to soon attract wealthy cottagers from the
southward, who will find that protection from
intrusion, in the plans of the proprietors.which
they fail to find in many other places. Oar
own oitizenB are
rapidly yielding to the attraction. On Peaks’ Island many new cottages
so that
have been built
the number is
probably doublad. The same is true of Little
Diamond, which shows a very attractive row
of them overlooking the anchorage
ground.
On Diamond Island they have increased from
five to twelve. Evergreen
Landing stands still
owing to the dying ot the spruce trees there,
but at every other point cottages are
going up,
and also on the Cape and Falmouth shores.

People who have not learned the fascinations of island life, cannot
comprehend why
any should care to spend a long summer there,
but the illuminati, who are initiated in the
mystery of the sea, know its charms and quietly steal away to it, and leave it sadly when
autumn hath blown.
There is a charm in the
air, in the sky and in the water, indescribable,
but potent, which sets the young men and
maidens rowing idly over the water, and the
small boy plying quietly on a raft for hours
by
himself, forgetting to shout or disturb anybody This love of the islands is not new to
Portlanders, for the oldest resident looks back
to them as bright spots in his
youth, the exile
from home, when he thinks of his native town
recalls the green islands shimmering in the
bay, rather than the dear old tree-lined streets,
even though his memory
brings them up with
the Nght of the Indian summer sun
streaming
through the autumn leaves; and, if he is fortunate enough to revisit the old home, he is

happy until he has been to Diamond Cove
and had a chowder, and got benighted down
the harbor, as in the olden days. It has always been so. Master Michael Mitton loved to
paddle among the islands, shooting and fishing,
not

and before his time the Indians came hither in
large parties to spend the sweet summer days.
The must have come in larger
parties still, at
an earlier day,
judging from the shell-heaps.
Oar friend W. G, engaged me to
pace the
shell-heap near the bar between Diamond
Islands, this summer, and I found it fifty by
tony teet in

dimensions.
But over by the
on the bank
fronting Trefetben’s

farm-house,
Landing, is a great shell heap two hundred
feet long by ninety wide.
When we think
what a little heap of shells we find after an excursion party hare dined on clams
now-a-days,
we cannot but conclude that
immense numbers
have feasted here, or else a
very hungry Indian has come often.
I have labored diligently at that
big heap
this summer, anxious to find a good arrow-

head as a relic of the aborigines.
My labor
was
in vain so far as arrow-heads were concerned, and I am almost persuaded that the
Indians did not go a-gunning after clams with
bows and arrows.
But that is not logically
proved by the absence of arrow-heads, for I
found no traces of the tools with which the
clams were captured; and yet, I am convinced
from the similarity of the shells to those
of the modern clam, that the Indians
must have had
something to dig with,
since the clam is not the kind of a bird
to

come to
the call and be roasted. I
shall leave that question for our Natural History Society to debate,
assuring them at
the same time that I did not find a
single oyster shell in the heap, a fact whioh
may btar
one
of
their
upon
recent discussions, and also

informing

historians that there do not appear there any quahog shells, no matter how
many they n.av find on other islands, which
are not supposed to be named after that amiable

rich harvest of them this year, where the
fences have been torn away to ballast the new
wharf.
I was almost afraid to explore the island this
a

summer, fearing that the wood-choppers might
have wrought devastation, bat the work seems
to have been done judiciously, and new

paths

and new views are opened up.
Clearing out
the dead trees will give access to
many beautiful spot which were not approachable
and the fine trees will

before,

be

preserved from the

tnooom uaugcr ui ueairacuon
Dy tire.
It is sad to see how many
magnificent trees
have been wantonly destroyed by
yachting parties who have bnilded fires against
them, but
such trespassers are likely to be
kept away in

future.

The Diamond Island Association have still
an important work to do before
the island will
he accessible at low water. The
present channel to the Farm wharf will not admit
the
larger steamboats, and it will soon become inthat
a
dispensable
wharf should be ran out
from the point to the south of
that, which
approaches close to the channel, so that any of
the boats can come in at any state of the
tide.
The new cottages were
late In the

completed

season, and the Inconvenience has not been
much feit this year, hut in two years there will
be forty or fifty families to be

accommodated,

and with their hosts of visitors the demand
will be overwhelming. The new wharf on
the north side will not
the

demand,

supply

because for every trip made to that side there
will be half a dozen on the south
side, and
any one who inspects the narrow channel
which has been dredged there will
perceive
that the same impediment will exist at that
place. It is obvious that yon cannot fully
realize on a summer residence unless
you can
get to it. But it is so easy to reach the channel
from the point mentioned that of coarse
the
association will bnild there at the earliest
moment as an economical measure.
The new restaurant, although not
yet put to
its intended use,
not
been utilized for

hag

religious services, but
gatherings, and when

only

has been used for social
the cottagers from both

Great and Little Diamond islands are
gathered
there, with their friends from town, a gayer
company or a merrier dance can not be fonnd.
The courtesy of Capt. Willard, the
manager of
the Bteamboat company, in
running a boat for
such occasions has been very
gratifying, both
to the cottagers and to their
oity friends.
But the great interest of the
past summer
has been the rivalry between the Garden and
the opera at Peaks’ Island. The
yonng folks
have not tired going over afternoon and eventn

nt.tftnrl them

«l.a

__»

of quotations from Mr. Punch, and
caroling forth

continually

keep the working men down!”
This company’s season at the island has certainly done more to introduce good music
among the people than many seasons of more
pretentious troupes up-town. The very deck
hands gently sing, ‘-gobble, gobble,” and the
gate-tender Boftly bleats "ba-a.”
“You can’t

I note this summer that the Sunday excarsions are fully keeping up their interest, although the weather has favored them less than
last year. The sacred concerts given by a
band on board an excursion boat seem to be
popular, and the music is very agreeable as
This very afternoon
they glide quietly by.
the Gordon made her last Sunday excursion
for the season, taking a party to a sacred
clambake at Long Island.
We have been surprised this year at the
In other summers
absence of the squirrels.
they have filled our trees, run over the piazzas, invaded the house, and even jumped into
our laps to get offered
nuts, but this year we
have seen not one.
The beechnuts are plenty this year, and are
just ripening. It is very pleasant gathering
them under the mellow light of the October
but most of the cottagers have departed,
and the boats do not run conveniently now
for parties to come down. Capt. Willard has
kindly kept on the 7 o’clock morning and the
4.30 afternoon boats to accommodate the loitBun,

ering cottagers, but they are rapidly thinning
out,and these trips will soon cease. The best way
is to go down in the 0 o’clock morning boat,

___EW

Immense Stock of CLOAKS,
„We
E1S, iLSiEBSjetc., to which we Invite the closest

The Canadian Pacific—Arrival of the Officers of the Road—au Interesting Letter from Hon W. D. Washburn.
Yesterday Hon. W. L. Putnam took the afternoon traiu over the Ogdensburg and 'met
Messrs. George Stephens, president, Duncan
McIntyre, vioe president, and J. J. C. Abbott,
counsel, of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, and
escorted them to this city. The gentlemen had
very delightful ride from Montreal, taking
the regular train from that city and reaching
Portland on time, at 10 o’clok p. m.
They
were driven at once to the Falmouth where
a

weieassigned them. They were met at
the hotel by representatives of the Press and
Argus. Messrs. Stephens and McIntyre are
both large, powerful men of commanding apMr. Abbott is a gentleman of very
pearance.
pleasant address, and paid a visit to this
oity in 1873. The gentlemen will be prepared to
meet the committee of tbe City Government
this afternoon, and w ill probably return to
rooms

Montreal tomorrow.
The following letter,

which was addressed
gentleman of this city, will be read with
especial interest at this time, written as it was
by a brother.of the late Gov. Washburn, whose
to

a

faith in the future of the Ogdensburg never
faltered. It will be noticed that it is dated
October 2d:
No. 40 Washington Avende, (
Minneapolis, Oot. 2,1883. J
I notice by the newspapers that Mr.
George
8tepbeu, president of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Co., has recently been in Portland
with the view of negotiating for the acquisition of the Portland and Ogdensbnrg R. R.
I do not know as this is anything more than
newspaper report, but I trust that it may
prove something more substantial; for I can
conceive of nothing that would be of greater
importance to the interests of the city of Portland than the successful consummation of such
negotiations, while it wonld, I think, add materially to the project recently inaugurated in
this city for the building of a direct line of
railway from here to the Sanlt Ste. Marie.
Yon cannot fail to see that with our liue completed to the Sault, that Portland in this way
is to have tbe beet possible outlet for this region of country. Let me call your attention to
the fact that by this line the distance to Portland is 1297 miles against 1370 miles from Minneapolis to New York via Chicago.
Also to
the further fact, that Portland will be reached
by the shortest possible route that can be
made from here to the Atlantic coast. I need
not remind you under this condition of things
of the immense .traffic that will necessarily follow this line.
Not only the immense business of the oitiee of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
and the vast country tributary to them, but
also the traffic of the Northern Pacific. I realV

uvgvviBtivuo

»“VUU
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Will

DULLOCU,

and that Portland is wide awake upon the general subject and that its citizens will make
themselves felt in carrying out the whole program.
Please let me hear from you about this.
Yours very truly,
W. D. Washbubn.

Boston & Maine.
We are enabled to give below the winter arrangement of trains on the Boston & Maine
railroad. It will be seen that an arrangement
is continued by which the people of Dover and

Kennebunk, together with those resident along
the line east from those towns, can visit Portland in the morning and do their shopping to
advantage, thus directly benefitting the trade
of this city, a movement on the part of the
management of the road which will commend
itself to all our citizens.
It is also pleasant to
notice that that great convenience, a 6.15 a. m.
train to Boston is continued to Portland people. The following is the tram arrangements:
Boston Trains.
LEAVE.

0

ABBIVE.

Portland.C.15

Boston.10.45

a. m.

.8.45a.m.
.1.00 p. m.
.3.30 p. m,

.......

7.15p.m.

LEAVE.

ABItIVE.

Boston. 9.00

Portland. 1.00 p.m.

a. m.

.12.30p.m.

44

...

41

3.30p.m.

.....

41

a. m.

].15p.m.

5.10 p.m.

5.00p.m

8.o5p.m.

44

7.00 p.m.

,.

.11,00p.m.

Dover Train.

I

LEAVE.

Dover.8.00

a.

ABBIVE.

m.! Portland.10.06

LEAVE.

a. m.

ABBIVE.

I

Portland.3.00 p.m.iDover.4.50p.

m

Kennebunk Trains.
Leave.
Kennebunk

..7.25

j

a. m.

LEAVE.

j

abbive.

Portland.8.30 a.m.
ABBIVE.

Portland.b.45 p.

j
m.|Kennebunk_G.58p.

m.

Minor Notes.
Some of our contemposaries, after stating
that the Eastern earned a surplus of 8162,000
for the bondholders during the twelve mouths
ending Aug. 31, then state that the net for the
financial year which ends a month later—Sept.
30th—would be 8135,000.
The facts of the
case are that the financial statement has not
been made up as yet.
There is little doubt,
however, but what a net of 8170,000 to 8175,000 for that period will be shown.
The Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain in August earned net 823,600, against 821,700 in Ad1882, and since April 1 873,000 in com parson with 856.000
last vear. making a pain of

f;ust,

499 Congress Street,

Conn,

the Shaughraun.P. ,T. McCallum
Father Boo an.j. A.
McGowan
Captain Molineux.j. A. Gallagher

was

given that Miss Margaret W

Sul.Ivan

W. P. Hasty
**lley .J. P. Welch
Maugan.:.J. V. Morway
g°Sle.. H, Davis

Attention was called by Dr. Files to the opportunity of testing Kindergarten teaching in

a.

$1.25 SACKINGS
We offer

songs by Clara Wilbur, Annie Phillips
and Nellie Abbott, with Tom Martin and Billy
Kelly as end men. In the second part Johnnie
Mack appeared in negro songs, Kelly and
Martin
in
their
and dance
soag
act,
were

at

and Miss Nellie Abbott in new
songs. Vassal], "the wonder worker,” did not
appear as advertised,but in his place were the
comedians, Harry Le Clair and W. J. Bussell
in their musical oomedy, “A Practical Joke,”
in which Mr. Le Clair personates five different
female characters, introducing new songs,
dances and duets. The entertainment concluded with the laughable farce, "Who Owns
the Baby?" in which nearly the whole company appeared. The bill was one of the beBt
ever presented at tbe Lyceum.
The theatre has been repainted since last
season and improved in many respects.
Prof.
Robert Richardson has charge of the orohestra.
The music last evening was very fine.

at

exepedient
requests.
Miss Van Land’s request for the admission
of her children ip a school outside their district was considered, and the subject was deferred until after the report of the special
committee on district lines.
The subject of “Rules and Regulations,” the
regular order of the meeting, was now taken
The repors of the committee on rules and
regulations was read by Mr. Briggs, and, with
some modifications, the rules were adopted,
article by article, and finally ordered to be
printed as amended, under the direction of
ap.

Mr.

Suit Against the Grand Trunk.
suit which was begun in the United
States Circuit Court yesterday afternoon, excited a great deal of interest. The facts in the
case are, that on the night of Ang. 21,1882,
The

Capt. Nahum Fitzgerald was walking on the
railroad track on Brown’s wharf. A Grand
Trunk freight train ran over him and inflicted
injuries which proved fatal in a short time. He
was found by some clerks a short time after the
accident, and Ibis was the first that any one
knew of the occurrence. An inqueBt was held
in due form, and it appeared that no employe
of the railroad knew anything of the accident.
The family of the unfortunate man cow sue

for;S30,000 damages.

The jury yesterday afternoon visited the scene of the accident.
Accident on Washington Street.
Yesterday afternoon the horse of a Mr. Fare-

well from Cumberland took fright on WashMr. Farewell was
ton street and ran away.
thrown out and his leg was broken badly. Dr.

400
gep25

Congress

St.
<*tf

COR. CONGRESS

wounded

was

thrown out, but

striking

on

Boft earth es-

CASCO

SMALL PRICE

HORATIO

STAPLES,

Middle Street.
octa
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THE

GEO. A. GAY &

Wanted.
a
maa from 18 to 18 years old
a
must give the best of refAddress UOX 083, Portland

young
WANTED
in clothing store
erence.

d3t

FEW first-class live

ftjfeenicra

to work in
Mass. Steady worlr all winter for the
A»so a few rough workmen; must bo
tive and willing to work. Address for one
giving references,
“M.," Press Office.

Lynn,

men.

weekT^^v.
x

octodlw*

call and examine the Franco American Form, a perfect instrument and system
for Dress cutting and fitting. Patented
July 1888.
Gives perfect tit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned easily.
Dress rutting and fitting
a specialty.
MDLLE. E. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolman
Place, Portland, Maine.
oct4dtf
to

Wauled

Immediately.

YOUNG LADIES »ud 75 gentlemen to learn
Telegraphy, a busluess that affords unequal
ed
opportunities (or steady and paviug employment.
Salaries to competent operators are from $46 to
$126 monthly and there is a great and continuous
demand for our graduates. Over 6( 0 11 ling paying
situations. We are the oldest instil utioa in NeS
England and our facilities and equipments are unexcelled. For particulars call or address with
stamp Boston Telegraph Institute and Metropolitan
Telegraph Co. 230 Washington St., Boston.

oot3__43w

WAITED.
TWO story house with stable with 2

A

3

or

acres

of land, near some city or vill
<ge; or If 2 or 3
miles out 10 or 20 acres
Yarmouth, tawiston or
Waterville preferred. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCoct3dlw
TER, 03 Exchange street.

Wanted.
to sell Eagle Wringers
install*
CANVASSERS
ments. Good salary
commiiuon paid. Also
to sell
on

—

the year 1883.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-

_TO LET._

MARINE

RISKS ONLY.
Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

JOSEPH RIDLON,
1 resident.

.

Pr°te.l;llg;|j

8189,4^2.14

resources.

Unite I States Bonds.
ci ft caa aa
Dist. of Columbia Bonds.*.*..** 3
600.00
City and Town Bon ds of Maino. 6 *600 Ou
County Bonds of oUier States. 36,000.00

Kaflroad

4.00

oauK.

42’300'00

Bonds.

otocK.

1 cjjo

nn

Corporation Bonds.6 600 OO
Loans on Mortgages of Rea! Estate......
57,981.43
Other

3.20

Loans.
Estate ."""I".
hand and on deposit.
Premium account.
Heal
Cash

86.80

,U8P°?;ts draw ioterest from
and Decembcr106’ Septftrnber’

3.20

last two

4’970*71
2 60t>!00

$189,48204
the first of March,
October, November

1883, commissioners to receive and examine
the estat® of Isabel
F
*'
of Baldwin in said
„.Uiter,Held’lat®
county, deceased, whose estate is represented
insolvent, lierethat
six months, from the
,n°tfce
A.
eighteenth
D' 18s3> are allowed to said

R.o!!.r«2if.iCrie<5itoi8^g?i,u8,;

InTiw

hl?}i i°

present and prove their claims;
and that they will be in
session, at the office of
1. Richardson, in said
Baldwin, for the purpose of
receiving Ihe same, upon the
following days, viz:
tbe seventeenth
day of November. A. D.,
‘be fifteenth day of
December,
U; 1883. and Tuesday the eighteenth
dav of
between the hours of one and
io the afternoon of each of said
days.
*
Da‘®d
bftb day of October, A. D
1883.
DANIEL T. RICHARDSON. 1
Commissioners.
JOSES H. M1LLIKEN.
)

32.00

J8S3i;o5?,tnrda?
sLPfP A'iP;’

8.00

9.60

w3w41

For Sale.
Mills, near the depot, the two
A T and
Ctjbber'and
half Btory house,
lately occupied by Mrs.
Phinehas Barnes, on main road from
Saooarappa to

144.C0

Portland. Cuntalns 10. rooms with
ample closet
r£T'io good repair. A pleasant sunny house in

14.40

desirable

16.0C

floors, perfect drainage, lot of land 6i*xl50.
For
afc a
VarSain» immediate possession given.
Te:e^y. inquire ef
Jt iHN C. PKOCTEK.
oct9d3w
03 Exchange St., Portland.

neighborhood, Seb*go

water

Portland Provident Association

16.00

J^W.

TO LEU
Store ,\os. 117 &119 Middle St.

the Poet Office where all the large
Days BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing House*
located. In dry
and other Classes of
are

goods, Fancy
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, EleTator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair.
Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may,be found.
oot2

dtf
^

FOR SALE.

For Sale Very Low.

MUNCER,

lot with stable four stalls and shed
HOUSE
Franklin street-, haying
for
will
on

no use

CORRESPONDENT

aWOUIVCEMENT!
—

sell at a bargain.
cial street.

Inquire

oct8

dly*
_

SEE here:
one

Connecticut Mutual

Ac.,

INSURANCE C0„
OP

—

—

HARTFORD,
Organized

1S46.

•

ASSETS, January 1,1883.351,602,422.78
Surplus by Connecticut Standard.. 3,724,844.21
Surplus by New York Standard (estimated)
6,850,000.00
Ratio of expense of management to receipts in
1882,8.75 percent.
JACOB L. GREENE. President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Secretary.
cuuipuii]' iin> miiuiiMini mi
in tills city and offers

uis

FOR

Wanted.
agents and those not satisfactorily engaged
ALL
to write for particulars of
departure.
No
our new

chroinos but genuine Steel Plates given with
populiir Ji.oo magazine.
Great suocess.
past and present occupation.
J‘beAit.CO.,Write
KENDALL
6 Pemberton Sq., Boston. Ma«s.
wt3
eod3t

Wanted.
Dry Goods Store, a Salesman

a

IN also

a

Cash

Boy.

and Salesgirl,
MIDDLE ST

M U SIC Al.

a

street, by 120, containing about
11,000 square, on the corner of Middle and Chatbam streets. A 2Vs story brick building, with
stores and tenement over stores. This lot is 36 feet
on

by 82,

next

Middle street, three wooden stores

on

stable in rear, this lot is 56 feet bv 120. A 2 V»
story brick house on Chatham street. No. 9, lot 85
40.
This property is suie to increase in value
by
as

it is in the

center

LOWEST NET COST.
They are written {for the whole term of life, thus
continuing the insurance without limit, or for so
long as it may be desirable,or they may be surrendered at the end of the term of years for which the
premiums are payable^or of any subsequent period
years, for a Guaranteed Cash Value Indorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
a larger reserve

than the

policies

of any other company of this country, thus giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned daring
their entire continuance.
They are Non-forfeiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or nitire annual premiums, Paid-up
Policies, without surrender or care on the part of
the Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
Policy, and made a part of it, and partieipating in

surplus.

For Cash and

paid Policy values, inquire

—

ALSO THE

Portland, Mt.

FAIRBANKS,

AT

Sextette,

—

AKD

KENNEY 1HE JEWELER, i
CONGRESS
STREET,

K.

HAWES,

177 MIDDLE ST.,

_

199 Pore Street,

Opp. t*ulmuuili Hotel.

BAILEY.
j

Portland, Me
dim

Fori Baltimore.
"MERCEDITA.” For freight
sage apply to
J. NICKERSON & SON,

PACKET

0ct6d8t

or

my30

dtf

203 Commercial Street.

A

SAFE

BARGAIN,

VERY desirable two story house in the western part of
the city; first class location;
frescoed throughout in oil; in perfect repair: a gem
of a home, large new furnace, hot and cold water
upon both flooi s; ten rooms with bath room. For
full particulars apply at the house, 125
Emory st. or

A

to N. 8.

GARDINER,‘J3 Exchange

St.

sep26dtf

To Let.
County of Cumber

or

of the best farms in the
land situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
"Brooks Farm" will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CARLKTON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portend, Me.
marBdtf

ONE

C1TV

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF

PORTLAND.

City Clerk’s Office. {
October 8, 1883. }
petition of Andrew Bennett, praying for
permission to eroct a new wooden building on
the corner of Clara and Pine streets: Notice ia
hereby given that the committee on new wooden
buildings will give a hearing to all parties interested in the above petition, at the Aldermen’s room,
city building, on WEDNESDAY, October 10, A. D.
1883, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
^

order,

J AMES F. HA WKES,
on Now Wooden
Buildings.

oct8d3t

NOTICE.
Smoked Fish Business heretofore
THE
by myself under the tlrm
WYER *

of the firm of McMain & Weston,
• would call the attention
of buyers and smokers
:o the New Cigar which they are
introducing to this
uarket. It Is a pore cigar, free f. om
flavoring or
:oloring ot the stock, and absolutely free from poiion oi any kind.
It is a first-class, clean, and guarmteed to be of the best Havana. Call for 1. N.
IVeston’s “l.eiider,” strictly hand made.
Also, in
lonnection, a brand called
a Five Cent
iigar. Smokers who value their health should try
he “Leader,” and note the difference between the
>ure and the Imitation.
Address

rF.

Uc.WAIN A

CO.,

name

carried

carried
of n

hereafter be
on bT
GEORGE A. WYER. under the samonameand
an'1
of
D.
WYER
&
CO.
style
°A'ID WYER‘
October
Portland,
8th, 1883.
will

taken the Smoked Fish
bnsiuess hereto1HAVE
iore carried
by DAVID Wvm
Z
llrm
and style of D.
WYERdfcO.
and aba®
under the same name
oarry it
and
on

McMAIN,

WESTON, Westfield,

Mnu.

sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
Gouut, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Ilo*
el, E. Dana, Jr„ aud J. B. Totten.
seplld3m
For

! >.

pas-

rOK
-A.t

on

A Pure Havana Cigar.

BRODICAN & CO.

oct6

221 Middle street

Great Variety of Otbcrj Firstclns
Confectionery.

HAND-CUT

L.

Building

—

“THE IiBAT>Ein”

promptly attedded to.

Roller and lec Skates.
Agent for VuPodI’n Powder, Sporting and ,
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Order* !

A

XXV

PORTLAND FILE WORKS.

We manufacture aud
carry a large stock of good
aand-cut Files and
Kasp«, and ask consumers to
Lavor us with a trial.
W« also Ke-cut Files and
ttasps in the best manner and as cheap as good work
;an be done for.
Orders bv mail or otherwise

Ranting and Fishing Goods.

—

Dealer,

j

celebrated ‘Tlolttbird’’ Hn tiling suits. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Tnrg't BmIIh; better
and cheaper than Glass. English and Ame> ican Double and Single Guns, together with a general assortment of

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. F WALDiiON, 180 Middle St.
<mg21dtf

Lime Juice Tablets,
Fine ChocolateiDrops

PORTLAND

AND FILES.

__aug28eodtf

Per

GIVE HIM A CALL !

RASPS

Country Home.
Oliver Dow, situated

Chairman Committee

ocU_eodlm

titdec26

*-i
9 9 WL | M Sole Agent for the new Par !
Iter Trap iinu.Frank Wes9
Q 0
1 NS Vi soil’s Pocket Kifle*, ana tht. {

Music

SQ.,

(daily)

Caramels,

—

and talent also furnished for Concerts, Conventions, Lyceum Entertainments Ac.
For terms, address

use,

on the Saco
River:
acres excellent land, two
story
home and “L,” ban stable, wooti house, ice
house, sheds Ac. The buildings will be sold separate from the land if desired. For terms. &c. apply
to CYRUS F. DAVIS, West Buxton, Maine.

0^T

13 MARKET

SCHUBERT MALE QUARTETTE
Can be
engaged collectively or sep*ately. Additional vocalists

All work strictly first-class.

**

N the

—

MANUFACTURES

—

Honrui.sg

or

Farm For Sal©

H. N.
Agent,
Bangor.
seplBeodlm

—

WiiBER CLUB, Twenty Male Voices.

be used for

(General

—

Ciiaudler’s Orchestral

prices.

can

of the late
THEat Homestead
West Buxton Village,

of

W. G. CLIFFORD, Specinl Agt.

BRASS BAND
OB

—

and

For Sale.
II

of five

based upon

city

brick

-AT THE-

with-

CHANDLER’S

of the

houses or stores; This property will be sold at a
great bargain, as the owner is about to leave the
State.
Terms to suit purch^-ser. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
No. 93 Exchange Street.
sep3eod3m

containing ttfty

Clarinet Soloif t*

—

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.

dtf

Limited Premium Life Policies

are

^

and

Very desirable Miami for Hotel, Hammer

C. 0. HUDSON

Fannie M. Hawes,
Soprano Vocalist.
William L'. Chandler,

at bottom

Holler Skate.

THE NEW-

dtf

_

J>ALE.

desirable real estate
Middle street, for
sale at
VERY
great bargain. The lot beiDg 90
feet
Middle

Agency

SO Exchange Street,

Call at 247

JySldtf

on

CONN.

PERFECT PROTECTION

the afternoon.
ABBY S. BARRETT
Portland, Oct. 8, 1883.
Secretary.
°®‘3
dtd

*

nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. D. WEEKS, Auc. and Heal Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
_

as.

THE

residence

a

story bouse, “L," and stable, acre of land,
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new, nerer has been ooenpied, yery nice lot 60x116, fruit trees, currants

®'“Hou*e lots for Sa

annual meeting of the Portland Provider t
THEAssociation
will be held at the office of the

Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
lemaie Orphan Asylum of Portland, will be
neld at the house of Mr. W. W.
Thomas, 163 Danforth St., on Tuesday, October 16th, at half
past
three in

same

at 161 & 163 CommerG. H. PUEINGTON.

show any
in want of
nice
CAN
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2

THE

which afford

sociation, on THURSDAY EVENING, October 11
at7Vs o’clock p. m.
C. C. HAYES, Secretary.
Portland, Oct. 9, 1883.
oct9dtd

Let

house to

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

Annual Meeting.

33.60

If yon want Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry or Silverware go to

»ep3

Pa'rf in Thirty
After Proof.

3. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vine Preeidenl
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. BAVEN, 3d Viee President.
J. H. Ohapmah, Secretary.

both

on

dtf

House at Woodford’s, on line of
horse cars, la lei. Apply 10
J. II. KEGD, Woodford’s.
sepSdtf

_

returned from his vacation and is now pre
to attend to all requiring tUe services
Dentist, at 692 Congress Sstreet.
oct9d3t*

Agent for the “Henley”

Losses

a!

___

HASpared

L.

40 PER CMT.

t'1.1®,

Dr. JV. R. nacalaster

G.

I I Lb Id.II Z

d!

?S‘“„rdSy

6.40

dlw*

sell you

43

•redRorfKemi?*i’

Deering st. adjoin64.00
ing Samuel Jordan’s est. .4000.00
Jackson, Isaac hst. lot of land on
south side Pleasant St. adjoin24.00
ing W. P. Ayer, 240x133. 1600.00
Lord, Charles u., house and lot
on Lel&nd St. adjoining Josiah
24.00
Simpson, 100 ft. from. 1600.00
Mansfleld, T. H.. lot on corner of
Deering and Lincoln St. adjoin9.60
ing A. W. Jordan 100x84. 600.00
ELIAS M. JACOBS, Treae. town of Deering.
dlaw3wF
Deering, Oct. 9th, 1883.

And he will

$6,929,638

uurvA

MUSK ruu ui

between .State and Fark. In Urst class
conditi n and appointments, modern improvements, 13 rooms.
S. W. ROBINSON,
Real Estate Agent, 191 Middle St.

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

THE

24.00

side Presumpscot Falls
road, bounded easterly by J.
Huston’s est with farm thereon 900.00
Thomas, Charles E., lots 36, 37,
38 & ol & 52, Files plan on
Clark St.1000.00
Turner, F. C. Mrs lot* 39, 41
and 43, recorded plan
eeriug
Land Co. on west side Falmouth
St. with building material
thereon. 1000.00
Woolman, Jennie S., Land on
south side Ocean St., bounded
westerly by H. W. Smith.2100,00
Saw>er, John R.t two houses and

a

v!y,

undersigned, having been appointed
the
Honorable Judge of Rrobate.for the by
County
on.tl1® third Tuesday of September,
A1 'nUD?^aDd'
A.
D.

3.C0

oi/ircif

1,616,844 86

Hix Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 8,1883.

Commissioners’ Notice.

*25.00

HOUSE TO LET.

oct3_

octBdlt_Bank

8.00

MECHANIC

68

ASSETS,

dividends 4 per cent P
per
FRED. E. RICHARDS,
Examiner.

.,

To Lcf.
HALL, cor. Congress and Casco
streets, having been put in thorough repair is
now offered to the public foi Lectures, Concerts and
Dancing. For terms, apply to the Agent, R. B
oct4eodim
SWIFT, 613 Congress street.

Premiums

the thlrd s“y01

i“8Sto
Rate of the

3.20

soutn

of

on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.

LET,

The rooms will be reoted
.ely
This house is in complete order thnfejibout and is
one of th* best in the city, and can notoe
surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. D. M. Sweat, 225
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octOatf

Risks from 1st

aiwvnn

580000

on

28.80

land on west side Plains road
bounded southerly by J. Murphy’s es:. and Sam ue Jordan’s

with buildings thereon.9000.00
Purring,on, Geo. W., lot of land

Marine

JOHN A. WATERMAN,
Treasurer.

liabilities.

$4.00

Corner... 600.00
Presumpscot Park Association,

!

on

January 1882, to 31st December,
3882.$4,412,693

Total Marine Premiums.

Rett Fund.-.:::::::.®18®II

Tax.

lot north side Shattuck road.... 260.00
Bucknam. Charles H. lot Noll
recorded plan Deering Laud Co.
cor/Deerine and Fessenden St.. 200.00
Clark, F. W. building and land at
Libby’s Corner, north side of
Congress St. adjoining Portland
line
2300.00
Campbell, Grace C., house and lot
northerly 6ide Woodfords’ St.
adjoining N. M. Woodman.1800,00
Colley, James A., lot No. 13
Deering at., bounded southerly
by Charles R. Bucknam. 200.00
Cleaveland, John R., lot on east
side Winslow St. adjoining Robert Lucas. GOxluU. 200.00
Delno, Charles JN., lot on north
side Elm St., bounded northerly by Abel Chase. 500.00
Eaton, F. U., house and lot on
north side Mechanic St., adjoining H. Green. 60x140.1600.00
Fessenden, J. £>. & others, house
and lot on east side Forest Avenue, bounded southerly by J.
N. Winslow. 600.00
Heald, John S., lot of laud on
Plains road between Clark St.
and Central Avenue .1500.00
Horr, Addie B., house, stable and
land northerly side Ocean St.,
bounded south westerly by P. &
R. R. K.2000.00
Haven, Minnie S.,lot 23x25 recorded plan Deering Land Co.
north side Williams St.
400.00
Molntire, Joseph, hjuse and lot
sou-h side Forest St., adjoining
Peter Lant’s est. 65x1 2.. 500.00
Merrill, C. B., house and lot in
rear C W. Plummer’s est. on
road from Morrill’s to Abbott’s

Premiums

Oorham, October 3,1883.

bills,

ing Henrietta Carter
.$260.00
Brewster, Charles E. house and

BANK,

water-borne.

soon as

TO

House >>o. 170 State Street,
FlKM»I9feU
OR
irilFlBNINHED,
-OB-

OF FEW FORK

AGAINST

West

myl2-dtf

Mutual Insurance Co.

—

OORHAM SAYINGS

resident owners in the town of Deering, for the year
1882, in bills committed to Daniel D. Chenery collector of said town, on the 26th uay of July, 1882.
have been returned^) me as remaining unpaid on the
24th day of July, 1883, and now remaining unpaid.
Notice is hereby given, that if the said Taxes and
interest and charges are not paid into the Treasury
of the said town within eighteen months from the
date of the commitment of the said
so much f
the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor,
including interest and
charges, will be sold at public auction, at the Selectmen^ office, in said town, on the 28th day of January, 1884, at 10 o’clock m the forenoon,

Names
Value.
Babb, W. F. Unfinished house and
lot N.'E. side Gray road adjoin-

OK

Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MABTIS, Manager,
35 lerople Street.

GIRLS WAITED.
■Portland Star itlatcli Co.,
Commercial Street.

INSURE

eodtf
089___
Non-Resident Taxes ia the Town
of Deering, in the County of Statement of the Liabilities and Resources

Cumberland, for

Wildes,

Agents

ATLANTIC

CO., 509 Congress St., cor. Brown.

from the trade filled at lowest prices.

<13t

oc2d$t

This

oct5

octS

Grow street.

100

aug30dtf_

GOODS.

Next above Brown’s New Block.

HOWAIUI l SOULE.

Society.

Annual Meeting of this society, for the
choice of officers and other business, will be
held on WEDNESDAY, the 10th inst, at 4 o’clock
p m., in the directors’ room of National Traders’
Bank.
RUFUS H. HINKLEY, Secretary.

Goods marked down to SOc.

547

Car choice JERSEY SWEETS, in
bulk, at head of Central
Wharf. Pj ice low.

Portland Benevolent

dtf

L.

JERSEY SWEETS

THE

Special bargains in this department this week. Our lot 8»e Dress

POSTLAND.
oodtl

oct8d3t_

/ k

inaine uenerai Hospital.
annual meeting of the corporatien will be
held at four o’clock in the afternoon of Tuesday the Mth day of October, 1883, at the Council
Chamber, City Hall, Portland, for the purpose of
electing officers for the ensuing year, and of transacting such other business as may legally be presented. By order of the Directors,
F. K. BARBETT, Secretary.
2awtdlh*M
Portland, Sept. 12,1883.

taking

KENNEY THE JEWELER

AT A

girl slightly acquainted with millinery.
E.D.HILLMAN AGO..

LADIES

—————————

for Ladies, Gents and Children. Remember this is our
specialty. We
carry one of the largest assortments in Portland. You
always have the
of
privilege
returning whatever is not satisfactory after
home.

Cotton Flannel DO IT HESITATE!
A VAST LOT

WAISTS.

Wanted.

is preBlock,
Congress St.
pared to receive beginners and advanced pupils.
Elementary instruction a specialty.
sep22dtf

our

REMNANTS.

M

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Piano Rooms of W. M. Furbusb & Son,
TEACHER
Brown
643
where he

UNDERWEAR.'

oct9

#

dlw

OCt4_

right

STREETS.

0019_

ONE-HALF

man.

caped serious injury,

&

To Let—at Woodford’s.
of double house (seven rooms); also
stable room.
Inquire of Rev. J. Dinsmore,
Brunswick, Me,, or of A. if. HILL, Woodford’s, Me.

%

F. O. B4ILEY A t o., Auctioneers

A

BROS.,

lot east side

STUBBS,

C0LC0RI),

PROF. FRANK BURNHAN,

Blankets,

seven acres

WANTED.

s

KINES

JUST OPENED

J. T.

Oct, 10th, at 3 p. m,, Obcleared and thirwoodland, situated between Morrill’s and Abbott’s Cornsz* within five minutes walk o/ steam and
horse cars, public schools, church and Westbrook
St-mlnarr. a fine place for early gardening or residence where ample grounds are
required.

05TW2IHW3DAY,
taining 20 acres,

teen

or

in the French Province of Maine. The reason
given was insufficient, and Snlivau’s view has
been generally adopted as the true one, without a proper examination of the subject. The
use of the word Main by old writers when
speaking of our coast, is very common: thas
Smith says that the Indians wished him, when
at certain islands, to go to the "Meeyne" aDd
Hubbard speaks of the isl >nd near which Weymouth anchored as appearing like the Mayne.
The patent to Mason (Hazards’ State Papers,
vol. 1, p. 386,) likewise mentions “a tract of
land upon the Mayne". Many other examples of this use of the word might be given if
necessary, but the charter of Charles I. to
Gorges of the territory in question ought to
settle the matter. This may be found in Hazard, vol. 1, 442, Sulivan’s Maine, 397, and the
original copy in York Records, vol. 1, p 15. In
this charter it will be seen that the King speaks
of it as the Maine or Maine land, and then
“ordeynes” that it shall be called the “Province or Countie of Maine.” These are the
words ofjthe charter. “Wee have given,graunted and confirmed—unto the saide Sir Ferdinando Gorges, his heirs, &c.. all that parte,
purparte and portion of the maineland of New
England”—here follows the description—“as
also all the Islands and Illets lyenge within
five leagues of the Maine—, all which parte
purparte or portion of the saide Maine land
and all and every the premises hereinbefore
Earned. Wee doe for us our heirs and successors create and incorporate into
one Province
or County; and, Wee do name, ordeyne and
that
the
of
the maine land and
appointe
portion
premisses aforesaid, shall for ever hereafter be
called the Province or Countie of Maine, and
not by any other name or names whatsoever.”
With this document before him, how could
Sulivan travel in imagination to France—for
he had no cine in fact to lead him there—in order to find the origin for the name of our State.
We might indeed wonder, were we not acquainted with his methods of adorning historical subjects.
J. P. B.

called and

attended to the
Afterwards Rich’s ambulance
took him to the Maine General Hospital. Tue
gentleman’s son was also in the wagon and
Cammett was

in Auction

^

FARM

AT AUCTION,

private! pupils by the subscriber

143 Pearl Street.

yard*

11X0

Oath_

Oct. 1,1883.

prirate estate, a province there, called the
Province of Meyne, now called the Province
of Maine. But since the general government
has made our territory a district, it has lost one
of its letters which formerly was used, and is
now called Main.”
This explanation was
adopted by Hubbard (Indian Wars, vol. l, p.
and
other
writers
and the question for
31,)
years appeared to be settled, when it was reopened, and Sulivan declared to be wrong because the consort of Charles I. owned no lands

Photograv-

to

w.

LITTLE

NICE

A

SMART

and Class-

fan24_

GOOD CLOAK MAKERS WANTED.

was then called the Province of
Mayne, by way
of compliment to the Queen of Charles I., who
was a daughter of France, and owned
as
her

Briggs,

acting as chairman of that committee, together with such of the State statutes
and city ordinances pertaining to schools as
seem desirable to be inserted.

given

of 36 inch

cents per

0.

Furniture and Genera Merchan
Regular sale
dim every Saturday, oommenoing at 10 o'clock a.
oet8dtf
m.
Consignments solicited
Of

Wauled.

ical Studies

Grey Dress Flannels,

only 371-2

laleuMu IS Exes nngr mi.
*. 0. UIIJ1.

DAVIS,

MEETINGS.

rnnning also good assortment

Special Bargains

The Name ol Maine.
To the Editor of the Press:
A correspondent asked, a few days since, information respecting the origin of the name of
our State. Sulivan in his “History of the District of Maine,” a writer who is notably incorrect in most matters of an historical natare
which he hasjtreated.says p. 307: “The territory

Etchings,

are

L.

English

Instruction in

line assortment of all wool 54 inch

Colored and

NOTES.
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Pupil of Boston Conservatory of Music, and refers
by permission to Julius Eichberg, W. H. Dennett,
Charles Grimmer, and Ira C. Stockbridge.
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We

Prof. Kotzschmar will continue as musical
director of Oxford County Musical Association convention, to be held at Bethel, October
16-19. Harvey Murray will preside at the
piano, and Mrs. Aiioe Tewksbury at the organ.
The State street quartette will take the solos
of the Messiah, which is thenrincinal work for
practice.

ures, Artists’ Proofs, Photographs
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, and I am prepared to do framing in
all its branches. Fine COLD
and BRONZE wora a specialty.
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Auctioneer* ami Commission Merchant

51 Monument Street,

per yard. These are the most reliable goods
made and never sell anywhere less than $1.12 or $1.25.
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Natural Hlttory by
Dr.
has D. Nuniih, at 12 m: on Wednesdays.
Beginning Oct. 26th, on the Bistory of Ait by
Xra. ('a.well, at 4 o'clock on Tuesdays.
Tickets to either coarse ot twenty lectures $6.00.
Single tickets 36 cents. Tickets may be obtained at
90 Park street between the hours ot two and three
p. m.
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The Lyceum was crowded la3t evening at
the opening performance of the season. Long
before the hoar for commencing every seat and
all the standing room were lakSn up, and many
were turned away.
In the opening part there

of the Center street school. This met
with general approval but no action was taken.
The requests of several parents for their
children to be allowed to come regularly late to
Bchool in consequence of late dinner hours,
is---a l_

days.
Beginning Oct. 12th,
«
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96 Park

The lectures given at Airs. Caswell’s school will
be as follows:
BeginningOct. 16th, in the French I.un*
by afoot. Bene de Poyen Belittle, at
o clock p. m. on Mondays.
Beginning Oct 9th, in Phvtiology by Dr,
Samh Kilen Polmcr, at 9.60 a.m. on Tues*
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We open this morning new lot of medium and high cost cloth,
and silk garments for ladies’ winter wear.
Any garment made to measure and guaranteed in every way.

C. McCann

hergeaut Jones.J. Welch
Claire Ffolliott. Miss Ella Latham
Arte O’Neal....Miss B. McDermott
Moya... Miss Mary Scanlan
Nancy Malone.Miss Maggie Jlullauey
Biddy Madigan.Miss Hattie Healey
Mrs. O’Kelley.James E. Flaherty

Langthorn has been transferred from the Practice class to the Primary department of the
North school. This action was approved.

PARLOR LECTURES,

WINTER CLOAKS.

a.w. W.
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Harvey Dntt.T. McIntyre
J. Welch

A new invoice of the latest publii
cations, direct from the importers, some of the finest
ever shown in this city,
Holden, Files, Merrill, Bradley and Brigge.
consisting of Steel EngravVoted, That power be granted to Supervis-

school.
Notice

Corner Brown.
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School Committee.
An adjourned meeting of the school board
was held last evening, the mayor presiding at
the opening, and on his being called away Dr.
Files was called to the chair. Present, Messrs.

allow their teachers applying to attend
the meeting of the Pedagogical Society at Lewton on Friday next.
Miss Stetson’s resignation of her position in
the High School was read and accepted.
On the recommendation of Col. Merrill, it
was voted that Miss Annie P. True be transferred temporarily from the Butler School to
the High School.
On motion of Mr. Bradley, it was voted that
Miss Mary C. Whitney be transferred temporarily from the North school to the Butler

DOLMANS, JACKinspection.

GfcO. A. CAY & CO.,

517,000.

ors to

Begins tenth year, September 20. PORTSMOUTH,
K. H.Jly 12eod3m

This is our First Sensor, in these goods, and
every Garment is entireiy new, not one old sty le in our store. All the most desirable and
Latest styles will be found at our s o» e.
Our Prices suit the Closest
Buyers and are less than Portland People have been obliged to pay.

ary Association will reprodnce the popular
Irish drama, The Shaughraun, at the Portland
Theatre for the benefit of Mr. P. J. McCallum,
whose assumption of the part of Conn won so
much praise last spring. The following will
be the cast:

Donovan.M.

MISS MORGAN’S
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Wednesday and Thursday the entertainat the Portland will be "Our Summer
Boarders” by J. W. Collier’s company,
Ou Monday evening next the Grattan Liter-
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LADIES’ OUTSIDE GARMENTS.

ment

and

specimens of crystals can be found at
the
while
the
Cove,
interior
is
full
of rocks containing them.
The old stone
fences are built of such, and visitors have had

inir

RAILROAD

our

excellent sbell-fish. This latter fact
eonvinces me that the Indians did not give
this island that name, not to mention that Indians did not give names to islands, but to
particular camping spots.
In this connection it occurs to me to
say that
the name Diamond is more appropriate to the
island than to the Cove,
for but few

r
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.
and come back at 3. The fi o’clock boat does
not get down until after dark, and it ia cold
This informa- I
and gloomy waiting for that.
THE .PORTLAND THEATRE.
tion about the beechnuts and boats, should be
Hazel Kirke will be produced at the Portthe
readers
of
the
a
kept close secret among
land Theatre to-night, with Couldock, DomPress, so that outsiders may not reach the inick Murray, Ada Gilman and Mrs. E. L.
Davenport in the cast.
harvest first. We may shortly expect some
Grimmer’s orchestra will play the following
lovely Indian summer days, when balmy selections:
breezes will tempt tbe lovers of nature hitherOverture—Esmeralda .Herman
ward, for one last day by the sea before the ice Waltzes—Bien Aimes (new).Waldteufel
Selection—Chimes of Normandy.(’briquette
and snow shuts it out for the long winter.
Galop—Stork Bills (by request).’.Fahrbach

Horses for Sale.
low.

SOME good work horses
3
CURTIS & SOCLE,
56 Cross street,
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for sale
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bcst iu >k« market,
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•irs 144 1-8 tlxchaiiRe si. I have
two well furiiiahed chain tiers to
reat at 22 Wiluiot Street.
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FOR SALE.
12 Tons of Pumpkins. Call on
W. J>. AMES,
22 Market Square, Portland.
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